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To the students who will study English with ~za7e:'e.lte 

~~is the result of scientific cooperation between the Ministry of Higher and Special Secondary 
Education of the Republic ofUzbekistan and the British Council. 

The President ofthe Republic ofUzbekistan, Islarn Karimov, in his speech at the 9th session of the Oliy 
Majlis pointed out the great importance of the study of foreign languages in the restructuring of higher and 
secondary special education. 

This textbook is intended to make a positive contribution to the learning of English by emphasizing the 
learner's independence and developing study skills. It provides a great opportunity for students to achieve 
success in their language study. 

English is now truly an intemationallanguage used by about one billion people around the world. It provides 
us with access to the latest developments in the fields of science, technology and culture. 

The Ministry of Higher and Special Secondary Education expresses its firm belief that ~.oiCewill help 
you learn English effectively and enjoyably. 

Any feedback from teachers and students about the textbook is warmly welcomed. Please send any com
ments directly to the Ministry. 

Ministry of Higher and Specilll SecondDry EducaJion 
6, Muslakillik Square, Tashkenl 

HRrJlH3 TBJIHBH 7P~e.lte 0PK;3JIH 

yPraaysllH T3Jla03JIapra 

~~~ Si36eKHcTOH Pecrry6JIHKaCH OIlH$t Ba S'PTa Maxcyc TahJIHM Ba3HpJIHrn Ba fiPHTa
HHII KeHraWH S'PTacH.!larn HIIMHtI ~aMKOPJIHK HaTIDKaCH.!lHp. 

npe3H,1leHT HCIIOM l(apHMoB Si36eKHcTOH Pecny611HKacH OIlH$t MIDICJIHcHHHHr 9-ceccHIICH,Ila 
CY311araH HYTI<WI:a OIlHtI Ba S'PTa Maxcyc 9l<YB IOpTJIapHHH HCIIO~ IQlIIHWJla acoCH$t BaJH(j>a
JIapJlaH 6HPH XOPIDKH$t THllJIapHH MYKaMMan yPraHHW 3apypJIHrnHH Ta1>KHJlIIaraH. 

fiy JlapCIIHK HHrllH3 THJIHHH yPraHYB'fHllapra MYCTalQlll HWJIaW K}'HHKManapHHH Ba M)'TOJIaa 
ManaKanaPHHH ~OCHJI I<;HIIHI.l.ll\a 93HHHHr H)I(06HtI YJIYlllHHH K;9rnHwra M)'lJ)I(aJJIIaHraH. llIy 
6HJIaH 6Hpra Y Tana6anapra THIIHH MyBa(j>(j>aIQlJlTJIH S'PraHHI.l.ll\a KaTTa epJlaM 6epaJIH. 

HHrlllil THJIH 6yryHrH KYHJIa ep KyppacHHHHr TaxMHHaH 6HP MHllJIHapJlra RI<;HH KHllIHCH 
rallHpa,aHraH xanK;apo THIIJIHp. Y 6H3ra (j>aH, TeXHHKa Ba Ma,aaHHRT co~acH.!larH c}1Hrrn RH

rHJIHKlJap 6H11aH TaHHWHW HMKOHHRTIfHH 6epaJIH. 

OJIHl! Ba}ipTa Maxcyc Ta1>JIHM Ba3HpJlHrn ~~~cH3ra HHrJlHJ THJIHHH 'IYIO'P Ba K;H3H
K;H6 yPraHHWHHrH3ra epJlaM 6epa,aH Jle6 HWOH'l 6HJ1Jll1PaJIH. 

SiK;HT}'B'fH Ba TaJIa6anap TOMOHH,IlaH JlapCIIHK 61'1tH'la ~ap K;aHJlal! TaJOlH(j> Ba MYlIoxaJanapHH 
BaJHPJIHK MaMHYHHRT 6H11aH K,116YJl I<;HJIaJIH. YllapHH T}1FpH,llaH-T}1FpH BaJHpJIHKKa /t9JJJJalllHH-
rH3 MYMKHH. 

\ 

00411. /la jpma Maxcyt: mtIMUM /lIJ3UPAU2U. 

TOIllKeHm Ill., MycmalfllAAlIIC MaiiiJoHu, 6-y •. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Early in 1996 the Ministry of Higher and Special Secondary Education of the Republic ofUzbekistan 
requested the British Council to produce a lively and modem textbook to help students in universities and 
other higher level institutions in Uzbekistan to develop their study skills in English. 

1e'oth~ is the result of this collaborative project. It is based on an extensive analysis of learners' 
needs, which was carried out by discussing with students and teachers all over Uzbekistan what they 
most wanted from such a coursebook. The themes around which the book is organised have been 
suggested by these students and teachers, and many of the activities and exercises have been tried out 
by teachers in their classrooms. The content renects a desire by students and teachers alike to devel
op study skills not only by looking outward to Britain and the rest of the world, but also by talking, 
reading and writing about Uzbekistan and their own lives and experiences. 

1e'oth~ is therefore a book which reflects the interests of its users. It focuses on study skills -
those special skills which enable students of any subject to study more effectively - because these are 
nceded by all students, particularly in higher education where learners need to be more Independent. 

It develops these skills in English, because this is the international language of commerce, develop
ment and cultural and educational exchange. Today more than ever, English provides a key which 
can unlock unlimited opportunities for those who have a good command of its ski ll s. 

1e'oth~ is not a complete English language course in itself. This does not mean that it cannot be 
used as a main course book - simply that it does not aim to provide comprehensive coverage of all the 

elements of the English language. 1e'6ut'lt1~ aims rather to help students to understand their own 
learning styles, to manage their time well, use reference books efficiently, read texts In the most 
effective ways for different purposes and write clear, well-organised reports, letters and essays. It 
also provides material to help students develop important and practical ' life skills', such as those 

needed for filling·in application forms and achieving success at interviews. 

1e'oth~diffcrs in a number of important ways from the traditional textbooks which are familiar to 
students and tcachers in Uzbekistan. Like most modem textbooks it uses the communicative approach to 
the teaching and learning of English. This approach encourages the use of English as the working language 
of the classroom. Although it does contain some Uzbek texts for translation and glossaries of key words. all 
the reading texts, instructions and explanations of language points are in English. This is the approach that 
was requested by the great majority of teachers and students consulted during preparation of the book. As 
all teachers know, you can only learn a language by using it, so 7e'out'ltIl4e provides constant stimulus for 
the active use of English. 

An important feature of ~~ is the way in which the exercises link di fferent skill s, so that, for 
example, the reading exercises often provide the basis for di scuss ion or writing tasks while class 
discussions are frequently used to prepare students for the readi ng of a text. This integrated ap
proach renects real life, where skills are rarely used in isolation from each other. Similarly. activities 
and exercises in one unit may be developed further, perhaps in rel ation to a different skill , in a later 
unit. For this reason it is advisable to go through the book in unit order. The units also increase in 
difficulty, so that the later units are more challenging than the ~arlier ones. This provides a further 

reason for following the unit order of the book. 
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However, although ~'" is designed to provide a coherent course in study skills if it is worked 
through systematically, it may also be used as a supplementary resource book, which the teacher can draw 
on to provide materials for developing specific skills. It is not essential to complete every task of every unit, 
and users may wish to concentrate on particular skills or particular kinds of task and eltercise. Nor is there 

a filted length of time for each unit. 

A key feature of ~'" is the f1eltibility it allows to both learners and teachers. It helps users to 
recognise their characteristic learning styles, and provides eltercises and activities which help differ
ent kinds of learners. Some, who enjoy learning with others, will benefit from the many opportunities 
for working in pairs and groups. Others, preferring a more individual approach to study, may wish to 
work on the exercises on their own. Part of the teacher's role will be to help students find what suits 
them best, and organise the classroom tasks accordingly. Experience has shown that students can 
learn more effectively if they work together on suitable tasks, so many of the exercises are designed 
to allow students to work together in pairs, or in groups of three or four. This gives the students the 
opportunity to practise their English by using it to work on the task, and to solve problems by 
exchanging and sharing approaches and suggestions. Working in this way helps students to develop 
their independence as learners, and encourages teachers to use a 'student-centred' approach which 
gives learners greater responsibility for their own development. 

Although a number of the tasks and eltercises in 1e'or47e'l4e, such as those designed for group and 
pair work, may be unfamiliar to some students and teachers, many are of a more traditional kind. The 
balance of new and traditional should help teachers find a way of working which suits each individual 
class, especially as they grow more familiar with the book, and should help to keep the students' 
interest. 

To help users get the best out of 1e'or47e'tu there is a set of Notes for Teachers at the back of the 
book, which gives suggestions for organising and exploiting the eltercises, especially those which 
may be less familiar, such as the pair and group tasks. 

1Q~tu aims to provide an effective course in study skills which will be enjoyed by both teachers 
and learners. Its rich mix of topics, teltts and activities is designed to stimulate that lively interest 
without which learning is impossible. The author and publishers wish its users every success. 
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KHPHm 

1996 ihl.ll){a :Y'36eKHcToH PecrryfimlKacHHHHr OJmH Ba :Y'PTa MaxCyC Ta'hl1HM Ba3HpnHrH 6PH
TaHHII KeHralllH.llaH YHHBepCHTeT Ba 6olllK;a onHA YI<YB IOPTnapH Tana6anapHra HHfnH3 THnH
HH rryxTapOK; yPraHHllIra MymKannaHraH 3aMOHaBHH D.apCnHK IIpaTHllID.a epD.aM cypa6 MypO
lKaaT K;HnraHD.H. 

WordWise D.e6 aT~MHllI Ma3KYP D.apCnHK aHa llIynuaH x;aMKopnHK HaTHlKaCHD.Hp. Y bH
nHllIHJlaH OnD.HH Y36eKHCTOHra K;aHD.aH D.apCnHK 3apypnHrnHH aHHK;Ralll MaK;Ca)lHJla Ta
na6anap x;aMJla YK;HTYB'lH-MYTaXaCCHcnap yPTaCHD.a KeHr KS'naMJla H3naHHllInap YTKa3Hn
JlH. KHTo6ra KHpHTHnraH MaB3ynapHHHr KS'rr'lHnHrn HHfnH3 THnH JlapcnapH.lla CHHOBJlaH 
YTKa3HnraH. ,UapCnHKJla 6epHnraH Tana6anapHHHr HHfnH3 THnH OFJaKH HYTK;RapH, YK;HllI 
Ba e3HllI ManaKanapMHM pMBOlKnaHTMpHllIra MYJDKannaHraH MaTepMannap 6ylOK 6pMTa
HHII, JlYHeHHHr 6olllK;a MaMnaKaTnapM, llIy lK)'Mna)laH :Y'36eKMCTOHHMHr X;03Mprn KYHMra 
OMJl ax60pOTnap Ba Ma'bnYMOTnapJlaH TapKH6 TorrraH. 

WordWise Tana6anapHMHr MCTaK Ba K;M3MK;MllInapHHM x;aM Ha3apD.a TYTa)lM. Tana6anap 
K;aHCM MYTaxaCCMcnMKHM 3rannaeTraHnMKnapHD.aH K;aT'bM Ha3ap, D.apCnMK K;aMpa6 onraH 

MaIlJynap ynapHMHr MHfnM3 TMnMJla 3pKHII, paBOH CY3nalllMllInapH, ct>HKP IOpMTMllInapH, 
ax60pOT anMalllMllInapMJla epJlaM 6epMllIra HYHanTMpMnraH. Ma'hl1YMKM, MHfnM3 TMnM xan
K;apo x;aeT, CaBJlO-COTMK;, MK;TMCOJlMeT, MaJIaHMIIT, Ta'bnMM Ba 601llK,a Cox;anapJla xanK;apo 

ct>HKP anMalllHllI TMnMJlMp. EyryHrn KYHJla x;ap K;a'lOHrH.llaH x;aM KyrrpoK;, MHfnM3 TJoInH 
Y3HHHHr Max;opaTnapMHM 3ranJIraHnap Y'lYH 'leKCM3 MMKOHMIITJIap K;yJIct>HHH O'la OJIyB'lH 
KaJIHT 6YJIH6 xH3MaT K;MJIa)lH. WordWise MHfRM3 TMnM KYPCMHH ryJIHK; K;aMpa6 onraH 3Mac, 
aMMO 6y aCOCMH JlapCnMK Ba3H<paCMHM6IDKaponMaHD.M.lleraH rarr 3Mac, OMMH K;HRH6 aHTraH
!la, .llapCJIHK HHrJIM3 TlIJIMHMHr 6ap'la 3neMeHTnapMHM epMTHllIHH y3 O.ll){Mra MaK;Ca)l K;MJIH6 

K;YHMaHJlH. 

WordWise Tana6aJIapra X;OPM)I(HH THnHH ypraHMllID.a YJRapHra XOC ycny6HM TaHnalll, BaK;THH 

TYFpH TaK;CHMnalll, TYpnH nYFaTnap.llaH MaK;Ca)lra MYB0<PHK; ct>OHD.anaHHllI, MaTHnapHH YK;MllI 
TypnapHHH K;S'HHnraH Ba3M<para MYB0<PHK; TaHnalll, ryFPH e3HllI, X;Hco60T Ba Ma'bpy3anap
HH YPHaTHnraH TapTM6 6YHM'la TY3HllI, rypnM xaT Ba HHllIonapHM ryFPH e3a onHllIHH 

ypraTa)lH. 6ynapJlaH T:llllK;apH Y1ll6y JlapCnMK YHD.aH <pOHD.anaHYB'lHnapra x;aeTJla Y'lpaHD.HraH 
aManHH Max;opaTnap, xycycaH apM3a <popManapMHH ry.ll){MPHllI Ba MllIra KHpHllI Y'lYH cyx;6aT
.llaH MYBa<p<paK;HIITnH YTMllI Ka6M KYHMKManapHM pHBOlKnaHTHpHllIra ep.llaM 6epa)lH. 

WordWise :Y'36eKMCTOH Tana6anapMra aH'baHaBMA 6ynraH JlapCnHKnapJlaH Kyrr lKHx;aTJol 
6HnaH <papK; K;Hna)lH. Kyrr'lHnMK 3aMoHaBMH D.apCnMKnap CHHrapH Ma3KYP K;S'nnaHMa HHrRH3 
THnHHH yK;lITMllI Ba ypraHHllI.lla KOMMYHHKaTHB ycynra acocnaHraH. Ey KHTo6 ynapra HH
rnH3 THnHHH CHH<p.llarn <!JaonHIIT THnH clI<paTH.lla HllInaTMllIra .lla'bBaT K;HRa)lH. fap'lH K;9nnaH
Ma Y3 wmra 6HP MyH'la Y36eK T11J1H.ll:l e3HnraH MaTHnapHlI Ba aCOCHH CY3napHH HHfnH3 
THnHra TaplKHMa K;HnHllI llalll<paCHHH onraH 6ynca)la, YHD.arn YK;HllI Y'lYH 3)l(paTlInraH MaTH
JIap, TYllIYHTJoIp"lllnap, y eKM 6y Balll<paHH 63)1(apMllIra OH.ll KyPCaTManap lIHrRH3 TJoInH.lla)lHp. 
)\aMMara Ma'hl1}'MKH, THnHH 3rannalllHlIHr acocHH llIapTll, YHD.a JlOHMO ct>aon MynoK;aT K;Hn1l6 

TYPHllIJlHp. 

WordWiseHHHr Myx,HM xycycIDITnapH.ll3H 611PH llIYHD.aH H60paTKH, YHD.a 6epHnraH MalllK,TIap 
TyPJIH THn ManaKanapHHH 611p-6HPH 6HnaH 60malllra XM3MaT K;Mna)lH. MacanaH, Tana6a
napHHHr yK;HW ManaKaCMHH OlllHpHllIra MyJDKannaHraH MalllK,TIap ynap.lla OFJaKH HYTK; 
ManaKanapHHH pHBOlKnaHTHpHllIra MYJDKannaHraH Myx,OKaManapHH Ba 6a'b3H 6HP Hapcanap
HH bHllIHH TaK;030 K;Hna)lH Ba aKCHH'la, HYTK; ManaKaCHHM OlllMpHllI Y'lYH 6epHnraH MalllK;

nap MaTHnapHH YK;HllIHH TaK;030 3Ta)lH. 
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.llapcnl1KKli 6yH.LIaH eHJlaWI1W 6yryHrI1 xah TaJla611.!111p. Y.}'HKH, HYfI<; JKllpaeHI1)la ManaKanap 
anox;l1lla lI)I(panraH XOnaT)la WaKJlJlaHMaH.uI1, 6anKH ynap )lOI1MO 6I1p-6I1PI1HH TaK;030 K,I1Jla)lI1 . 
.llapCnl1KHI1Hr On)lI1HrI1 6Ynl1MI1.!1arl1 6abJI1 MaWK; Ba <paOJlI1HT TYpnapH yHI1Hr 6oWK;a 6ynH
Ml1.!1a pl1BOlKJlaHTl1pl1Jla)l11 ea MYK3MMannaWTl1pl1Jla)ll1. Wy ca6a6J111, 6H3 KJ.IT061laH <poHllana
Hl1llJJla 6ynl1MJ1apllaH KeTMa-KeT, MabJIYM Taprn61la <pOHllanaHI1WHH TaBCI1H 3TaMH3. 6ynHM
nap Olllll1H)laH MypaKKa6ra TaMOHI1J1H aCOCl1lla eJl1JIraHJll1rl1 Xl1co6ra OJlI1HCa, IOI<;Opl1.!1arl1 
TaBCI1HHI1Hr MYXI1MJ1HrI1 Ba YHra P"0H K,I1JlHWHHHr axaMHHTI1 HHa)la OPTa)lI1. 

6y 611naH 611pra WordWise TI1J1HI1 3rannaw 6HJlaH 60Fnl1K; 6ap'la ManaKanapHH 6Hp-6I1PH 
611naH Y3BI1H, MabJIYM 6HP TI13HMl1ll 6epraH 6yJlca xaM, yI<;l1yYB'IH y3 I1xmepH 611J1aH 6y 
KI1T061laH 6oWK;a )lapCJlI1KJ1apra I\YWHM'Ia CH<paTHlla <pOHllanaHH6, YHra KHpl1Tl1JIraH Ma
Tepl1annap)laH Y eKI1 6y ManaKaHH pHBOlKJlaHmpHIlI MaI<;Ca)ll1lla HIlIJlaTl1ll111 MYMKHH . 
.llapCnl1K 6ynHMJlapl1 YCTI1)la HllIJIalll Y'lYH BaIq '1erapanaHMaraH. 6y Hapca llIapOI1T Ba 

I1MKOHHHTra K;apa6 6eJlrl1J1aHHIlIH MYMKHH. 

WordWiseHHHr 3Hr MYX"M XYCYCI1HTH 1lI}'HllaKH, Y YI<;HTYB'I11 Ba Tana6ara )lapCJlI1K1laH Y3 
BaK;rn xaMlla WapOl1rnllaH KeJlH6 '1HK.H6 <pOHllanaHHIlI HMKOHI1HTI1HI1 6ep3ll11 . .llapCJlHK
)laH <pOI1)lanaHYB'II1J1ap 6epHJlraH MalllI<; Ba Ba3H<panapllaH Y3JlapH eK;Tl1praH I1Il1J1alll yc
'1Y6J1apl1ra K;apa6 <pOI1)lanaHl1ll1J1apH MYMKHH. Kyn'lHJlHK 611J1aH I1Il1J1aIllHI1 eK;Tl1praHJlap 
lKY<PT Ba rypyx,rrapra 6yJlHHH6 ypraHHllIra MymKanJlaHraH MaTepHanJlapllaH <pOl1llanaHHIlI
Jlapl1 MYMKHH. AI1PHM, HHIlHBHllyan MYToanaa K;HJlHIlIHH a<p3an KYpraHJlap KHT061laH y3J1a

pH'Ia <pOI1)lanaHHIlIJlapH MYMKHH. 

YK;HTYB'IHHHHr BalH<paCH Tana6anapHHHr aHa IlIY xycycHHTJlapHHH XHco6ra OJlH6, Ilapc
HH ryFpH TalllKHJI K;HJI11 IlI)lHp. TIDKpH6a llIyHH KYPCaTIlHKH, arap Tana6anap lKy<pT-lKY<pT 
6ynH6 eKH 3-4 KHWHJlHK rypyx,rrapra 6yJlHHH6 ypraHcanap, THJlHH 3ranJlalll eHrHn KY'la
IlH. 6eBocHTa rypyx,rrapra 6yJlHHH6 yPraHH6 y3J1apH ypraHaeTraH HHfJlH3 THJlHHH Ilapc 
<paOJlHHTH lKapaeHHlla TYPJlH Macananap 103aCI1.!1aH <pHKP anMalllHIlI Ba TaBCHHJlap KHpH
THIlI aCOCl1.!1a aManra OIllHPHJl3IlH. HlllJIalllHHHf 6y yCJly6H Tana6anapHH MYCTaK;HJI THn 

yPraHHIlI K;o6HJlHHTJlapHHH 0IllHP3llH, YK.HyYB'IHra 3ca, Tana6anapHHHr <paoJl HIlIJlalll yc
ny6HHH TaHJlalll Ba yHH pHBOlKJlaHTHpHllIra HMKOH 6epa)lH. 

WordWisera KHpHTHJIraH 6ab3H lKY<PT Ba rypyx 6yJlH6 HIlIJlalllra MYJllKanJlaHraH MalllK,llap 
al1pl1M yK;HTYB'IH Ba Tana6anapra HOMabJIYM 6YJlHllIH MyMKHH, JleKHH IGIT06HHHr aKca
pHHT K;HCMH aHbaHaBHI1 HIlIJlalll YCJly6J1apl1llaH TalllKHJI TonraH. 5lHrH Ba aHbaHaBHI1 Hill 

YCJly6J1apHHHHr I\YJlJlaHHIlIH MaK;6yJl YCJly6 TYPHHH TaHnalll HMKOHHHTHHH 6ep3llH Ba 
Tana6anapHHHr TI1JI ypraHHIlIHra K.HlHK.HIlIHHH OIllHpHIlIHH TabMHHJlal1llH. 

WordWisellaH MaK;C3Ilra MYB0<PHK; <pOHllanaHHIlIHH Halaplla TYTH6, llapCJlHKHHHr OXHpH
)la yK;HyYB'IHJlapra MeTOIlHK KYPcaTManap Ba aI1HHK;Ca :lKY<PT Ba rypyx,naplla HllIJIalll TIDK
pH6aCH 6HJlaH YPTOK,llaIllHJlraH. 

WordWise x;oPHlKHI1 THJlHH 3aMOHaBHH MeTo.nnap acocl1Ila yPraTHIlIHH Ha3aplla TYTI16 
elHJlraH llapCJlHKIlHp. 

YHJlafH M'~MYHaH 6011 MaB3YJlap xaM.na MaTHJlap, xap XHJI TYP.narH MalllI<; Ba Ba3H<panap 
THJlHH KaTTa K;l1lHK;HIlI 6HJlaH yPraHHllIra llIapOHT HpaT3IlH. MyaJIJlH<P Ba HOIllHpJlap Ma3-
Kyp llapCJlHKIlaH <pOHllanaHya'll1Jlapra KaTTa Myaa<p<paI<;l1HTJlap TI1JIa6 K;OJl3llHJlap. 
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1]~n1 PREPARING TO LEARN 

1n '"i8 unit 3f'U will ruJ, .fill" a"" writ, a60ut ... 
• the situations in which you need English 

• the language skills you need in different situations 

• which skills you need to improve most 

• styles of learning 

• organising your time 

• remembering, forgetting and reviewing 

• learning strategies and learning resources 

FIRST THINGS FIRST 

"A Language is a gem of which 
we cannot express the vallle". 

(Alisher Navoi) 

1 III Before you start this new English course it is a good idea to think carefully 
about what you want or need English for. With your partner, write a list of all the 
situations in which you need to use or understand English. You should include 
situations both inside and outside the classroom. 

2 When you have completed your list, compare it with other students' lists. Are 
they similar? Now look at your list again with your partner and decide which of 
your situations are: 

* found only in the classroom 
* found outside the classroom 
* the most common 
* the least common 
* the most important 
* the least important 

1 



@ UNIT I 

3 Now look at the table below. On the left it shows various situations in which 
students like you may need English. This list is not complete. Please add any 
other situations you have on your own lists at the bottom. On the right of the table 
you can see 6 columns (YCTYHf1ap)- one for each language skill. 

What YOU must do: with your partner think about which language skills are important in 
each situation. For example, if you think that for 'enjoying English pop music' you 
need good listening skills and also a wide vocabulary, you should tick (oi') the vocabulary 
and listening columns. 

Situations inl which you Language Skills 
need to use or 
understand English vocabulary grammar listening speaking reading writing 

enjoying English pop music ,./ ,./ '" 
reading newspapers .;. , 

watching satellite TV ,-, V -

, 
meeting foreign vis itors V) V 

f illing in application forms , 

taking part in discussions J / 

listening to the radio j .. 
using computers ~ 

V 

taking tests and exams 
t· ./ 

interpreting for foreign visitors L- V 

writing letters to foreign friends 

" IT 

doing textbook exercises ,/ 

Now look at your completed table. Are there any skills which are more important 
than others? Which skill seems to be the most important? 

Rank the situations in the order of their importance for you. 

2 
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4 Deciding Your Priorities 
The dictionary defines a priority as "something that needs attention immediately or first, 
before other things". To decide your English language learning priorities you first need 
to consider how much you know or can do already. 

Usmon is a first year student from Samarkand. This is how he described his own 
English language ability. 

"I think my reading ability is quite good because'l 
spend a lot of my free time reading books and 
newspapers in English. As I read I learn a lot of 
new words so my vocabulary is quite wide. I realize 
that my speaking and listening skills are not so 
good. I need a lot more practice. Also my grammar 
needs a lot of improvement. My writing ability is 
the weakest of all." 

Look at Usmon's self-assessment table below. He has already assessed his listening and 
reading skills. Complete the table by Circling (C:} a level for each of the other four skills. 

i Vocabulary r--, 
2 

T 
Grammar , 

2 

Ustening , Speaking , 
2 

Reading , 
2 

Writing , 
2 

3 3 

4 4 

Cb 
3 

4 

3 
4 

Cb 
4 

3 
4 I 

1. My standard is very high. I have reached my goal. 
2. My level is quite high but I can still improve. 
3. My level is not so high. I need a lot of improvement. 
4. I can do very little. I am far from my goal. 

Next, assess your own English language abilities in the table below. Be honest with yourself! 

Vocabulary Grammar Ustening Speaking Reading , , , , , ! 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 

Which skills do you need to improve most? Which are your strongest skills? 

Now you should have a clear idea of: 

• the situations in which you need English 

• which situations are most important for you 

• the skills needed in each situation 

• which skills you need to improve most 

Writing I , 
I 

2 
3 
4 
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b1 DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 Before you read the text think about the questions below. Look around at 
your classmates. You'll probably notice that they have quite a lot of personal 
differences. 

• Do they have similar styles of dress? 
• Are their hair styles similar or different? 
• Do they have different personalities? 

2 Now read the text about learning styles below. 

LEARNING STYLES 
Each of us has a different personality. Our personality affects the way we act, 
the way we talk, and even the way we dress. It also affects the way we learn. 
Because we have different personalities we learn in different ways . 

5 Psychologists say that there are five main styles of learning .. 

VISUAL LEARNING STYLE 
If your learning style is visual you learn well from ~ words in books, 
newspapers and magazines and on the blackboard. You prefer to see and 

10 read information rather than to hear it, and you don't need a lot of oral 
(spoken) explanation. You take notes of lectures and talks and from library 
books if you want to remember more. 

AUDITORY LEARNING STYLE 
15 If your style is auditory, you prefer.l::l.e.illing words spoken to reading them on 

a page. You may remember information better if you read aloud. You like 
doing oral exercises in class and listening to tapes and lectures. You also 
enjoy taking part in discussions. 

20 

25 

30 

PHYSICAL LEARNING STYLE 
People who have a physical learning style learn best when they are doing 
something active and physical. They remember information well if they are 
using thei r hands and bodies as well as their minds. They like to do role-play 
in the classoom and enjoy acting out situations and dialogues. 

GROUP LEARNING STYLE 
Some people dislike working alone and learn more easily when they study 
with others. They like groupwork and pairwork and they remember information 
better when they have other people to discuss it with . 

INDIVIDUAL LEARNING STYLE 
If you have an individual learning style you learn better when you work ~. 
You enjoy private study and may dislike groupwork. You understand and 
remember information better without others around you. 

35 To be successful, a learner needs to be able to learn in several different 
ways. So although you may prefer one learning style to another, you will 
probably learn best if you can use a mixture of styles. 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Look at the five pictures (or symbols) below and match them to the five 

learning styles mentioned in the text, 

[' 
. ...; ;;'~ 
". . 

learning style 
learning style 
learning style 

.:. ..... .. .. .. . .... .... .. ... learning style 
............. ... ........ .. ... learning style 

B Read the des cri ptions below, written by three students on how they learn 
best. For each description decide which learning style(s) he or she uses. 
(Remember that most people use a mixture of styles.) 

RASUL 

.~ 
I 

"When I'm preparing for class or doing homework 
I usually study with a few classmates. We read and 
talk about the texts together. During lessons I like 
doing oral exercises, particularly listening and group 
discussions. " 

RASUL 'S MAIN LEARNING STYLE(S) 

"I always keep careful notes of the new words and 
expressions I meet as I read. I find these lists of 
new words very helpful when I review lessons. In 
class, I really like it when the teacher asks us to act 
out dialogues or situations in pairs or in groups." 

YULDUZ 'S MAIN LEARNING STYLE(S) 

LENA 

~ 
"I have lots of friends but when I study I find it 
easier to concentrate if I work alone. When I'm 
reviewing my lessons or preparing for exams I read 
the text aloud to myself . This helps me to 
remember." 

LENA'S MAIN LEARNING STYLE(S) 

YULDUZ 

C Read the text again and decide which learning style or styles YQ11. prefer. 
I 

~ No style of learning is better or worse than another. In this book 
there are activities and exercises to suit ail types of learners. 
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4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

Below is a list of words from the text (line numbers in brackets) connected with 
language learning. See if you can match them with the definitions on the right. 
I 

(24) dialogues ~ritten record of the main ideas from a text or lecture 
(28) pairwork talking about a particular topic 
(33) private study onversations 
(18) discussions acting out scenes and situations 
(24) situations formal talks given by teachers 
(28) groupwork speaking practice 
(23) role-play working with a partner 
(11) lectures things that happen in real life (eg. at the doctor's) 
(17) oral exercises working alone 
(11) notes working with a few others 

LIKE AND DISLIKE 

In the text the following verbs are used to show the attitude of 
different types of learners to various learning activities 

like enjoy prefer dislike 

Find these verbs in the text and look at how they are used. Pay particular attention to 
what follows the verb. 

You probably noticed that these verbs are often directly followed by another verb. This 
verb is either a 'to-' infinitive. or a gerund form. Read the information below on how we 
use the four verbs. 

6 

LIKE PREFER 
These verbs can be followed ~ by a 'to-' infinitive or a gerund. 
Look at these examples from the text: 

You ~ doing oral exercises... They ~ to do role-plays ... 
... you ~ hearing words spoken to reading them on a page. 
You ~ to see and read information rather than to hear it. 

The verbs 'love' and 'hate' can also be followed either by a 'to-' infinitive or a 
gerund. 

ENJOY DISLIKE 
These verbs can QnJy be followed by a gerund. 

You also ~ taking part in discussions. Some people ~ working alone. 

The verbs 'mind' (as in 'I don't mind .. .'), 'detest', and 'stand' (as in 'I can't 
stand .. .'), can also be followed only by a gerund. 

All of the verbs mentioned above can also be followed by a noun phrase. 

They ~ groupwork and palrworlc. 
You may ~ one learning style to another ... 
You fWiQj{ private study and ~ groupworlc. 
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Exercise 1 
Divide these verbs into two groups: Group 1 (verbs which show positive feelings) 

Group 2 (verbs which show negative feelings) 

can 't stand ...... 2 ... ... Iike .... .. 1... ... hate.. don't like ... ..... ... . love .......... . . 
prefer.......... .. detest ....... .... . enjoy.. .... ... ... don't mind .. ....... . 

Now try to decide which are the strongest and weakest verbs in each group. 

Exercise 2 

[l] 
With a partner, talk about your feelings towards the things below. Use one of the 
verbs above followed by a ' to- ' infinitive, a gerund or a simple noun. Look back 
at the grammatical information above to help you 

• I exams essays homework holidays 

Exercise 3 
Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form. 

(a) Feruza loves ... .. ...... (cook) but she hates ..... ... .... (wash) up. 
(b) I like .. ........ .. (go) to concerts but I prefer ... .... ..... (watch) 'Santa Barbara' on TV. 
(c) Andrei enjoys ..... ....... (camp) and ...... ...... (walk) in the Fan Mountains. 
(d) Batir can 't stand ............. .... (take) exams but he enjoys ........ ..... .... . (write) essays. 
(e) I detest ..... .... ..... (fly) but I don't mind .. ... .. ..... .... ..... .. (travel) by train . 

Check your answers with the key in the back of this book "A 

ORGANISING YOUR TIME 

1 [l] With a partner, think about how much time (in hours) you spend on the activities 

below in a typical week (7 days). Fill in the table. 

Activity 

sl eep ing 

gening up (washing , dressing, atc) 

preparin g and eating meals 

travelli ng 

lessons in class 

walching TV 

s hopp in g 

relaxing with fr iends 

reading newspapers, mal)azines. novms 

preparing lor class 

AplM"oJdmete time apent In • week on •• ch acttvtty 
(In haura, 

You Your partner 
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2 Now answer these questions: 

(a) Which activity do you spend longest on? 
(b) Which activities could you spend less time on? 
(c) Which activities would you like to spend longer on? 

3 Think for a moment about the way you spend your typical working day (not 
Saturday or Sunday). Read Usmon's description of his typical day. 

"I need my ~! I usually spend about 8 hours in bed. ~ like 
getting up, washing and dressing take about an hour. I have a quick 
breakfast and a light lunch but a longer dinner at home with my family in 
the evening. I spend about 2 hours a day e.a1in.g. At university I spend 
6 hours studying in the classroom. We have short breaks between classes 
when we chat - usually about an hour a day. In the evenings I spend 
3 hours in private study when I do homework and review lessons. After 
that I ~ for about 2 hours. It takes me half an hour to get to the 
university campus so I spend one hour each day ~." 

4 Now complete the chart below to show how Muzafar spends his typical day. 
You don 't need to show the order in which he does things - just show the total 
time he spends on each activity. Use a different colour or shading for each 
activity. 

o HOURS SPENT ' 24 

sleeping 

I I I I I I I I I I 

5 Think about how you spend a typical working day. Then make your own time 
chart below. 

HOURS SPENT 
o 24 

I I I I 

6 Compare your chart with your partner's. Are they similar or very different? 
How much time do you spend reviewing the lessons you have studied and the 
language you have learned? 

8 
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DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 [l] Before you start reading the text below, answer these questions with 

your partner: 
Who is this? 
When did he live? 
What is he famous for? 
What kind of man was he? 

2 Now read the first paragraph of the text. 

Ulugbek, the famous fifteenth century scientist and King of Samarkand, had a 
highly developed mind and amazing powers of memory. He could remember 
thousands of detailed facts and figures. He was also a keen hunter and often went 
on long hunting tri ps. While he was hunting he kept a detailed record book of all 
the birds and animals he killed on each tri p. 

3 There are six more sentences in the text but they have been mixed up. Try to 
put the sentences into the correct order. 

(a) Later the servant found the missing book. 
(b) Ulugbek told him not to worry because he could recall all the details 

in the book. 
(c) He went nervously to the king and told him about the lost book. 
(d) To the amazement of the servant he then wrote out all the details of 

hundreds of hunting trips from memory. 
(e) When he compared the detailed records in the book with those his master 

had written from memory, he found that they were exactly the same. 
(f) One day, one of Ulugbek's servants lost his master's record book. 

4 How do you think U!ugbek was able to recall so many details? 
Do you know any techniques for improving your memory? 

~ 

Elephants 
never forget! 
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5 Unfortunately most of us do not have Ulugbek's powers of memory. We often 
forget the new words and expressions we have learned. The graph below shows 
how quickly we forget new information we have learned. 

A 100% 
M 

75% I· • 0 
U 
N • T 

R 50% 

E 
C 
A 25% I • L • • L 
E 

0% D 
end of 1 day 2 days 
leamlng 
period TIME 

Look at the graph and answer these questions. 

1. If you don't review, how much will you remember after 24 hours? 
2. How much of what you have learnt can be remembered after 2 days? 
3. When are you able to recall the most? 
4. Why do you think recall rises shortly after you learn new information? 

5. How can we keep our level of recall high? 
6. What would the curve in the graph look like if the material learnt was reviewed after 24 

hours? 
7. How often do you think material should be reviewed to keep our recall level high? 

6 Now read the following text, from a book on the psychology of learning, to 
see if your answers to the questions above were correct. 

After a learning period, recall first rises briefly. The reason for this brief rise after 
learning is that the mind needs a little time to sort out and organise the new 
information it has been given. Following the small rise, the amount remembered 
falls quickly. Within 24 hours of learning new information, about 75% is forgotten. 
After two days, only about 20% of the new information can be remembered. To 
keep our level of recall high we must review the learned material regularly. The first 
review should take place a few hours after learning, the second after one day, the 
third after one week and the fourth after one month. If you review in this way, the 
knowledge will be kept in your long term memory and you will not forget it. (Just as 
you never forget personal telephone numbers). If you do not review, you are 
wasting the effort you put into learning. 

Adapted from "Use Your Head" by Tony Buzan 

10 
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[l] 
The dictionary defines a strategy as "a plan for gaining success in an activity". 
Each of you has your own personal strategies for learning languages and 

improving your language skills. With your partner, read the descriptions of various 
students' language learning strategies and discuss the following questions: 

(a) What language skills does the strategy develop? 
(b) Do you think it is a useful strategy? 
(c) Do you or your partner use this strategy? 

q hef tM8 of 1UIW word8 and. 8ttdc 
Hwn on mg bedroom watt. (Timur) 

q ti8t8n to Sn&ii8k ca88eitea on mg watkman when q'm traveiii1l(j 
or rel4zi11lJ. (Zarina) 

q Mk to mJj8eif in Sn&ii8k a& q do j0&8 around. the iwu8e, 
or in the garden. (Sergei) 

q ltaB a grammar book with ezeni8ea. 1. do the ezeni8ea and. tften 
iuok up the anawl!Y8 immediafe{g. (Valerie) 

q write to mg 13riti8k penfriend. and. aak Iur to comd 

the mi8faiw. in mg wrifi11lJ. (Gulnosa) 

q read newafafer arliclea witlwut a diditrMty to 8ee how mudt 1. can 
und.erafand. fJhen q check 80me worria in the diditrMty. (Davron) 

-v-Il, 

With your partner, make a list of your own learning strategies, then compare your 
list with that of another pair of students. Do they have any strategies which might 
help you? 

In each unit of this book we will introduc~ you to an important learner strategy in 
the "Learner Strategy" section. Here you will find more helpful advice on how to 
study more effectively. 

11 
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LEARNING RESOURCES 

[l] One very important learning strategy is to make full use of all the English 
language resources around you. 

Look at the pictures below and with your partner talk about the following questions: 

(a) What language learning resource does each picture represent? 
(b) Which are the most important resources fQulQ.y? 
(c) Are there any resources which you do not have? 

I~ " ~ 
~·';;"B\ n ~ 

~ 

11 

Can you think of qny other English language learning resources available to you? 

,_ PUZZLE CORNER WORD SEARCH 

... Try tQ find the 20 language learning words in the words square below. 
Words can run in any direction. * Tick (..I) the words as you find them 

@]TD-I\~(])~ w 
:~I~\,g ~ ~.~~~X ,~, 
'U'RNX/EI SE~Q 
l.pJR. ,)1, N .. '.T.R 0 S A ,SI,. 
11f'v1E" T HI;,WN.X,P TI 
,OiO I Ail,O G U\E S 

IRN R. K LVu gS &.E.' ltsJ X \v.JS E ° J) ~ 'l" 
VOCA UlARJ:: 

12 

groupwork " 

reading " 
pairwork 

roleplay, / 

vocabulary 

print v 

dialogues. think say 

writingI' retell ask 

tapes games, jokes 

tests i/ grammar, talk 

error /; words '-' songs :/ 

bell V 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

situation I.snfu'clfn/ n ax,Bon, Ba3\U1T . mixture !tmkSlJa(r}/ n apanaJllMa 

~ ,. 
prefer Ipn'b:(r)1 v a<ll3aJJ KyPMOI<, 

column Ikolam/ !' YC1YH .. 
skill Iskll/ n Mol\HPJIHK, " hate /helt/ v Ha(jlpaTnaHMOI<, 

yCTaJlHK 
detest Idl'esl/ v eMOH KyPMOI<, 

fill in If" 'In! v 'iYJUlHPMOI<, 
notes InOAJts/ n l<,3iWnap, 

priority /pral'o~til n npHOpHTeT 3CnaTMa 

ability /a'bllati/ n ~6HnItllT approximate laproksunat/ adj TaXMHHHH 

assessment la'sesmantl n arreCTaUHII, typical I'lplkl/ adi THnllK, xoc 

6ax.onaw 
hunter IhAnla(r)/ n OB'!H 

style Istall/ n ycny6 
recall In'b:1/ v 3CnaMOI<, 

personality l,p3:saTI",latil n lllaxCIUIT. 

~ graph Igr",f, gra:FI n rpa<pa 

CHilMO 
chart Itfa:tl n ,IlllarpaMMa 

visual tvl1ual/ adi KyPralMa 
curve 1k3:vl n 3rpH 4113111<, 

auditory /J:datri/ adi 3WlfTHW, 
THHrnaw review Ir .. vju:1 v TaKpOpJlaMOI<, 

oral /J:ral/ adj OFJalGl 
strategy Istr"'tad3il n crpaTeflUl 

dialogue Idal alogl n Mynol<,oT 
list /llStl n pyMXaT 

groupwork /gru:PW3:k/ n rypyx. 6ynH6 
HIUIIaw resources In'sO:S1zl n MaHGanap 

pairwork I peawJ:k/ n )J(}'<pT 6YJIH6 campus Ik",mpJs/ n YHIIBepCIlTeT 

HIUIIaw XY,llY,ll1l 
role-play haul plel/ n pOJIb yi1Haw 

Of course the most important resource you have is YOURSELF! As you study with 
this book try to: 

~
)7 .,. , 
i\" 

f} 
f} 
f} 
f} 
f} 
f} 
f} 

take an active part in classroom activities 
organise your lessofl notes and written exercises well 
practise as much as possible at home 
make time for regular reviewing 
be confident and don't be afraid of making mistakes 
think about your own priorities 
make good use of your teacher's expert knowledge 

13 



WHERE IN THE WORLD? 

1n tlsia unit !Iou wilt /8affl a/J11U walla of .. .. 
• describing the location of countries 

• using the definite article 

• preparing and planning a piece of writing 

• talking about countries and maps 

• reading geography texts 

• writing a short essay about Uzbekistan 

'..;.... ~ - w 

Good preparation and planning 
are the keys to success in many 
language learning activities. Well 

organised note taking and 
revision will also make your 

learning more effective. 

HOW GOOD IS YOUR GEOGRAPHY? 

1 Look at the six maps below. Can you name the countries? 

.Q 

2 Were you able to name the countries? If not, the descriptions on the next 
page should help you. Match the descriptions to the six maps. 

14 
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(1) This country in Central Asia is landlocked. In other words, it is surrounded by 
land and has no coast. It is bordered by five other countries, including 
Kazakhstan to the north and Turkmenistan to the west. 

(2) This country is in the southern hemisphere on the southwest coast of South 
America. It is about 4000 km long but only a few hundred kilometres wide. It 
is bordered by Argentina to the east and Peru to the north. 

(3) This country is in northwest Europe. It is a large island in the Atlantic Ocean 
and is actually made up of four countries: England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland. 

(4) This country in southern Europe looks something like a boot kicking a ball 
into the Mediterranean Sea. It has borders with several countries, including 
France. 

(5) This square-shaped country is in northern Africa. It borders Sudan and Libya 
- and has a Mediterranean coastline to the north. 

(6) This country is in the southern hemisphere (south of the equator). It is a huge 
island between the Pacific and the Indian Oceans. 

Check your answers with the key in the back of this book 

3 [l] Now practise describing the location of other countries with your partner. 
Use the phrases in the speech bubble below to help you. If you have a world 

map on the cfassroom wall, this will also help. 

STUDENT A: Think of 
any country in the world. 
Describe its location 
using the expressions 
in the speech bubble 
opposite. But don't use 
the name of the country! 
Say "country X "instead. 

STUDENT B: Try to 
guess which country your 
partner is describing. But 
you can only have five 
guesses! 

China is bordered by Russia to the north. 
Turkmenistan is west of Uzbekistan. 
Nukus is in the north of Uzbekistan. 
Sri Lanka is in the Indian Ocean. 
Australia is in the southern hemisphere. 
Chile is south of the Equator. 
Pakistan is in Asia, and is east of Afghanistan. 
Mongolia is landlocked (surrounded by land). 

15 
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4 ~ Now write a short descri ption of the ge.ographical position of one of the 
countries you talked about. Use the phrases In the bubble and the example 
descriptions on page 15 to help you. 

A~ DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 Before you read the text below see if you can answer these questions about 
Britain. 

2 

(!) 

® 

® 

@ 

16 

(a) How many countries make up Britain? 
(c) What is the capital of Britain? 
(e) Which river flows through London? 

(b) What is meant by "the UK"? 
(d) What is the name of the British flag? 
(f) What is the population of Britain? 

Now read the text quite quickly and see if your answers were correct. 

Britain lies off the northwest coast of mainland Europe. Its full name 
is the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (or the 
UK). Britain consists of four countries: England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland - which share the same monarch, government and 
national flag known as the Union Jack. ('Jack' is a less common word 
for flag .) It is wrong to refer to the inhabitants of Britain as 'English', 

since England is only one of the four countries which make up Britain. England is the 
largest of the four countries and .is bordered by Scotland to the north and by Wales to 
the west. The island of Ireland is divided between the Irish Republic (or Eire) in the 
south and Northern Ireland which is part of Britain. The Irish Republic is politically 
independent of the British government. Together, the Irish Republic and Britain are 
often referred to as the British Isles but this is a geographical name not a political one. 
The Isle of Man in the Irish Sea between England and Northern Ireland is not officially 
part of Britain and is partly self-governing. In western Scotland there is a large chain of 
islands called the Hebrides and to the north-east of the Scottish mainland are the 
Orkney and Shetland Islands. These are all part of Britain. 

The landscape of Britain is a mixture of highland and lowland . Most of the highest 
mountains are in Scotland and Wales. Ben Nevis (1343m) in the Grampian Mountains in 
Scotland and Mount Snowdon (1085m) in Wales are the highest peaks. The southeast 
of England is mostly lowland. There are many lakes and rivers in Britain. The longest 
rivers are the River Severn and the River Thames on which London, the capital of 
Britain, is situated. The largest lakes are Lough Neagh in Northern Ireland and Loch 
Ness in Scotland (famous for its legendary monster). 

Britain has a variable climate. The weather changes so frequently that it is difficult 
to forecast accurately. Fortunately, the British climate is also mild and temperatures 
seldom rise above 320 C in summer or fall below -100 C in winter. The months from 
September to January are the wettest and the heaviest rain falls in the mountainous 
areas of the north and west. Heavy snow is not very common except in the Scottish 
Highlands. Fog is not as common as many people believe. 

Britain is a densely populated country, with a total population of about 57 million. 
Most people live in the southern and eastern parts of England, particularly in and 
around London, which has nearly 7 million inhabitants. The English Midlands and the 
conurbation around Manchester in northern England are also densely populated. Other 
major cities include Glasgow (the largest city in Scotland), Cardiff (the Welsh capital), 
and Belfast in Northern Ireland. 

: ,',,' f 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

Read the text again (more carefully this time) and then answer the questions 
below. 

A The text is divided into four paragraphs each with a different topic. Write the 
correct paragraph number (1 - 4) next to the four paragraph topics below. 

climate. ..... location & general geography.... ... population.. ... .. . physical geography ..... . 

B Decide whether the following statements are true (T), false (F), or whether 
the text does not give the answer (NG): 

(1) Scotland is an independent country. 
(2) The Irish Republic is part of the United Kingdom. 
(3) The Shetland Islands are part of Britain. 
(4) There is a famous monster living in Loch Ness. 
(5) Fog is very common in Britain . 
(6) Cardiff is the capital of Wales. 
(7) The British parliament is the oldest in the world. 
(8) It often snows heavily in the mountains of Scotland. 

~ 

C Look at the map on the next page. Choose the most appropriate title for the 
map from those below. Tick (w1 the title you choose. 

Britain 
The British Isles 
The United Kingdom 

A 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Find synonyms in the text for the words and phrases below (paragraph numbers 
in brackets): 

queen or king (1) 
not severe (3) 

autonomous (1) 
predict (3) 

scenery (2) changeable (3) 
a number of towns joined together (4) 

B Complete the table below using ac:ljectives from the text: 

Britain .. ... B .. itish ..... 
England 

Scotland 
Wales 

Ireland 
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5 MAP READING 

Find the answers to A and B below by looking again at the text. 

A Look at the map and then write the 
correct number (1-5) next to the countries 
listed on the right. Use the text to help you! 
(The first has been done for you.) 

B Now see if you can find the cities and 
islands (a - g) shown on the map. 

• .. 
e 

f M 
~ 

England 
Northern Ireland 
Wales 
Scotland 
Eire 

The Isle of Man 
Cardiff 
Glasgow 
The Orkney Islands 
London 
Belfast 
The Hebrides 

NORTH SEA 

ENGLISH r< 
CHANNEL ~ 
\~ 
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UNIT 2 

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE 

You probably realize already how important the definite article is 
in English. Not only is it the commonest word in the language, it 
is often vital for successful communication. Forgetting a definite 

article or using one where it is not needed may not always cause misunderstand
ing, but it can let the rest of your spoken and written English down and create a 
bad impression. Of course, learning to use articles well isn't easy if your mother 
tongue does not have them. However article usage is regular, and it can be 
learnt. In this section we look at how the definite article the is used with geo
graphical and place names. 

Look at the grammatical information below and then do Exercise 1. 

Continents; 

Countries; 

Regions; 

Islands: 

Cities: 

We do !lQ! use the with the names of continents 
.. .. . they travel/ed to Europe on a business trip. 

Brazil is in South America. 

We do !lQ! usually say the with the names of countries. 
.. .. . between Britain and France .. ... bordered by Argentina. 

But we use the if the name includes words like 'republic', 
'kingdom' or 'states' and with plural names and abbreviations . 
..... the United Kingdom. . .... the Republic of Uzbekistan 
.... the United States of America .. '" the Netherlands 
.... the UK .... the former USSR .... the U.S.A. 

With geographical regions we use the . 
.... the South of England .... the Crimea .... the Middle East 
.... the southern hemisphere 

But ..... northern England .. .... Central Asia 

Groups of islands have plural names with the . 
... . the British Isles .... the Orkney Islands ... the Hebrides 

But individual islands have singular names without the . 
.... Cyprus .. .. Iceland .. .. Easter Island (in the Pacific Ocean) 

~ when two nouns have 'of' in between . 
... the Isle of Man 

The names of cities, towns and villages .c!.Q...o.Qt have the . 
.... London .... Tashkent ..... New York 

4 WARNING! On ~ the definite article 'the' is l1Qt usually inCluded 
in the name. 
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Exercise 1 

Write answers to the questions below. Use short answers because these are 
more natural. But be careful! Sometimes you need the, sometimes not. 

Example: 

Where is Egypt? (Asia/Africa/Europe) Answer: 1n dlfrica. 

(a) Which country lies between Mexico and Canada? 
(b) Which island nation has Havana as its capital? 
(c) What is the capital of India? 

(Brazil/Panama/ u. S.A.) 
(Cuba/ Jamaica/ Haiti) 
(Karachi/ Delhi/ Bombay) 

(d) Where is the holy city of Makkah? (Jordan/ Kingdom of Saudi Arabia/ Dubai) 
(e) In which region of Uzbekistan is Termez? 
(f) Which islands lie off the northeast coast of Scotland? 

Exercise 2 

(south/ west/ north) 
(Hebrides;ShetJand Islands) 

By referring to the text about Britain,and the country descriptions on page 15, 
work out the grammar rules for using the definite article the with the names of 
physical features like rivers and mountains. In each case show whether the 
name should be written with or without the and give an example from one of the 
texts. The first one has been done for you. 

Rivers 
Lakes 
Seas 
Oceans 
Mountain ranges 
Mountain peaks 

with / without the example from texts 

..... w ith .. .. . ..... the R ive. ThaWles .. .. ...... .. 

Now use your rules to correct the following sentences where necessary: 

(a) The Lake Issyk Kul is over 700 metres deep. 

(b) Chimyon is in Tien Shan Mountains. 

(c) The Amu Oarya River flows into Aral Sea. 

(d) Uzbekistan is nearly 6000 km 
from the Pacific Ocean. 

(e) The Mount Everest is in Tibet. 

20 
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UNIT 2 

BEING PREPARED 

A good language learner is usually well-org~nised. Many language learning 
activities require careful planning and preparation. Here are some examples: 

Writing 
Before beginning any piece of writing it is essential that you take time to get your 
ideas together and make a plan of what you will write . We will look at this in more 
detail in 'Improving Your Writing' on the next page of this Unit. 

Formal talks and presentations 
When you are asked to give a formal talk on a specific 
topic you will usually be given time to prepare and plan . 
Uke essays, talks must have a clear organisation in 
order to be effective. However, good preparation does 
not mean memorising exactly what you will say. You 
should have a clear plan in your head but allow the 
words to come naturally. In Unit 3 we will look more 
closely at how to give a good talk or presentation. 

Meetings and class discussions 
Before taking part in a meeting or a formal discussion 
it is a very good idea to prepare your arguments 
carefully. You may need to find evidence or examples to support what you are 
saying. Alsoyou need toanticipate what others might say at the meeting sothat 
you can respond effectively. In Unit 12 and Unit 14 you will have the chance to 
practise preparing for and taking part in formal meetings. 

Applications and interviews 
At some paint you may want to apply for a job or perhaps for a place on a 
scholarshi p programme. Application forms and letters need verycareful thought 
and planning. This can make the difference between success and failure . You 
should also be well prepared for any interviews you may have. In Unit 6 and Unit 
10 we will look at how you can prepare for applications and interviews. 

As we saw in Unit 1, frequent careful revision of the new language and skills you 
learn will help you to be well-prepared for classroom activities, applications and 
interviews, and for examinations. Don't leave your revision until the last minute! 
Remember that more than 75% of what you learn can be quickly forgotten without 
review. Also, if you organise your notes and assignments carefully and neatly you 
will find it much easier to revise . 
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~ IMPROVING YOUR WRITING SIX VITAL STAGES 

1 Can you put the pictures in the cartoon below into the correct order? 

NINE HUNDRED AND 
NINETY TWO WORDS TO GO! 

ENGUSH ESSAY: 
'WHAT I DID IN THE SUMMER 

HOUDAY". 

ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, 
FIVE, SIX, SEVEN EIGHT ... 

I PLAYED FOOTBAll 
AND I WENT TO CAMP. 

Why does the boy in the cartoon find writing so difficult? Have you ever felt like 
him? What could he do to make his writing task easier? 

2 The first step towards improving your writing is to see writing as a process. 

getting your 
ideas together 

The finished 
product! 

making a plan 
or outline 

• _ 1 od;O,O I- ',--------, 

Each of these six stages is important. If you try to write without enough planning 
and preparation, you may not know what to write (like the boy in the cartoon) or 
your writing may be unclear and badly organised. If you prepare well but then do 
not spend time on careful checking and editing, your writing may contain too 
many errors to be understood or enjoyed. As the process diagram above shows, 
you may actually revise and edit several times before you produce the finished 
product. 

As you do the writing tasks in this book, try to follow the six stages. Also, remember 
that writing doesn't need to be a lonely activity! Help each other by discussing 
ideas and by reading and checking each other's work. 

3 WRITING TASK: A SHORT FACTUAL ESSAY 

Imagine that a foreign friend of yours has asked you to write a short essay 
about Uzbekistan for her university's geography magazine. 
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Stage1: Getting your ideas together 

With a partner discuss what you could include in the essay. What informa 
[l] tion is the most imp.ortant or the rn.ost intere~ting for your foreign readers? 

Are there any detaIls or facts whIch you WIll need to check in reference 

books? 

Stage 2: Planning your writing 

Look back at the text about the geography of Britain. How was it organised? 
What was the theme of each paragraph? 

To make the writing task easier, let's follow the same plan for the essay about 
Uzbekistan's geography: ., 

paragraph 1: 
paragraph 2: 
paragraph 3: 
paragraph 4: 

Uzbekistan's geographical location 
Uzbekistan's physical geography 
The climate in Uzbekistan 
The population of Uzbekistan 

Stage 3: Making Notes 

When you have decided the plan for your essay, the next stage is to make 
notes of the information you want to include in each paragraph. 

~ 
When you make notes (like the ones below) you do not have to write in 
full, grammatical sentences. You can miss out some articles and even 
some verbs. Words can be abbreviated (made shorter) and correct 
punctuation is not important. Remember these notes are only for you! 

Now look at the notes below and decide in which paragraph (1-4) of your essay 
the information should be included. The first one has been done for you as an 
example. 

~ajo)" )"iver's - the Am~ D at"ya & the S y'" D a ",YQ - ~ow into *,e "A ... al Sea 

To.shk cl'\t - capital c ity - p opL.4lot iot\ of ove ,. 2 "" ill iol'\ 

IAz. - ;"depende",t s tate (1 9 91) - m iddle of Ce...,t ,.al A sia 

cl imate - cOl"\ii l'\e l'\tal - cold wi .... te ,.s, hot SL.4 tnh'\e t' s 

hig'-'e.st m OL.4.,ta i.,s il"\ east - t(....e. Tie", Sho n MolAl"\ta il'\s 

L'b, - d ivided il'lto 12 p l"ovit'\ce.s & the R ep",blic of KOt"o ka ipakstal"\ 

ve. ... y d"k'1 e.speciall}!' i", de.se...t QI"e,os 

V\z. - Icmdlocked - bOl"'de.I"ed b¥ 5 othe .. cO~l"\h. i es 

the A.-al Sea - la"sest ",ah .. ,.ol lake, b",t Se.tti ", s s molle ,. 

Uz . - popL.41atiol"l ove" 21 Wlil liol"l 

...... pa~a 2 ... 
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Now add some more information of your own in each paragraph. Make sure it is 
relevant to the topic of the paragraph. 

Stage 4: Writing the first draft 

Now that you have an essay plan and have noted down and organised your 
information, you are finally ready to begin writing! As you write your first draft 
remember to ... 

• refer back to your plan 
• make sure you don't include irrelevant details 
• make use of the useful words and phrases in this unit 

~ 
Don't worry about making mistakes when you write your draft. It is much 
more important to get your ideas down on paper. Remember that we all 
learn from our mistakes! 

Stage 5: Revising and Rewriting 

Read through your draft essay and ask yourself the following questions: 

• • 
• • • 

Is the information presented in a clear, logical order? 
Can I rearrange any sentences to make the writing clearer? 
Have I missed out any important pOints of information? 
Have I put in any unnecessary information? 
Have I used any words that are too formal or informal? ~ 

See if you can find ways to make your essay better. Don't be afraid to change 
what you have written. Professional writers often produce several drafts before 
they are satisfied. 

Stage 6: Editing the revised draft 

[l] 
• • • • • 

Exchange draft essays with a partner and help to make it better by: 

reading the essay, concentrating on how well the information is organised 
thinking of how the essay could be improved 
writing comments suggesting possible improvements 
reading the essay again, this time looking at the accuracy of the language 
using the checklist on the next page to help you look for any mistakes 

Next, look at your partner's comments and corrections and see if you agree or 
disagree with them. Make any necessary changes to your essay to improve it. 

Finally, use the checklist to carefully edit your own essay. 
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EDITING CHECKLIST 

Check the use of vocabulary: 
• are any words incorrectly used? 
• are any words too formal or informal? 

When you have finished check
ing and editing your essay, you 
can write, type, or word process 
a neat final version. Now you 
are ready to give it to your 
teacher, submit it for publica
tion or send it to a friend. 

Check spelling and punctuation: 
• are there any spelling mistakes? 
• is the writing correctly punctuated? 

Check the grammar ••• especially: 
• subject/verb agreement 
• verb forms 
• countable and uncountable nouns 
• word order 
• use of articles 

~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

Try to follow this writing process 
each time you write. Remem
ber: careful planning and 
checking will result in clearer, 
more effective writing. 

Translate this extract from a magazine article into Uzbek or Russian. 

John Todd, a 42 year-old from Northern Ireland, has become the most travelled man in the 
world. Last year he finally reached Midway Island in the Pacific Ocean - the 311 th country he 
has visited! He has travelled millions of miles by road, rail and sea and has made at least 4,000 
take-ofts and landings. Todd works as a travel agent-the perfect job for someone with his 
hobby! .•• 

PUZZLE CORNER 
Can you solve the country puzzle? 
Read the clues opposite and then 
write the names of the ten countries 

on the grid. You should discover the name of 
another well-known countryl 

This country lies between Asia and Europe. Ankara IS 

~s capital. 
2 The Amazon River flows through this country which is 

famous for its coffee. 
3 Havana is the capital of this nation in the Caribbean 

Sea. 
4 The home of the Olympic Games and Mount Olympus. 
5 A country in easL Africa. Nairobi is its capital. 
6 This country has borders with France and Portugal. 

Madrid is its capital. 
7 A new country, once part of Yugoslavia. Its capital city 

is Sarajevo. 
8 A small kingdom in the Himalayas, to the east of 

Nepal. 
9 One of the four countries which form the United 

Kingdom. 
10 Shanghai and Beijing are two of its biggest cities. 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT .. 
-fi 

north In~:el n UlHMQIJ mountainous lmaunl~n;)S1 ad} TOrJlH 

south Isauel n lKaHy6 landlocked l1o:ndlokd/ ad} I<JIPYI<; ep 6H-
JlaH yPanraH 

east li :sll n wapl<; 
border !b~:da(r)/ n ~erapa 

west Iwesll n rap6 
equator /r 'kwell~(r)1 n 3KBarop 

mainland /meml~nd/ n MaTepHK 
hemisphere IhemlSfla(r)1 n RPHMIillIP 

island / all '>ndl n opon 
~ fog Ifogl n l)'MaH 

isle lalV n OpOJl 
mild Imalldl ad} JOMWOI<; 

coast Ibusll n aeHrH3 6ynH, 
aeHrH3 forecast /b:ka:sll v 01lllHHIlaH aHT-
cox,wrn MOl<; 

lake /Ielk/ n KYJI population l,popju'lelInl n al(OJlH 

river !nva(r)1 n aape inhabitants ID1",cllllantsj n lIWOB~HJIap 

ocean l auIn! n OKeaH, YMMOH conurbation l,konJ:'beIIn! n wal(ap~aJlap 

6HpJlaWHWH 
highland Ihalland/ n TOrJlH lKoil 

lowland l1auland/ n BOaHil TeKHC-
densely I 'densli I adv 3H'i JlHK 

capital city I 'ko:pll l 'SIll I n noilTaxT chain IIIeml n 33HlKHP, TH3Ma 
WaJlPH 

GUIDE TO THE PRONUNCIATION OF PLACE NAMES 

Wales Iwellzl Ireland /,3i~l~ndl Eire /earal 

Hebrides /hebradi:z/ Thames Ilernzl Lough Neagh I.lok 'nell 

Loch Ness 1,lok 'nesl Glasgow . /gla:z9 3ul Cardiff / ka:dlfl 

~ 
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Before you leave this unit make sure you go back and review the 
new language you have met. As you work through later units in this 
book try to review earlier units regularly, The glossaries of key words 
and expressions (like the one above) should help you when you 
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l]~n\ ~1 CUSTOMS AND FESTIVALS 
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I ..... - \'-11 

q,. thiN u,.i/ !IOU will 'urn Iww 10 ... 
• make introductions 
• start conversations 
• use the present simple tense with adverbs 

of frequency 
• write informal 'thank you' letters 

SOCIAL CUSTOMS 

Preparing and giving talks to 
an audience can really help 
develop your English and 
your confidence. In this unit 
you will practise giving short 
talks 

1 Different countries and cultures have different social customs. The way you 
are expected to behave in particular social situations may be quite different in 
Uzbekistan than. for example. in Britain. Imagine that the following social situations 
take place in Britain. 

[I] With your partner discuss what you would do or say in each situation. In 
each case four possibilities are given. Tick (t1 the most suitable answer(s). 

Remember: there may be more than one suitable way to behave. It is important 
that you discuss each possibility and decide why it might be acceptable or 
unacceptable behaviour. 

(1) A British friend of yours has invited you to meet her/his parents to have dinner with 
them. As a guest. what should you take to your friend's parents? 

a) some fresh bread 
b) nothing 
c) a small souvenir of Uzbekistan 
d) a bottle of good wine 

? 
• 

(2) You have arranged to meet your friend in London. When you arrive at the railway 
station there is a long queue for tickets. What do you do? U 1 ? 

a) join the middle of the queue I &I 
b) join the back of the queue ir\l • 
c) go straight to the front of the queue U Jf _I 
d) ask someone near the front to buy you a ticket 
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(3) You arrive with your friend at her/his parents' home. When you are introduced 
to them what do you say? 

a) "Hi!" 
~ ? b) nothing and shake hands 
~ c) "Nice to meet you, " and shake hands 

• d) "How are you?" 

(4) Before you enter the living room would you: 

a) ask if you should take off your shoes 4IiiI ? 
• b) keep your shoes on 

c) take off your shoes 
d) wait and see what your friend does and do the same 

(5) Dinner was delicious and you would love some more. What would you do? 

a) wait until the host offers you some more and say "Yes please, I'd love some" 
b) help yourself to more without asking 
c) wait until you are offered more, say "No thanks, " and hope you will be asked 

again 
d) say "Could I have some more please?". 

Compare your answers with another pair of students. See if you agree on the 
best ways to behave. If you don't, discuss your differences . 

• How would you behave in similar situations in Uzbekistan? 

2 Meeting people for the first time and starting conversations. 

Being able to introduce yourself confidently and politely in English is very important. 
You should also know how to use language appropriate to the situation - formal 
or informal. Look at the examples below: 

An informal situation (e.g. at a party): 

G: Hello. My name's Gulnora. 
C: Hello, Gulnora. Mine's Clive. 
G: Nice to meet you, Clive. 
C: Nice to meet you too, Gulnora. 

A formal situation (e.g. at a business conference): 

G: How do you do? My name's Gulnora Allayeva. 
C: How do you do? I'm Clive Strummer. 
G: Pleased to meet you. 
C: Pleased to meet you too. 

• Now practise these formal and informal introductions. 

• Imagine that you are at a friend's birthday party. There are several people 
there you don't know. Move around the party introducing yourself. 
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• Imagine that it is the coffee break at an international conference. Move 
around the room introducing yourself to other delegates. 
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3 Conversation starters 
Once you have introduced yourself, you may want to start a conversation. What 
topiCS do you use to start conversations in Uzbek or Russian with someone you 
have just met for the first time? 

In Britain, most people feel it is better not to ask personal or difficult questions on 
first meeting someone. So the weather is often used as a harmless conversation 
starter. 

Imagine you are attending an international conference in Samarkand. During a 
coffee break you introduce yourself to some of the foreign delegates and start 
conversations. Look at the ten conversation starters below and match each one 
with the most suitable response on the right. (The first one has been done for you.) 

Conversation starter Response 

1 What do you think of the weather?_________ (a) I'm with Daewoo. 
2 How was your flight? _________ (b) About eight hours. 
3 Are you enjoying the conference? (c) It's a little cold for July. 
4 How do you like Samarkand? (d) No, I come quite regularly, actually. 
5 Where are you staying? (e) Yes, it's very interesting. 
6 Is this your first trip toUzbekistan? (f) Yes, I think we did . ~ 
7 Lovely day, isn 't it? (9) At the Hotel Afrosiab. 
8 Did you have a long flight? (h) Yes, much better than yesterday. 
9 Didn't we meet at the Andijan conference? (I) Very smooth , no delays. 

10 What company are you with? (j) Fascinating and beautiful. 

• 

Now practise using these conversation starters. You and your classmates 
. are delegates at the Samarkand conference. Move around the classroom 

introducing yourself and others and starting conversations. 

BI DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 !Il With your partner, look at this picture of an Uzbek festival and try to 
answer the questions below: 

• What is the name of the festival? Is it traditional or modern? What 
are its origins? 

• How do people celebrate it? What special things do they do? 
• What other festivals are celebrated in Uzbekistan? Which is your 

favourite? 

2 Now you are gOing to read a text about some 
traditional British festivals. As you read, think about 
the question below: 

Which festival seems the most 

• enjoyable • expensive • exciting • romantic? 
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APRIL FOOLS DAY 
The origin of this tradition is not certain, but it probably dates back to the Roman festival of 
Satumalia . Today, April 1st is a day when people play tricks on their friends and try to make 
fools of them. It is very popular with students, who love to make fun of their teachers! But 

5 teachers sometimes trick their students too by sending them to other classrooms to collect 
mythical objects like straight hooks. There is one important rule on April Fools Day: we never 
play tricks after midday or the joker becomes the fool! In recent years, newspapers have 
added to the fun and enjoyment on April 1 st by trying to fool their readers. They usually print 
one story which is completely false. Millions of people believe the story until they look at the 

IOdate on the newspaper and realise that they have been fooled' 

SAINT VALENTINE'S DAY 
On February 14th, people send cards (called 'valentines') and sometimes presents or flowers 
to their wives, husbands, boyfriends and girlfriends. You can also send a valentine to someone 

15 you would like to be your sweetheart. Traditionally, a valentine is anonymous so that the 
receiver has to guess who might have sent it. Although this festival is named after a Christian 
saint, it probably started in the Middle Ages (between the 5th and the 15th centuries) when 
people believed that February 14th was the day when birds met to choose new partners for 
the spring! A modern trend on Valentine's Day is to send messages of love in the advertisement 

20 columns of newspapers - hardly as romantic as sending a beautiful card or bouquet to your 
sweetheart! There is one traditional Valentine's Day superstition: some people say that if you 
are unmarried, the first person of the opposite sex you see on February 14th will become your 
husband or wife. 

25 HALLOWEEN 
The last night of October was when people in pre-Christian Britain celebrated the beginning of 
their new year. They believed that on that night the spirits or ghosts of dead people returned 
to frighten the living. At that time people were afraid and rarely went out on Halloween, but 
now it is a time for fun and parties. Children usually dress up as ghosts and monsters and 

30 often wear masks to frighten their parents or friends. Some children also make special Halloween 
lanterns from a large vegetable called a pumpkin. First, they take out the middle of the 
pumpkin. The., they cut holes for the eyes, nose and mouth. After that, they put a candle 
inside the pumpkin. Finally, they light the candle. In a dark room the lantern looks like the face 
of a ghost. Since the 1980s an American Halloween tradition called 'Trick or Treat' has become 

35 popular with British children, though not with most adults. Children dress up in Halloween 
costumes and knock on people 's doors calling "trick or trea" " If you do not give them a small 
treat such as money or sweets they play a trick on you. This new Halloween custom is particularly 
unwelcome because the tricks the children play are frequently dangerous or destructive. 

40 GUY FAWKES NIGHT 
On November 5th 1605 a man called Guy Fawkes tried to kill King James and all the members 
of his government. He and a group of friends who were all opposed to the King put a bomb 
under the Houses of Parliament. However, Guy Fawkes was discovered by the King 's soldiers 
before he could set off the explosion. He was taken to the Tower of London and executed. 

45 Today, we still remember Guy Fawkes on November ~th, although not everyone remembers 
the political origins of the festival. All over Britain people build wood fires or 'bonfires' in their 
gardens and on top of each bonfire they always put a 'guy'. A guy is a model of Guy Fawkes 
which children make from old clothes filled with newspaper. But before they burn the guy on 
the bonfire they normally use it to make money. They show their guy to people passing in the 

50 street and shout "penny for the guy!" They use the money they collect to buy fireworks which 
they set off as the bonfire burns. Occasionally, children are. hurt in accidents with fireworks or 
bonfires on November 5th. Some people are worried about this, so Guy Fawkes Day bonfires 
are now often organised in public parks and stadiums rather than in private gardens. These 
organised bonfires may be safer but they are seldom as exciting as a fireworks party in your 

55 own back garden! 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Read the text again carefully and complete the notes in the table below: 

Date Festival Origin 

Feb 14 Sf. Valel'\til'le's Day 

PI"e.- CJ,l"i s tio.I'\ Ne.w 
+-Io. lIo\.'\Iee" Yea .. Festival 

Ap,.il Fools Day 
, 

C~y Fawkes Ni9ht 

Now use your notes to answer these questions. 

1 Which festival has a political origin? 

How it is 
celebrated 

. 
People pia):' t .. icks 01'\ 

one. Ql'\othel" 

(01'\1):' befol"£. middoy) 

2 Which festivals are often celebrated with parties? ..... 
3 On which festival do people usually send cards? .. 
4 Which festival probably began in Roman times? .. 

B In the text the author mentions a modern development in the way each 
traditional festival is celebrated. In the table below note down these modern 
developments and decide whether the author feels positive (+) or negative 
(-) about each one. Find evidence for your decision in the text. The first one 
has been done for you. 

Modern Author + or- Evidence from Festival Development about text development 

11 clAlriom is pa..-ticlAlq .. ly 
",,,",welcome," Rtl"icks , •• 

Halloween .... ick 01' tt'eat I'\egative 
dQt\se.-olAs 0" 

de.st"lActive." 

Guy Fawkes 
Night 

April Fools Day 

SI. Valentine's 
Day 

Now think about traditional festivals in Uzbekistan. Are there any modern 
developments in the way they are celebrated? How do you feel about these 
developments? 
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4 WORKING WITH WORDS· 

A Find words in the text with these meanings. (Paragraph numbers are in brackets.) 
(a) without a name (2) 
(b) not real (1) 
(c) a belief not based on reason (2) 
(d) an imaginary creature which is 

frightening because of its size and shape (3) 
(e) killed according to the law (4) 
(f) the beginning or cause of something (1) 
(g) a person you love, male or female (2) 
(h) a kind of lamp (3) 
(i) injured (4) 

B Which festival is shown here? Find the names of these things which are al/ mentioned 
in the text. 

1 ................ . 

3. 
2 ............... :.:.;... mIiC(~ 

THE PRESENT SIMPLE TENSE AND ADVERBS 
OF FREQUENCY 

.A 

When talking or writing about national customs we use the present simple 
tense. This is because customs are things which people do repeatedly. Look at 
these examples from the text: 

On 14 February people ~ cards to their sweethearts. 
Every 5 November people b.I1.ik! bonfires in their gardens. 
Some people ~ special Halloween lanterns from pumpkins. 

All of these actions are repeated year after year. They are national habits. 
In descriptions of social behaviour and customs we can also use adverbs to 
show how frequently people do things. For example: 

We ~ play tricks after midday. 
Teachers sometimes trick their students . 
.. . on top of each bonfire they ~ put a guy. 

As the examples show, the position of the adverb is normally in the middle of 
the sentence, between the subject and predicate. 
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Exercise 1 

A Here are some other adverbs of frequency. See if you can find them in the text and 
give the line number: 

always 
never 
seldom 
occasionally 
normally 

sometimes 
usually 
often 
frequently 
rarely 

B These adverbs answer the question "How many times?" or "How often?" They 
could be arranged on a scale between always (100%) and never (0%) with sometimes 
in the middle. 

f% 100%1 

Never Sometimes Always 

Now try to place the other adverbs of frequency on the scale above. Write them where 
you think they should be placed. Remember: this is only an approximate scale. 

Exercise 2 

Write some sentences of your own about customs and social behaviour in Uzbekistan. 
Use the present tense and an appropriate adverb of frequency: 

e.g. Uzbek people usually remove their shoes before entering a house. 
Korean people frequently prepare hot, spicy food. 
Russians often make special tall cakes at Easter. 

GIVING TALKS AND PRESENTATIONS 

You may sometimes need to give short informal talks or more formal presentations, not 
only as part of your stUdies but also in your life outside University. Here are some typical 
situations in which you may need to give a talk or presentation: 

• defending an academic thesis • talking about Uzbek culture to a group of foreign visitors 
• giving a speech at a wedding • presenting a product to business people 

Even when you are speaking in your own language, giving a talk can be difficult! The 
exercises below should help to make public speaking a little easier and more enjoyable 
for you. 
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What makes a good speaker? 

[l] Look at this list of advice for public speakers. With your partner decide 
whether the advice is good or bad. Mark the good advice with a tick (0/) and 

the bad advice with a cross (x). One has been done for you. 

Always use long complicated words and phrases Don't read from a written text 

Speak quickly without pausing x Stand with your head down 

Create a friendly atmosphere by smiling Never allow the audience to ask questions 

Refer occasionally to your notes Never look at the audience 

Stand straight and tall Use gestures naturally 

Now rewrite the bad advice to change it into good advice. 

"P 
e.g. Stand with your head €Iewft 

Preparing for your talk 

A good talk or presentation needs careful preparation. Before you give your talk 
you should: 

• think about what your audience will already know and what will most interest them 
• collect all the information you need for your talk and make notes 
• organise your notes into clear sections 
• organise your talk into a logical order 
• practise your talk in front of a mirror or with a friend 
• check the timing 

Now you are going to prepare a 3 minute talk on a traditional festival in Uzbekistan. 
Your audience will be your classmates and your teacher. 

There should be two main sections to your talk: 

• how the festival is celebrated today 
• the origins of the festival 

You should decide the best order for these two sections. Make notes of what 
information you want to include in your talk. After you have prepared your talk, 
practise it with a partner using the phrases in the box on the next page. 
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Useful phrases for talks and presentations 

u ood Wlo ), V'l in9/ afte.I"nool"\ Qnd welcome to my p,.eseto\tation, 

• 
M y t'\Q w.e is .......... a nd the s",bject of my talk is ..... ..... .. 

• 
.:7f Y0 '"" have any CJ ",estions please co", ld Y04.!. ask them at the el'\d? 

• 
F i,.stly , J wOlAld like to say somethin9 about the 0 ... i9 i 1"\5 

of the ...... " ... res hv,,1. 

Now J w ill explai l1 how pe ople cele6 .. ote the .. . .. ... " festiva l tod o):'. 

• 
J th il'\k that's a ll J 've 90t t o so y . Jf the .. e a re Ol'\¥ G",cstions .:1'11 be 

happy to ans we,. them . 

• 
Tho .,k yo'-l fot' y o"," aH-e ntio "" 

UNIT 3 

GREETING 

INTRODUCING 

REQUESTING 

PRESENTING 

CLOSING & 
INVITING 
QUESTIONS 

THANKING 

When you are ready, your teacher will ask you to give your presentation to the rest of 
the class. 

Remember: 

you only have 3 minutes • talk clearly and not too fast 
• refer to your notes, but don't read look at your audience and smile! 

When you have given your talk think about the following questions: 

1 Did you keep to the time limit? 2 Did you include everything you wanted? 
3 Did you use the 'useful phrases'? 4 What do you need to improve for your next talk? 

~ IMPROVING YOUR WRITING LETTERS 

1 In British culture, as in many others the words 'thank you' are very important. We 
say 'thank you' very often - sometimes in situations where you may not expect it! For 
instance we often say 'thank you' to a shop assistant as we give him or her our money 
and to a bus driver as we get off a bus. 

Written 'thank yous ' are not quite so common, but it is still polite to write a letter to 
thank someone for a meal or a party. You should also write a 'thank you' letter if 
someone sends you a present for your birthday or some other special occasion . 
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Here are some expressions you can use when writing to thank a friend or relative for a 
gift: 

Thank you for your lovely gift / present. 
It was very kind / thoughtful of you to 

I must thank you for .. .... 
It's just what I wanted / needed! , 

2 Look at the thank you letter below written by a British student Jim to his Uzbek 
friend Pulat. 

Dea~ P",lat, 

Tha"k }!O'" ve~l! ", .. ch fo~ the ca,.ette of Uzbek "''''9ic l!0'" se"t 
me fo~ m}! bi~thdal!' Jt'9 j .. st what J wanted . 

J ~eall}! like the s~o"p 'Bolala~'. Altho"Sh J don't .. "de~ .. tand 
the wo~ds, it's s~eat m"!lic to dance to. J plal!ed it at m}! 
bi~+hda}! pa~tl! a"d seve~al of ml! f~iend" asked to bo~~ow it . 

The}! a~e q .. ite s .. ~p~i"ed that Uzbek pop m .. "ic is !1O ""ode~" . 

At the moment J am b"'l! ~evi.I"s fo~ ""l! fi"al e"a""" ne"t month. 
J don't have "" .. ch time fo~ a"l!thi"s else, altho .. sh J still pia}! 
basketball once o~ twice a week with .o""e f~iends. 

What abo",t }!o .. ? J hope }!o .. Q~e well. A~e l!0" "till enjo}! i"s 

}!o,,~ .. nive~" i t)! co .... "e? Pie"""" s ive ml! .. "sa .. d" to l!0 .... f""mil}! . 

J hope to hea .. f .. om l!0'" soon . 

Best wishes, 
3 im 

3 WRITING TASK: A SHORT THANK YOU LETTER 

Imagine that one of your friends living in Britain or America has sent you one of 
the things below as a birthday present. 

IIIOIm " "" .". 
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Write a short friendly letter to thank your friend for the gift. 

Some pOints to remember: 

1 Follow the six steps in the writing process. 

2 In your letter you should: 

• say thank you for the gift • 'make some comments about it 

UNIT 3 

• give some general news • ask questions about your friend's life 

3 This is a friendly letter so your language can be quite informal. 
You can begin: Dea~ Bill I Dea~ S .... and you can end: Regards I Best Wishes I Love 

4 In friendly letters we often finish with a polite wish: 

Please w~ite 500n / W~ite soon I / J hope to hea~ f.o'" ~o" soon I 

5 You should also send best wishes to the family of your friend 

Best wishes to ~o,,~ fa"'il~ / Ciive '"~ love to ~o,,~ fa"'il~. 

6 Don't forget to put your address and the date in the top right hand corner of the page . 

TRANSLATION PRACTICE ~ Translate the following text from a book about Uzbek traditions into English. 

l.Jo~xoHanap OAaMl1apHI'1Hr Ka~QmRTI'1HI'1 KYTapl'1W Y'lYH XI'13MaT K,l'1l1raH.l.Jopno-
Rl1ap K,Yl1a~ ~a 4I'1PO~111'1 K,1'1111'1~ K,YPI-lI11'16, XOHTaXTal1ap K,yiill-ll1raH, K,I-IMMaT6ax;0 cttI 
rl'1l1aMl1ap rywanraH, aTllac Kypna4a Ba RKaHA0311apy napK,Y 60111'1wI1ap Taw- 'i 
l1aHraH. AeBopl1apl-I KecMa Ba K,Ol1l-1nl1aHraH ryl1l1l-1 raH4 61-111aH I-IWl1aHraH, 
WI-IQlTl1apl'1ra MI-II1I1I'1ii1 HaK,WHI-IHr paHro-paHr 41-131-1K,11apI-I COI1I-1HraH, ycryHl1apl-I 
eF04 yiilMaKopl1l'1rl'1 61'111aH 6e3aTl-Il1raH, TOKya eKI'1 MaxCYC MOCl1aManapAa CO-
nOI1, 41-1HHI-I Ba MI'1C I-IAl'1wl1ap Tepl'1l1raH . 

•• •• PUZZLE CORNER 

Proverbs are short, popular sayings which offer guidelines for life. Every culture and language has 
its own proverbs, Below are ten common English proverbs, However, their beginnings and endings 
have been mixed up. Try to match each proverb beginning with its correct ending. 

(1) Absence is the best policy. 
(2) Truth is mightier than the sword. 
(3) Blood wasn't built in a day. 
(4) Honesty ;'S stranger than fiction. 
(5) Knowledge is the spice of lite. 
(6) The pen makes the heart grow fonder. 
(7) Variety is power. 
(8) Rome is thicker than water. 

Now think about the meaning of each proverb. 
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custom 

festival 

mythical 

straight 

hook 

joker 

sweetheart 

anonymous 

saint 

trend 

bouquet 

superstition 

spirit 

ghost 

frighten 

monster 

mask 

~ 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

/kASt~rn/ n YJ!fP-O,l\aT lantern fllEnt.n/ n <!Km ye 

!festivl/ n 6aApaM pumpkin !pArnpkm/ n 0Wl\OBOI\ 

! rn,8,k l/ ad} lUIol\H1i costume !kOSlf u:rn/ n JIJl60c 

/slIen/ ad} T}'FpH trick /Ink! n x,HIi;1a 

Ihuk! n IUlraK treat /tri:t/ n CHHnOB 

!d3:IUk3(r)/ n l\lI3lU1KaW bomb /born/ n 6oM6a 

!swi:lha:t/ n IQIHnHI\ execute /eks,kju:t/ v IQITJI I\IUIMOl\ 

#nomrnas/ ad} HMlOCHJ bonfire !bonfa'~(r)/ n ryJlXaH 

/semt/ n aBIIHe burn /b3!n/ v K}'HMOl\, 

/Irend! n liYHaJlHW eIUlHpMOl\ 

/bu'ke,/ n ryJl,l\aCTa firework !fa'3w3:k/ n M)'UJaK 

/.su:pa'sufn/ n HpHM hurt 1h3:1/ v OFpHMOI\ 

I'spmt/ n pyx, pause /pJ:z/ n nayJa 

/gousl/ n apsol( gesture !d3eslf~(r)/ n HMO-HWOpa 

/fra't?nI v I\1IPl\HTMOl\ presentation I.preznle'fnl n pac~ndi 

!rnonsla(r)/ n 6aJ(ail6aT MabpyJa, HYTI\ 

MaxJJYI\ 

/rnlEsk/ n HHI\06 

Although for formal talks you should always prepare carefully, it's 
a good idea to practise giving 'Impromptu' or unprepared talks. 
To do this, why not play 'Just a Minute' with a few friends? Write 
a number of different topics on pieces of paper and put them 
into a bag. Take turns to take a topic from the bag. You then have 
to talk on that topic for exactly one minute without hesitating or 
repeating yourself. 



1]~n1/l / .. ". FAVOURITE PLACES 

1" 16ia U,," SOU wilt... . 
• talk about travel and holidays 

• read a magazine article 
• use adjectives of different kinds 
• write a holiday postcard 
• prepare a tourist guide talk 

As you study in the classroom , 
the library or at home you will 
meet many .new words . It is 
important that you have a way to 
collect, organise and reco rd 
them. In this unit we will look at 
some different m e thod s of 

WHICH HOLIDAY? 

1!I1 Imagine that you and your partner have won first prize in a competition organised 
by a holiday company. The prize is a free foreign holiday for two! The company gives 
you three holidays to choose from. With your partner, look at the three advertisements 
below and together decide which holiday you will choose as your prize. (Use the 
expressions in the speech bubble to help you in your discussion.) 

HOTEL PICCOLO ICMELER 

A visit to exotic and faSCinating Turkey makes an 
unforgettable and rela xi ng Medite rranea n 
holiday. 

Location: The Hotel Piccolo is situated in the 
centre of Icme
ler, one of Tur
key's most po
pul ar re sorts. 
Wit h its soft 
brown sand and 
luxurious sun
beds the beach 
is ideal for sun
lovers. And it's 
only 200 metres 
f rom the hotel! 

Facilities: swimming pool, poolside bar, tennis , 
restaurants ; all rooms have air conditioning , 
telephone, TV and refrigerator 

Explore ..... 
.. ... the last true wilderness of Africa on one 
of our exciting expeditions! 

Discover the real 
Africa with us 
and get close to 
nature in Chobe 
National Park , 
famous for its lions, zebras and elephants. 
A photographer's dream! Relax around the 
camp fire at night under the stars, listening 
to the calls of the animals. 
OUI expedition will provide: 
· comfortable 2-person tents 
· experienced expedition leaders 
· specially designed Mercedes Benz vehicles 
· all cooking and camping equipment 
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NILE CRUISES 

A cruise on the River Nile is the best way to enjoy the fascinating p'~£;J 
.gh. 01 "",. V",,~. I~o~ ",,~d, "d ili. "mo~ ",.= ;z====; 
at Giza and enjoy the amazing scenery as you sail down the ~ ~ 
river. 

Your ship: The 'King Tut' is a luxury cruiser with 45 cabins, all with air- conditioning and 
showers. Facilities on the ship include shops, a bar and a dining room. 

Which holiday should we choose? 
I think we should choose the Nile cruise because .... .............. . 

The expedition in Africa sounds .......... .. (exciting, boring, etc.) 

I'd like to go to Turkey because 

I don't think we should go to Egypt because 

What about you? What do you think? 

2 Discuss your choice with another pair. Find out which holiday prize they chose and why. 

3 Imagine that you work as a market researcher for a travel company. You want to find 
out what kind of holidays people like. You stop people in the street to ask them questions. 
Your partner is a passer-by. Ask him/her the questions and put a circle around the numbers 
which best represent his/her answers. Before starting, look at the Key below. 

You can begin like this: 

QUESTIONNAIRE: WHAT MAKES 
A GOOD HOLIDAY? 

,beautiful scenery 1 2 3 4 

good food 1 2 3 4 

comfortable hotel 1 2 3 4 

good weather 1 2 3 4 

lively night life 1 2 3 4 

good shopping 1 2 3 4 

sandy beaches 1 2 3 4 

sporting activities 1 2 3 4 ! 

culturaljhistorical sites 1 2 3 4 I 

others (please specify) 

....... .... ... ..... ... ........... 1 2 3 4 

.. ....... ..... .... ..... .. .. .... 1 2 3 4 

40 

Excuse me. Can I ask you some 
questions about holidays? Do you 
think it is important to have 
beautiful scenery to enjoy when 
you are on holiday? 

Key 
1 :: essenlial 
2 = very important 
3 = quite important 
4 = not important 

4 When you have finished interviewing your partner 
change roles so that he/she is the market researcher 
and you are the passer-by. 

5 Finally compare your completed questionnaires. 
Do you and your partner have the same opinion 
about what makes a good holiday? When you have 
compared your questionnaires summarise your 
conclusions using the phrases below to help you: 

We both think that .. .... ...... is essential/very important/etc. 
He/She thinks that .... .... .. . is essential/very important/ 
etc. but I think .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Neither of us thinks that .... .. ...... ... is important. 



UNIT4~ 

/fi1 DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 
'E.§§ 
1 Read this article from 'The Travel Magazine' and decide which of the places described 

you would most like to visit. 

Everyone remember.; their favourite holiday. The Travel Magazine asked six well-known traveller.; 
which places in the world they would most like to go back to. 

TREVOR KING 
My job has taken me to many fascinating places 
but my favourite is Venice, which I visited a few 
years ago while covering an international match 
for the BBC. Venice had everything - beautiful 
historic buildings, interesting museums and 
delicious Italian pizza! I'll never forget my tri p 
in a gondola along the canals that Venice is 
famous for. It was so relaxing . I'd love to go 
back there again soon, but this time with my 
wife and children. 

JOAN BAKER 
One of the nice things about my job is that it 
allows me to travel all over the world. My most 
memorable tri p was last year when I visited 
the beautiful old 'Silk Road' towns of Bukhara, 
Samarkand and Khiva to do research for a book 
on Central Asia . I think Bukhara was my 
favourite. I spent hours sitting in the shadow of 
ancient madrasas with amazing minarets, 
si pping green tea and chatting to the local 
people. Even without a common language, it 
was really surprising how well we could 
communicate! The people were so friendly and 
relaxed . That's why I'd like to return there. 

SHARRON THOMAS 
I like holidays in the mountains or at the seaside, 
where I can be active. I've just returned from a 
wonderful two-week honeymoon on Peter Island 
in the Caribbean Sea. It was a very private place 
with good food and lots of exciting things to do. 
Of course, I'm at home in the water, so I really 
enjoyed the wind-surfing and water-skiing. We 
also played a lot of volleyball on the beach and 
went for long bicycle rides around the island. It 
sounds rather an exhausting holiday, doesn't it? 
But for me a holiday without action would be 
bOring. We're planning to go back for our first 
wedding anniversary. 

ALAN BEN EDICT 
I love the jungle. My last expedition was to the 
Amazon, which is famous for its massive trees 
and exotic wildlife . The Amazon jungle is not a 
place for people who like to travel in lu\(Ury. I 
was often exhausted and sometimes terrified. 
One day while filming I was suddenly attacked 
by an ocelot, whose picture I was trying to take, 
and I had to protect myself with my camera 
tripod. Ocelots look like large domestic cats, 
but this one was much more frightening! Despite 
the hardshi p and the danger, I know I'll go back 
there again. · It's always S9tisfying to travel to 
places where so few others have been. 

PETE MCDONALD 
If I stay more than one or two days in the 
countryside I become bored. I spend most of 
my vacations and short breaks in cities. I think 
my favourite city is Sydney, where I went last 
year to do some work for Australian television. 
I remember sitting in it restaurant in the harbour, 
dining on a plate of fresh prawns, si pping a 
glass of wine and watching the boats in the 
clear blue water. And all the time the astonishing 
modern architecture of the Sydney Opera 
House was in view. I can't think of a better way 
to relax. I'd go back there tomorrow if I could. 

ELENOR HARMAN 
It's so difficult to describe the feelings I had 
while travelling in space. Orbiting the Earth is 
an extraordinary and unforgettable experience. 
It was incredible to look down on the Earth and 
see the sun rising behind it. I was amazed at 
how small and fragile it looked from space. It's 
shocking that we still haven't realised how 
unique and precious our planet is. Of course 
I'd love to visit space again, but I'd like others 
to experience it too. 
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2 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Try to match each of the six travellers to the professions on the right. (One has 
been done for you.) 

Trevor King travel writer 
Alan Benedict Olympic swimmer 
Pete McDonald football commentator 
Sharron Thoma:-.--astronaut 
Elenor Harman television newsreader 
Joan Baker explorer and film-maker 

B Answer the following questions. 

1 Which traveller was not on a working trip? 
2 Who travelled the furthest from home? 
3 Which travellers mentioned the food they ate? 
4 Who travelled to Europe? 
5 Which travellers seem to prefer holidays in the city? 

C Which of the six places would you find the most: 
• exciting 
• relaxing 
• interesting 
• romantic 
• enjoyable 

Compare your answers with your partner's. 

D Imagine that you are Sharron Thomas and fill in the holiday questionnaire on 
page 40. Look carefully at the text to decide how she would answer. 

Now do the same for Pete McDonald. 

3 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Find words in the texts to describe the following pictures. The name of the 
traveller has been given to help you. 

\ This is a (TREVOR KING) 

This man is ....... .. .......... wine.(JOAN BAKER) 

This man is .... .. .......... ....... ........ (SHARRON THOMAS) 
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This is a camera ..... , .. ! ... .. : . ......... . . .. (ALAN BENEDICT) 

~ This satellite is ...... ,;~: ... .. .... ... .. ... the Earth. (ELENOR HARMAN) 

This is the Sydney .... .. ... ......... ... ....... (PETE MCDONALD) 

B Find adjectives in the text with the following meanings. (The initials of the 
traveller and the first letter of each adjective have been given to help you.) 

1 quiet and without lots of people (ST) 

2 recently caught (PM) 

3 of a current style (PM) 

4 easily broken or damaged (EH) 

5 the only one of its type (EH) 

6 of great value because it is very rare (EH) 

7 from a distant and interesting country (AB) 

8 not wild (AB) 

9 tasting very good (TK) 

10 very old (JB) 

m ... .. ... .. .. ..... . .. 

p .. ... .. .... ... .. .... . 

d .. ............. ... .. . 

d .. ..... ... .......... . 

a ... ... .. .. ... ... ... .. 

C In a relative clause the pronoun we use to introduce the clause depends on 
what we are refering to. Find the relative pronouns listed below in the texts 
and underline them. Then in the table below write exactly what each pronoun 
refers to and decide whether the reference is to ~ things. times or 
~. Some pronouns may be used more than once in the texts. 

PRONOUN EXAMPLE REFERS TO ..• 

w h;ch 
.. . the A""'Qzon, w h ich is 

p lace 
fOtnOt..1. s for' . . . 

w ho 

tha t 

w h el"e 

whel'\ 

w h o se 
I 
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-INO AND -ED ADJECTIVES 

In English there are many pairs of adjectives ending in -/ng and -ed. They 
have the same form as the present and past participles of verbs. For example: 

bored boring 
interested interesting 

You should be careful not to confuse -Ing and -ed adjectives because they are used 
in different ways. 

-ed adjectives are used to describe how you feel about something 
-Ing adjectives are used to describe the thing (or the person) which makes you 

feel that way 

bor~~bOring interesting____... ~nterested 

Exercise 1 

[1] Working with a partner, look back in the text and find as many examples as 
you can of adjectives ending in -ing and -ed. How many pairs of adjectives 

did you find with both -ing and -ed forms? 

Exercise 2 

Choose the correct form of the adjective in the sentences below. 

a) I hate beach holidays. Just lying in the sun all day is so bored/boring! 

b) If you go to Uzbekistan, don't miss the Registan in Samarkand. It's an astonished/ 
. astonishing sight. 

c) Are you interested/interesting in other cultures? 

d) The hotel wasn't as good as we expected. We were quite disappointed/disappointing. 

e) Being a tour guide is an interested/interesting job but you are always tired/tiring in 
the evenings. 

f) The expedition was fascinated/fasCinating but I was exhausted/exhausting when I 
returned home. ",I!J 
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RECORDING NEW WORDS 

1 As you work through this textbook and read other stories and articles in class 
and at home, you will meet many new words and expressions. To help you learn 
and remember these it is a good idea to keep some kind of vocabulary book. This 
will also make revision easier. 

There are several different ways of arranging words in a vocabulary book. For 
example: 

• you can list the words alphabetically as in a dictionary 

• you can group words according to topics 

• you can record the new words in the order that you meet them, day by day 

2 Here are three more ways of recording words: 

Word-webs 

~ 
~TOUR'SM~ 
~.I ,,_J 

-8-

beach 

Now add more words to this word-web. 

Words and pictures 

Some people have very visual memories and like to record new words with little 
sketches to help remember their meaning. 

I wa,eBk';ng ~ I 
[l] With a partner, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this method. 
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Personal dictionaries 

Another way of recording new words is in the form of a personal dictionary. You 
could include grammatical information, pronunciation, and useful examples of 
the word as well as an Uzbek or Russian translation. 

Ifa~~~~ate /,fa!smen/ v 

I
faSC inated by (adj + prep) 
fasCinating (adj) 
I fascination (noun) 

MacllTYH K,MnMOK, 

MaqrrYH 6YIlMO K, 
MaqrrYHKOp 
Ma<l>TYH 

I 
!examples: 
IHistory fascinates me. 
Ulugbek was fascinated by the stars. 
I think computers are fascinating • 

. Many UZbeks have a fascination for astrology. 

Now choose another word from the texts and write a personal dictionary entry 
following the above model. 

3 Of course it doesn 't really matter which method you choose. Decide which 
one is the most helpful for you. The most important thing is that you remember to 
record the new words and that your list is well organised. 

4, IMPROVING YOUR WRITING SENDING A POSTCARD 

1 When people are on holiday they often send postcards to their friends and 
relatives. On one side of the card there is usually a colourful photograph of the 
place where the sender is spending his or her holiday. On the other side there is 
a space for the address and a space for a short message. Look at the example 
below. 

Dea~ Pa ... 1 a"d Ka*,Iee.", 

J' .... havl"s a lovel)!' ti ...... hel'e I" IAzbeklS"ta". ne 

wea~e.~ Is hot a"d .... ,,")!'. J' .... S"ta)!,l"s I" .~e al'\CI...,t 

city of Khlva. Jt'. a bea ... tif..1 plac:& a"d fwll of hi ...... ")!'. 

J have.,, 't b .... " bo .. e.d o"c .. 1 y ... t .... da)!' J had a 

fascinatins +0 ..... of~ .. old walled city. LDmo .. >"Ow J'm 

~)!'I"S to N ... k ... " I" Ka .. akalpaksta" to ...... ~ .. famo ... " 

Savltskl =lIectio .. I .. the a..t salle.")!'. 

Wish )!,O" Wel'e hel'e. 

Love Cllve. 
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UNIT4~ 

2 Postcards like this are usually friendly and informal so organisation isn't quite 
so important. However, most postcards follow a similar plan. Here is the plan for 
Clive 's postcard to Paul and Kathleen. 

• opening 
• descri ption of senaer's feelings 
• descri ption of the weather 
• descri ption of the place 
• descri ption of something the sender has done 
• future plans for the holiday 

• closing 

Of course there is very little space on a postcard so you have to be brief and 
choose your words carefully. 

3 Here is another postcard which Paul aQd Kathleen sent to Clive from Egypt. 
The sentences have been mixed up. Reorder the text so that it fits the plan given 
above. . 

Vea .. Cli~e, 

See yo .. soo". 
We' .. e havi"s a wo"de..(..1 time he .. e i" Csypt. 
LCmo .. l'Ow we' .. e soi"S to see the Py .. amids at 
last-we've always bee" fasci"ated by them. 
We' .. e stayi"s at a "ice hotel "ea" the Nile. Jt's 
vel')! comf0..table with imp .. essive views of the 
t"ivet". 

Yeste .. day We we"t to the Valley of the Ki"ss 
whe .. e ma"y of the Csyptia" Pha .. aohs a .. e 
b .... ied. 

7 I Love Pa .. 1 a"d Kathlee" 

4 WRITING TASK: A HOLIDAY POSTCARD 

Clive St .... mme .. 

116 Somel'Set "Road • K"owle 
B .. istol BS4 23B 
&sla"d 
~ 

Imagine that you are on holiday in the place shown in the picture below. Write a 
postcard to a British friend. , ... ;':.' ~.""" '~ ( .., ._ 

" ' ~ l~' ". 
, .. ~{~- ~ , 
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Make sure that you 

• follow the stages of writing that you learned in Unit 2 

• use the model postcards above to help you 

• don't write too much (postcards have very little space) 

• exchange draft postcards with a partner and help each other to improve the text 

• use the editing checklist on page 25 

• choose your words carefully (particularly the adjectives) to show your feelings about the 

place 

TRANSLATION PRACTICE ~ 1. Working in a group, imagine you are tour guides. Tomorrow you will be 
guiding a group of American tourists around Samarkand. Read this short 
description of one of Samarkand's famous landmarks and then work together to 
prepare an oral translation for use with your tourists. 

"Per~cToH" (I<;YMIl~ MaiilAoH) - 6YTYH AYHera Mawx:yp, x:awaMaTIl~ aHcaM6Ilb, 
CaMapl<;aHAH~Hr ~c)lT~XOP~ - 3CK~ wax:apH~Hr MapKa3~Aa lKoiilIlawraH. MYFYIlIlap 
~CT~Iloc~ra l<;aAap Per~CTOH wax:apH~Hr caBAO-COT~1<; Ba X:YHapMaHAY~Il~K MapKa3~ 
6YIlraH. Wax:ap AapB03anap~AaH 60wIlaHraH OJlT~Ta KYya Kec~wraH MaHa wy epAa 
AaCTIla6 "TeIlnaKc»YPywOH" T~M~ I<;yp~IlraH. rYM6a3Il~ xOHanapAaH ~60paT caBAO 
paCTaC~ - 40pcy XVIII aCPAa YH~Hr ypH~ra I<;yp~IlraH 6YIlca KepaK; 40pcy X:03~p 
x:aM 6op. TeMYP AaBp~Aa Per~cTOH wax.apH~Hr 60w MaiilAOH~ 6YIlraH, YIlYF6eK 
3aMOHaC~Aa 3ca 6y MaiilAoHra x:awaMaTJl~ 6~HOIlap I<;yp~Ila 60wIlaHraH. 
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2 When you have prepared your short talk, take turns to practise it. One of you 
is the tour guide and the others are the foreign tourists. The tour guide 
should also be ready to answer the tourists' questions! 

3 Here are some typical questions the tourists might ask: 

• Who was the architect who designed the Registan? 
• Why is it called the 'Lion Madrasa'? 
• Where can I buy a new film for my camera? 

Think of some more questions the tour guide should be prepared to answer, and 
practise the questions and answers with your group . . -•• PUZZLE CORNER PICTOGRAMS 

An international airport is used by persons from al/ over the world so directions are given 
not only with words but also with pictograms that can be easily understood. 
Match the airport pictograms below with the descriptions on the right. 

a) Customs 

b) Post office 

c) First aid 

d) Hotel reservations 

e) Escalator 

f) Left luggage 

g) Check-in 

h) Public telephone 

i) Waiting room 

j) Passport control 

k) Fire extinguisher 

I) Emergency exit 

m) Currency exchange 

III 
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...... 
prize 

boring 

exotic 

jungle 

fascinating 

massive 

unforgettable 

frightening 

relaxing 

dine 

resort 

astonishing 

luxurious 

orbit 

beach 

incredible 

facilities 

unique 

wilderness 

fragile 

~
p- .,. 

! 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

/pra.l/ n MYXOljloT expedition l.eksp~'d'Jn/ n 3KcnellHl.(HJI 

lbo:nlJ/ atij 3epHKap.1lH shocking IJokllJl ad) l(illipaT!1H 

I'g'zol.lk/ atij 3K30THK tent /tenl/ n '!OllHp. 

Id3A~gV n '!aHraJIJOp nanana 

/f",sme.,.1]/ atij Ma<jnyHKop explorer • "k'spb:r~(r)/ n Cael(ilT'lH 

tm",s.vl ad) ynKaH cruise /kru:l/ n KeMalla 

I.Anf~'get~bV ad) YHYTHnMaC CY3MOK 

/fraltnil]/ ad) K9pKHH'lnH commentator . /komenlert*ll n wapx,no8'1H 

In'l",ks'lJ/ atij OCOHHUITa. amazing 1~'rnel1Jl]/ atij TaaJKy6 

THH'! tripod /tra.pod/ n yqoeK,J1H 

lda.n/ v OBlQITnaHMoK MOCIIaMa 

In'zo:1/ n KYPOJ)T scenery Isi:n~ri/ n MaHJapa 

/~'storuJ.1]/ atij l\3HpaTnH precious fpreJ~sl ad) KHMMaroaJ(o 

/Ihg'zueli~s/ atij x,awaMaTnH lively Ila.vlil atij lKOHnH 

lo:b.t/ v alinaHMoJ<; landmark /I",ndma:k/ n 6enm 

lbi~JI n rutJllK canal /k~n"'V n KaHarJ, COH 

"n1<red~bV atij lIlIIoHHfi memorable tmem.rnbV atij 3Clla KonapnH 

69nMaAllHraH shadow IJ",d~ul n COJI 

If~·s.l~ti:l/ n BOCHTa1Iap. sip Is.pl v 03-03J{aH 

HMKOHHJlTnap H'IMOK 

/jLL"ni:k/ atij JlraHa honeymoon /Iw1imu:n/ n acan OHH 

fw.ld~es/ n CaJ(pO exhausting I.g'zo:sol]/ atij ,(OMaH 

/frred33.1/ ad) H03HK roi\JJ.Hp3JlHraH 

You often come across new words in unexpected places such as 
outdoor signs and advertisements. Why not carry a small notebook 
around with you to note down useful new words when you see 
them? This is much easier than trying to remember them later. 



lJ~n10 .. ~ THE ANGRY EARTH 

-
Ijfl illia uflit!JllU will 164rn 81Jf116 1IJ(j!J8 of. . 

• talking about natural disasters 
• extracting key Information from texts 

• using different past tenses I ; 
• writing a public notice 

• reading short newspaper articles 

DISASTER! 

Try not to look up unknown 
words in a dictionary every 
time you read a text. Instead, 
use clues in the word itself 
and the context to guess the 
general meaning. In this unit 
you will practise this strategy. 

1 Look at the picture below of a well-known monument in Tashkent. 

Where is the monument? 
Why is it there? 
What time does the clock show? 

2 Now look at the list of natural disasters below and match them with the 
definitions . (The first has been done for you.) 

drought a strong storm with winds and snow 
earthqua~e fire spreading rapidly through trees 
flooding snow sliding quickly down a mountain 
volcanic eruption a very strong fast wind 
avalanche a long period without rain 
hurricane the covering of dry land with water 
forest fire a shaking of the earth's surface 
blizzard the explosion of a volcano 

3 III With a partner, discuss which of the eight natural disasters above 
• is the most frightening • is the most difficult to control 
• causes the most deaths and injuries • causes the most damage 
• is the most common in Uzbekistan 
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4 Iftj$ Now read the short newspaper articles about recent natural disasters 
~ and complete the table on the opposite page. Try to read the articles 

quickly and without a dictionary. Remember: your task is to find the information 
llQ1 to understand every word! (If some information is not given, write 'NG'.J 

Auslralia is in the ~iddle of one of its worst 
droughts on record. Large areas of farmland have been 
wilhout significant rain for 4 years and huge ,*,st
storms are blowing the soil away. Farmers are unable 
to grow enough food to feed their animals and are 
having to buy expensive fodder. The government has 
given emergency aid to the farmers but for many it 
has come too late. They are already bankrupt and 
have left their farms to find other work. The only thing 
which will help is rain -lots of it. But the meteorologists 
say thal this is unlikely for at least two months. 

K azakhstan was hit
2

bY severe blizzards at 
the end of December, which resulted in the death of 
at least 113 people and caused serious damage to 
power lines and buildings across the country. 
Hundreds of people have been taken to hospital 
suffering from frostbite. Valerie Petrov, a government 
official, said that most of the victims had Ignored 
the weather warnings and left their homes before 
the blizzards. The government has already promised J 
46 million tenge to help deal with the disaster. Some 
of the money will be used to help the families of 
those who died. 

A volcanic eruPtio~on the Indonesian is
land of Java has killed at 
least 31 people and injured dozens more 
with a deadly mixture of gas. and steam. 
Soldiers rescued more than 5,000 people 
from villages near the volcano, which could 
erupt again al any time. The Government · 
has promised to help the families of the vic
tims. 

On the 17th AU9~st, 1969 a powerful 
hurricane swept across the southern 
states of the USA killing 235 people and 
making 20,000 homeless in Mississi ppi 
and Louisiana alone. The wind speeds 
reached 300 km per hour and did so 
much damage that both states were 
declared disaster areas by ihe 
government. 

M ore than 200 !oPle were believed 
dead and 400 others injured as avalanches 
of snow swept down mountainsides along 
the Srinigar-Jammu highway in Kashmir. 
The pOlice said that 5 buses had been 
knocked off the road during the 
avalanches. About 5,000 people have been 
rescued from vehicles stuck in deep snow 
on the road . Helicopters dropped food and 
blankets along the highway for the 
stranded travellers. 

As many as 2,000 ~eoPle have died and 
thousands more were injured in an 
earthquake which destroyed the town of 
Neftegorsk on Sakhalin Island in Russia's 
far east on Sunday. The tremor measured 
7 .5 on the Richter scale. Most of the dead 
were crushed in their homes while they 
slept. The Government has begun a major 
disaster relief operation. Tents have been 
provided for the homeless and helicopters 
are flying the injured to hospital. 
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T he n~mber of 
people killed in 
heavy flooding in 
Italy rose to 59 yes
terday. Thousands 
were made home
less as the Tanaro 
River burst its banks 
and flooded towns 
and villages in the 
north west of the 
country. Re scue 
workers were sent 
to the worst af
fected areas, which 
are without electric
ity. gas or tele
phones. The Prime 
Minister is discuss
ing special relief 
measures. 

Fires sWe~Ping across 
Mongolia's vast gras
slands and forests have 
killed 15 people and in
jured 60. The fires have 
spread to 13 of Mongolia's 
21 provinces, killing 5,000 
cattle, horses and other 
animals. About 500 people 
were left homeless. and 
180 gers, the traditional 
Mongolian tents, were de
stroyed. The head of the 
Emergency Commission 
said that 24,000 people 
were fighting the fires and 
the government had al
ready spent $800,000 on 
relief. 
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Now complete the table. 

AA- TYPE OF NUMBER NUMBER OTHER 
TIC- DISASTER 

WHERE KILLED INJURED EFFECTS GOVERNMENT ACTION 
LE 

avalanche 
" 

-. 
drought ., r 

flooding 

3 volcanic 3o.va 31 
doze.ns NC, Cov. pt"omised help 

eruption Jndone.sia (at least) Soldiel"5 I'esc",ed people 

bliuard 

earthquake 

forest fire , . 
hurricane • 

5 Use the information in the table to answer the following questions: 

,~§§ /l§l ",,",Si: 

(a) Which disaster killed the most people? 

(b) Which disaster caused the most destruction? 

(c) Which disaster left the most people homeless? 

(d) Which disaster was the longest lasting? 

(e) Which disaster(s) happened in Asia? 

DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

:I You are going to read a text about natural disasters. Before you read, look at 
the words below and see if you can guess which of them you will find in the text. 
Don 't look at the text yet! 

shock China catastrophe 
hunger happy computers 
bomb surprise epicentre 
pollution medicine beautiful 
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2 Now read the text and see whether the words you chose in Question 2 are in 
the text. 

5 

It isn't easy to guess what nature will do. Every year natural disasters, such as 
earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, droughts, avalanches and volcanic eruptions 
cause death and destruction all over the world. Natural catastrophes now kill a 
million people each decade and cause billions of dollars of damage. Although 
scientists try to forecast them and to warn people, disasters are often unexpected 
and strike when people are unprepared. 

Earthquakes are very difficult to predict accurately. On January 17th 1995, 
Japan had its 13th major earthquake in 60 years. The tremor, which measured 

10 7 .2 on the Richter Scale, devastated the city of Kobe. It killed 5,466 people and 
injured 36,820. Over 10,000 homes were destroyed and thousands of other 
buildings were ruined . Overhead roads collapsed and railway lines were twisted 
and broken. No one had expected the earthquake, which happened at 5.46 am. 
One survivor said, "It felt like a bomb. Everything shook. It was like the end of 

15 the world ." People believed that their region was safe from serious tremors. 
Even the seismologists were surprised. They had been watching Tokyo and 
other cities but not Kobe. The Tashkent earthquake of April 26th 1966 was also 
unexpected. Although the people of the city had often felt slight tremors, this 
one was much more powerful. It killed eight people, injured thousands and 

20 wrecked the centre of the city. As in Kobe the quake struck early in the morning 
- at 5.23 to be exact - when most people were sleeping . Most of the deaths 
and injuries were caused when roofs fell on people in their beds. A monument 
now stands on the epicentre of the earthquake. 

25 Predicting the eruption of volcanoes is even more difficult. In the summer of 
1995 the governor of Mbntserrat, a small island in the Caribbean Sea, ordered the 
evacuation of the island's capital. People were moved to safer areas of the island. 
Gas and fire were coming from a large volcano near the capital. Perhaps the 
governor remembered the disaster which had destroyed Saint Pierre on Martinique, 

30 another Caribbean island, in 1902. A volcano called Mount Pelee started to rumble. 
The noise frightened the people and they began to leave the city. The governor 
told soldiers to stop people leaving. He said that the volcano was "no danger to 
Saint Pierre." Then, at 7.49 am on May 8th, the volcano exploded and hot gas and 
rock hurtled down the mountain at a speed of 33 metres per second. Only two of 

35 the town's 28,000 inhabitants survived. One of the survivors was a cobbler. He 
was making shoes in his workshop when the explosion happened. 

Hurricanes are also extremely unpredictable. Meteorologists use computers 
to forecast the weather but they too are often taken by surprise. On October 6th 

40 1987 a powerful wind hit southern England. The storm killed 18 people and 
caused £100 million of damage. It destroyed hundreds of thousands of trees, 
blew off roofs, smashed windows and cut off the electricity supply to many 
areas of the country. The experts had not expected such a powerful storm and 
so they had not warned the public. 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

Read the text again (more carefully this time) and then answer the questions 
below. 

A Choose the best summary of the text from those below. 

B 

c 

The text is about: 
(a) how to survive natural disasters 
(b) the dangers of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions 
(c) the death and destruction caused by natural catastrophes 

The following sentence has been removed from the text. Decide where it 

should be placed. Mark the place with an asterix (*). 

He survived by hiding under a wooden table. ~ 

Decide whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F) . 
Where whether the text does not give you the answer write NG. 

~ 
(1) The Richter scale is u;;ed to measure the strength of volcanoes. 
(2) The volcano on Montserrat never erupted. 
(3 ) The Tashkent and Kobe earthquakes both happened in the morning . 
(4) In the 1987 storm in England 18 people were killed by falling trees . 
(5) The cobbler was the only survivor of the Saint Pierre disaster. 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Word fields 

Because the text is about natural disasters there are many words which 
describe how towns and buildings can be damaged or destroyed. Look 
through the text for these words and add them to the 'word web ' below. The 
first two letters of each word have been given to help you. 

wr .... .. 

sm .. ..... devastated 

tw 

Which of these words have the strongest meaning? 
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B Word building 

Many verbs in English join with -ion to form nouns. Nouns formed in this way 
refer to the state or process described by the verb. There are a number of 
variations of -ion. The most common are -afion, -sion, and -flan. Look at 
the list of verbs below and find the -ion type noun by looking in the text. 
Give the line number. 

VERB 

erupt 

destroy 

evacuate 

populate 

explode 

NOUN 

e e"'ptio" (20) 

Now find the -ion type noun for these verbs from the text and the articles on page 52. 
(This time the nouns are not used in the text. So if you are not sure of the noun form, 
first make a guess then check in your dictionary.) 

predict 
devastate 

discuss.. .. ................... provide .... ... ... ........ .. ....... . 
declare ........ ... .. .. .. .... operate ... .. .... ..... .. .. .... .... .. 

GUESSING THE MEANING OF WORDS 

What do you do when you meet unknown words in a reading 
text? Do you look them up in a dictionary or ask a classmate 
or teacher? Of course, dictionaries, classmates and teachers 
are excellent resources but they may not always be available. 
Also they can sometimes slow us down. So it is important to 
be able to make a good guess at the meaning of an unknown ~ ~ 
word. We may not always be able to guess the exact meaning 
of the word, but often the general meaning is enough to 
allow us to continue reading . 

On the opposite page you will find two techniques to help you guess the general 
meaning of an unknown word. 
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First. decide what part of speech (type of word) the unknown word is 

Find the following words in the text and decide whether they are nouns (n), 
verbs (v), or adjectives (adj). Line numbers are in brackets. . 

hurtled (33) 
cobbler (34) 
devastated (10) 
slight (18) 

evacuation (26) 
rumble (29) 
tremor (9) 
powertul (42) 

Then. look in the context for cluCls to the meaning of thCl unknown word 

Often you can find clues to the meaning of an unfamiliar word by looking in the 
context. These clues may be in the same sentence as the unknown word or in the 
sentence before or after. Use the contextual clues (underlined) to guess the 
aeneral meaning of the four words from the text. (The first has been done for you 
as an example.) 

example: ... hot gas and rock hurtled dQwn the mountain at a speed of 33 metres 
per second. 

hurtled probably means ...................... t.o .. tY.I.o.v.e..1J.er..}:( .. fas.t. 

(a) One of the survivors was a cobbler. He was making shoes in his workshop ... 

cobbler probably means 

(b) .... a ~ started to rumble. The nOise frightened people ... 

rumble probably means 

(c) .... ordered the evacuation of the capital. People were moved to safer areas. 

evacuation probably means 

(d) The tremor devastated the city of Kobe .. . Over 10000 homes were destroyed 
and thousands of other buildings were ruined, 

devastated probably means 
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TALKING ABOUT THE PAST 

The Past Simple Tense 
In the reading text there are several descriptions of natural disasters which 
happened at specific times in the past. In descriptions of past events like these 
we usually use the past simple tense. As you know, the regular form of the past 
simple tense is made by adding -ed to the verb. However, many of the most 
common verbs have irregular past tense forms (I went, I saw, I was, etc.) 

Exercise 1 

Find the past tense forms of these irregular verbs in the text. Write the number of 
the line in which you find the verb. 

have .. . had ... (9) 
hit 
shake 

say 
tell 
fall 

blow 
cut 

begin 
strike 

[l] Now, with your partner, practise using the past tense form of these verbs in 
sentences of your own. 

The Past Continuous Tense . I 

We frequently use this tense to describe what was happening when something 
else happened in the past. So the past continuous is often joined to another 
clause in the past simple tense. Here is an example from the text: 

He was making shoes in his workshop'" when the explosion happened. 

The continuous action (making shoes) was 'interrupted' by the second action 
(the explosion) 
We form the past continuous tense with the past tense form of the verb be and 
the -ing form of the main verb. 

Exercise 2 

[l] With your partner, practise using the past continuous and past simple tenses 
together. Imagine that one of you (Student A) is a TV reporter who is 

interviewing survivors of different natural disasters (Student B) Look carefully at 
the example, then begin your interview. 

example: 
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STUDENT A STUDENT B 

volcano / erupt 
"What were you doing when 
the volcano erupted?" 

"I was sleeping" 
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(a) earthquake / begin ~ 
(b) hurricane / hit ~ ~ " 
(c) blizzard / start 

~ 
i:'! r "",,'; 

(d) lightening, / strike 

~ 
,. 

(e) avalanche / begin 

~ (f) volcano / explode 

~ (g) river / flood 

The Past Perfect Tense 

We use the past perfect tense when we want to show the order of events in the 
past. If one action in the past happened before another we can use the past 
perfect for the first action and the past simple for the second. Look at these 
examples from the text: 

No one had expected the quake, which struck at 5.46 am. 
Perhaps he remembered the disaster which had destroyed Saint Pierre .. 

In these examples the actions in the past perfect tense (expect, destroy) 
happened before those in the past simple ten~e (strike, remember) . 

We form the past perfect with had + the past participle of the verb. Remember 
that many verbs have irregular past partici pies, so check in a dictionary or 
grammar book if you are not sure. 

Exercise 3 

Write sentences in the past perfect using the words in brackets. 

e .g . (Mary / just / go / to bed) when the earthquake struck . 
.... . . Ma_y had j ... st go"e to bed whe" the ea_thq ... ake st_ ... ck ..... . 

(a) People criticised the meteorologists because (they / not / predict / the hurricane.) 

(b) Rescue workers found the body of a man under a tree (which / fall / on him.) 

(c) (The boy / never / feel / a quake before) so it frightened him. 
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(d) No one was ki lled in the eruption because (the authorities! already! evacuate! the area . 
............ , .. ................ ... .... ..... ............. ......... .... ..... ............... .... .. ... ... .. .. ... , ... ...... . 

(e) (The volcano! be! inactive! for years) so the experts were surprised when it erupted . 

~ IMPROVING YOUR WRITING GIVING INSTRUCTIONS 

In 1989 the Government of Uzbekistan sent a notice to everyone living in Tashkent 
advising them what to do if another earthquake struck the city. Here is a translation 
of part of this public notice: 

BEFORE AN EARTHQUAKE 
Earthquakes can strike unexpectedly. But you can be prepared. For your own safety, 
follow this advice. 

Don't keep heavy things on upper shelves. 
Don't block exits and entrances with large things like bicycles or prams. 
Keep a fire extinguisher, a battery radio, a torch and a medical kit in the house. 
Always have enough drinking water and food for a few days. 
Don 't sleep near large windows. 
Think of possible escape routes for children and old people. 
Pay attention to the earthquake forecasts . 

• WRITING TASK: A PUBLIC NOTICE 

Form groups of 4 or 5 students and follow the instructions below. 

In your groups, imagine that the Government has asked you to write more 
advice for foreign visitors to Uzbekistan on what to do during and after an 
earthquake. (You should write at least 5 pieces of advice for 'during' and 5 for 
'after' . ) 

2 Follow the stages of writing which we looked at in Unit 2. 

get your ideas 
together 

revise, rewrite,l-+~ 
Improve I~ 
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3 Make sure that you keep your sentences short and simple. Your advice must 
be clear. It could be a matter of life and death! 

4 When you have finished your notice, read it out to other groups. Then listen to 
their notices and compare your advice. Is there any advice you disagree with? 

5 Stick your notices on the classroom wall for others to read . 
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~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

The following article was printed in the British newspaper "The Times" on April 27th, 1966. 

THE TIMES WEDNESDAY APRIL 27 ·1966 

FOUR DEAD, 150 INJURED IN SOVIET 
EARTHQUAKE 

MOSCOW, APRIL 26 
A severe earthquake crumbled mud- walled 
dwellings in the Soviet central Asian city 
of Tashkent at dawn today, but life was 
reported to be normal in spite of two slight 
tremors tonight. Official reports said four 
people died and about 150 were injured as 
older homes collapsed on the 
sleeping occupants. Mr. Kosygin, 
the Prime Minister, and Mr. 
Brezhnev, First Secretary of the 
Communist Party, flew from 
Moscow to the scene of the 
disaster. 
Many homes, several hospitals, 
schools and public buildings were 
destroyed, and two factories were 
seriously damaged. Injured people were dug 
out from the rubble. 
One eye-witness in the pretty mountain-

What you must do: 

ringed city said that only old buildings were 
wrecked and denied that the earthquake 
was a strong one. "We are surprised at the 
fuss that is being made," he said. "We are 
all calm. I walked around in the city this 
morning and could see walls cracked, but 

only in the old houses." 
A British official in Moscow 

said the Embassy had been 
informed tha t no foreigners had 
been killed or injured in the 
earthquake. Only 0.1e British 
cit izen is known to be in 
Tashkent, Mr. D. S. Williams, a 
lecturer at the London School 
of Slavonic and East European 

Studies, who is on a British Council 
exchange scho larshi pat Tashkent 
University. 

1 With your partner, practise translating the article orally. 
2 Make a written translation of paragraphs 1 and 2. 

PUZZLE CORNER ANAGRAMS ... ... An anagram is a word or phrase made by changing the order of the letters in another word or 
phrase. For example 'silent' is an anagram of '/isten'. Rearrange the anagrams below to find 
the names of different types of natural disasters. 

~~ 
~ 

~ 

(GOOLFIN0 

(DOG HURT=:> 
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.. ' GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNf 

disaster ' /dl'zo:st~(r}/ n Ta6HIlil olPaT tremor I!rem ~( r}/ n nnpaw, 

catastrophe /kat",str~fi/ n x.anOKaT 
J<;I1Ml1pnaw 

shake /Ielk/ v J<;I1Ml1pnaTM earthquake 13:6kwelk/ n 311nJKna 
destroy /dl'str~l/ v 6Y3MOJ<; erupt /J'rApt! v OTKnll6 

,{1l"MO" collapse /k~'I"'ps/ v J<;YnaMoJ<; 
eruption "'rApIn/ n OTI1J11l6 

,{H,,"W explode /Jk'splaod/ v nOpTJlaMOl<; 

flood /fIAd/ n eYB TOWJ<;HHH wreck /rek/ v x.anOKaTra 
yqpaMOJ<; 

drought /drao!/ n J<;YpFOJ<;,{HnI1K 
crush /krAJ/ v JlH '-I J.1J1 MOl(., 

hurricane Ih,nk;}n/ n JlOBYJI, KyqnH 33HJlMOJ<; 
6YPOH 

injured Imd3ad/ ad) I!Pa.a.op 
avalanche l"'v~lo:nI/ n J<;0P K)lqHlIDI 

victim /vlkllm/ n J<;Yp60H 
blizzard Ibltz~d/ n "op 6}tPOHH, 

H3FHPHH rescue Ireskju:/ v lO'l'"apMOl<; 

emergency I lm3:d3"nsi/ n lPaBJ<;YJlOlUla relief /n'li:f/ n eHrHJInHK, 
'Ion eHrHJI TOPTHW 

survive /s~'vaiv/ v THPHK 
J<;OJlMOJ<; aid /eld! n epJlaM 

survivor /s,,'valva(r}/ n THPI1K J<;OJlraH risk /rlSk/ n xao<jl, 
waxe TaBaKKaJI 

predict /pn'dlk!/ v 
J<;I1JII1W 

OJlJlHHJlaH 
TaXMI1H expect /Ik'spekt! v KYTMOJ<; 
IQIJIMO" 

unexpected /,AOIk'spek!ld/ KYTHnMaraH 
unpredictable /,MIJlIl'dd<IabI/ ad} OJlJlI1HJlaH ad) 

allTH6 
62JlMallJll1raH 

Before you leave this unit look back at the exercises on guessing 

~ 
the meaning of words , When you meet unknown words in later 
units, try to guess their meaning, Use clues in the context and 

i1I- the structure of the words to help you, Being able to work out 
the meaning of a word for yourself is a very important reading 
skill, 

" 
: ... _..,,~ c_~ 
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-

In ~if 1I1It! ,Yl1I UJiII ... 
• read and talk ab out university life 

• practise using comparative and 
superlative adjectives 

• learn how to fill in an application form 

• look at some differences between 
British and American English 

STUDYING IN BRITAIN 

Q( 
1 What is it like to study in a foreign university? Perhaps you have a friend or a 

relative who has studied abroad. Many students from Uzbekistan have already won 
scholarshi ps to study in British universities. Mavluda Ahmedova recently returned 
from a year at a university in the north of England where she studied Economics. 
Read this interview with her about university life in Britain and match the interviewer's 
questions with Mavluda's answers. 

~(a) What advice would you give to students from Uzbekistan 
. who are going to study in Britain? 

..j ! (b) What about British students? 
.( (c) What about the study methods? 
~ I (d) Did you have any problems with your studies? 
:1 (e) Did you like your teachers? 

(1) It took me a while to get used to them. We only had about 12 
hours of lectures a week and the rest of the time was for private 
study. So in Britain you have to be able to push yourself. I would 
say that in Britain about 90% of what you learn depends on you. 
Our lectures were very interesting but the teachers only gave 
the main points. Then the students must go to the library and 
work privately. I also enjoyed the seminars, when we were able 
to work in groups and to give presentations. 

(2) Yes. They were always willing to listen to our opinions and students were never afraid to ask 
them for help or advice . 

(3) Not really. although at first I found British English a little strange because I was more used 
to American English. But after a week I was fine . Essay writing was also a little difficult 
because in Uzbekistan we don't get much writing practice. 
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(4) Most of them had a good attitude to their studies and didn't think only about getting a degree 
or a diploma. However, I was quite surprised that many students seemed to be more 
interested in going out in the evenings than in studying. Another thing that struck me was how 
independent they are of their parents, especially financially. I was surprised how casually 
they dress for lectures (just jeans and a T-shirt) and the fact that almost all of them owned 
their own cars. What I liked most about my British friends was their friendliness and politeness . 
They were never busybodies. 

(5) Just be open to all views and make sure that you manage your time very carefully. You'll 
need a lot of self-discipline. 

2 Now complete the table below with notes from Mavluda's interview. 

British students ....... ...... . , .. , .. , .. ... , ..... .. ......... .... ....... .. .. , ... ..... ...... ... ... .................. .. ..... ... .. .. .. . 

problems ......... .......... ........ .. ... .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. .... ... ... .......... ...... .... ............... .. .. . ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. . 

3 [I] With your partner, discuss the following questions: 

• What are the main differences between university life in Britain and Uzbekistan? 
• Which aspects of life in a British university would you like and which would you find difficult 

or unpleasant? 

DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 [I] Examinations are a part of every student's life both in Uzbekistan and abroad. 
Do you have any personal strategies for dealing with exams? 

• With a partner make a list of al/ the things you do to prepare for important exams. 
• When you have finished compare your list with those of other pairs. 

2 You are going to read a text about a British university student who is taking his 
final examinations at the end of his degree course. Before you look at the text see if 
you can predict some of the words you will meet there. Write your predictions below. 

words about the examinations words about his feelings 
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UNIT 6 e 
The most important week of Peter's three years at Cambridge 
University is about to begin. His degree hangs on these final 
exams, so how will he handle thE:'m? 

J/ 
The blood is pumping hard inside my head. So hard that for two minutes I can 't 

properly read the questions on the exam paper. But after a few deep breaths, my 
focus returns. 

It's 9am on Monday and I'm Sitting American Law, the first of my final papers. 
It's optional and only two dozen of us are sitting it, but there's no choice of 
question. All three must be tackled in just two hours. I've always worried about 
this paper, though actually it's a relief to get these finals started at last after the 
nerves of the weekend. Afterwards the general feeling is that all the questions 
could have been nicer, but they were manageable. I hate exam post mortems, so 
I don't hang around. 

For the past few weeks my life has been work, work and more work. A lot 
depends on these exams. Everything else has been put on hold. This year I've 
even given up tennis for work. Last year I played for the university team. 

I submitted my dissertation - 12,000 words on cocaine and crime - at the start 
of term. Now we're only into the fourth week, but you lose all sense of time. The 
whole place is a bit tense. People like frightening one another. Some boast of 
doing 15- or 16-hour days. Others pretend to be very relaxed, but you know they 
are really the hardest workers. 

Studying is a lonely business. For the past few weeks some close pals and I 
have worked in a group. It helps to discuss common problems and generally 
encourage one another. But now exams have started and we're all on our own . 

On Monday afternoon, after a brief rest, I get stuck into revision for Tuesday 
afternoon's paper, Equity Law, which is compulsory and probably one of the most 
difficult. I stick at it until after midnight, when a friend from home calls me on my 
mobile to wish me happy birthday. I'm 21 today. Unfortunately it's going to be the 
'driest' birthday I've had for years. I'm pretending my birthday's in two weeks' 
time when these exams are over. 

On Tuesday morning I'm woken at i,45am by a phone call from my father. He's 
ringing every morning during finals because he's extremely worried I'll oversleep. 
I sleep like a log and my alarm clock sometimes has no effect on me. About 250 
students sit the afternoon paper. It isn't easy, but it could have been much worse. 

I thought I liked European Community Law, but after Wednesday afternoon's 
compulsory paper I'm not so sure. It's not nice at all. The paper is much harder 
than I expected. Because tomorrow's an exam-free day, I ease up a bit for the 
rest of the day, going for a walk, listening to music and soaking in a bath. After a 
bit more revision, I'm in bed by 11.15. 

Criminal Justice and the Penal System is probably my strongest subject. Some 
people don't like this option because they think it's vaguer than the others, but 
for me the topic of prisons is one ofthe most interesting. But I'm not overconfident, 
and I spend all day Thursday mugging up for Friday morning's exam . As it 
turns out, the paper is friendlier than any we've had. 

I can now take the weekend off with a clear conscience because I've got just 
one compulsory paper to go next Thursday - Explanations of Criminal Behaviour. 
And Dad's promised to layoff the early-morning calls until Monday. 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Below is a page from Peter's diary for the exam week. In his diary he has 
written the name of the exam he should take on each day and whether it is a 
compulsory paper (one which every student must sit) or an optional paper 
(one which only certam students have chosen to sit). He has also noted whether 
each exam is in the morning (a.m.) or the afternoon (p.m.). After each exam 
he also wrote his opinion of the paper. 

Read the text again and complete Peter's diary. Monday's entry has been 
given as an example. 

a.m. Ame .. ica", Law Wla"ogeable, b"t ~ 
(complAlso .. }:') co"ld have bee" "ice. 

~--------------------------

3rd Monday 

4th Tuesday 

~--------------------------

5th Wednesday 

~--------------------------

6th Thursday FRGG DAY 
~--------------------------

7th Friday 

What about Peter's last exam on the following Thursday? What is the name 
of the paper and is it optional or compulsory? 

B For each of the following questions choose the correct answer (a, b or c). 
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(1) Why is the blood 'pumping hard' inside Peter's head (line 4) when he 
begins the exam on Monday morning? 

a because he's feeling unwell 
b because he can't understand the exam questions 
c because he's nervous 

(2) Peter's dissertation is about 
a criminal justice 
b narcotics and the law 
c the law in America 
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(3) What does he mean when he says that this birthday will be the 'cjri.est' for 
years (line 29)? 

a he won 't get many presents 
b there has been no rain for a long time 
c he won 't drink alcohol to celebrate . 

(4) During the week of final ex~ms Peter's fathE!r rings him in the morning because 
a his son is a heavy sleeper 
b his son doesn't have an alarm clock 
c his son 's alarm clock is broken 

(5) How does Peter find working in a group? 
a lonely 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Phrasal Verbs 

b helpful 
c boring 

Match the phrasal verbs from the text with the meanings in the right hand column. 
Make sure you look in the text for clues. Line numbers are in brackets. 

hang on (2) 
hang around (12) 
give up (16) 
get stuck into (25) 
stick at (27) 
ease up (37) 
mug up (43) 
layoff (47) 

start something with enthusiasm 
continue to work hard at something difficult 
depend on 
wait near a place without a purpose 
stop doing something for a while 
stop doing something which is enjoyable 
stop putting so much energy into something 

study quickly to know the main facts 

I 

~ i - - , 
Now use the eight phrasal verbs above to complete the sentences below. Make 

sure you use the right form of the verb. 

(a) His health has improved a lot since he .......................... smoking. 
(b) The library is full of students .................. .. .. .. .... .... for their final exams . 
(c) I passed the interview for the scholarship. Now everYthing .... .... ................... the Englishtesl. 
(d) I'm so hungry. I can't wait to ....................... .. ....... my dinner when I get home. 
(e) Don't be late for your meeting with Prof. Abidova. She doesn't like to be kept 
(f) You might find English grammar difficult at first but if you ...... .... .. .... .. .. it you'll soon improve. 
(g) The doctor advised me to .. ........ .. .. ............. on my office work and spend more time relaxing . 
(h) I've decided to .. .. .. .. ........... .. .... watching TV until the exams are over. 

B Word Building 

The prefix over- is used before certain adjectives, verbs and nouns to show that 
there is too much of something. For example, if you are overweight you are heavier 
than you should be and if you overwork you work too much and possibly make 
yourself ill . 

In the text there are two examples of words with the prefix over-. Can you find them? 
Are they verbs, adjectives or nouns? 
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Use the following verbs and adjectives with the prefix over- in the sentences below. The 
form of the adjectives stays the same, but you may need to change the form of the 
verbs. 

VERBS 
overeat 
oversleep 
overwork 

ADJECTIVES 
overgrown 
overcrowded 
overconfident 

(a) I haven't done any work in my garden for years. It's completely 
(b) He was late for the exam because he .................... . 
(c) It's not good to ...................... You'" become fat. 
(d) He failed the exam because he was .................... and he didn't prepare for it. 
(e) The Tashkent metro is fast and clean but it's often ..................................... . 
(f) In Japan hundreds of people die each year because they ............ .. .. .. ..... They stay late in 

the office and never take holidays. 

C Idioms 
In the text Peter says that he "sleeps like a log" (line 33). A log is a heavy piece of 
wood which is often difficult to move. So if you sleep like a log, you sleep very 
deeply without moving. 

Here are some more common idioms connected with studying which you might find 
useful. 

Just before his exams Peter was burning the midnight oil every night. 
Regina was so nervous before the test that she didn't sleep a wink. 
Rustam looks very tired. I think he's been burning the candle at both ends. 
Vladimir spends all his time reading books. He's a real bookworm. 

Now match the idioms with the meanings on the right. 

to burn the midnight oil 
to not sleep a wink 
to burn the candle at both ends 
to be a bookworm 

to be a very keen reader 
to go to bed late and get up early 
to study very late at night 
to be unable to sleep 

Do you think its a good idea to burn the midnight oil before important exams? 

COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES 

In the text Peter compares the different topics and exams. For example, 
he tells us whether one exam is harder than another and which topic is 

the most interesting. In doing this, he uses the comparative and superlative forms of adjectives. 

The paper is much harder than they've been for the past couple of years. (comparative) 
..... they are really the hardest workers. (superlative) 

How many other examples of comparatives and superlatives can you find in the text? 

Now read the information on how we form comparative and superlative adjectives. Then 
do exercises 1 and 2. 
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The comparative of an adjective is formed either by adding -er to the end of the normal form of 
the adjective, or by putting more in front. The superl.tlve is formed either by adding -est to the 
end, or by putting most in front of it. Superlative adjectives are usually preceded by the. 

The choice between putting -er/-est or using more/most usually depends on the number of 
syllables in the adjective. . 

One-svllable adjectives form their comparatives and superlatives by adding -er and -est. 

hard~harderQthehardest strong~strongerQthe strongest 

Note that a spelling change is needed with one-svllable adjectives ending in a single consonant. 

big~bigger'*the biggesthot,*hotter~the hottest 

You also add -er and -est with two-svl/ab/e adjectjves ending in 'V'. (Note the spelling change.) 

easy~easier~the easiest fiiendlyQfriendlier~the friendliest 

Other two-svllable adjectives usually have comparatives and superlatives with more and most. 

famous,*more famous,*the most famous 

There are some common two-sV/lable adjectives which can have either -er/-est or more/most. 
These include: 

common polite gentle simple cruel 

Adjectives with three or more syllables have comparatives and superlatives with more and most. 

difficult'*more difficult,*the most diffltult 

Good and bad have special comparatives and superlatives . 

good~betterQthe best . bad'*worse,*the worst 

Exercise 1 

Rewrite the sentences below using the comparative form of the adjective in 
brackets. 

(a) Planes are faster than trains .......... . Trains are slower than planes 

(b) Bread is cheaper than meat. 

(c) Chinese is more difficult than English. 

(d) Tea is better than coffee. 

(e) He is ruder than his brother. 

(f) May is usually colder than June. 

(g) Tigers are rarer than lions. 

(h) Tashkent's metro is cleaner than London's. 

(slow) 

(expensive) 

(easy) 

(bad) 

(polite) 

(hot) 

(common) 

(dirty) 
•. e:t~ 

~ 
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Exercise 2 

Look at the following extracts from a book about 'World Records'. Put the 
superlative form of these adjectives in the correct spaces. The first has been 
done for you. 

intelligent rich deep high-earning expensive common 

(a) The ... deef'est .... lake in the world is Lake Baikal in Russia. 
(b) The .............................. painting in the world is 'Portrait du Dr Gachet' by Vincent Van Gogh 

which was sold for more than £ 44 million in 1990. 
(c) The ............................. surname in Britain is Smith. 
(d) The ............................. breed of dog is the Border Collie. 
(i) The ............................... person in the world is Bill Gates the owner of the Microsoft' computer 

company. His fortune is estimated to be more than $8,000 million. 
(f) The ................................ pop group is 'Guns N' Roses'. In 1993 they earned $53 million. 

~ IMPROVING YOUR WRITING APPLICATION FORMS 

1 Of all the different kinds of writing that you do in English, filling in an application form 
for a job or a scholarship is probably the most important. If you are careless in the way 
you complete the form it could spoil your chances of being accepted. Most employers 
and scholarship organisations reject candidates who submit applications which are 
incomplete or difficult to read. Here are some hints on filling in forms: 

• Read the instructions carefully before you write anything. 

• Provide all the information requested. Don't include irrelevant details. 

• Make sure that the information you give is accurate. The facts will be checked by the 
organisation which is offering the job or the scholarshi p. 

• Your English must be neat and without mistakes. 

2 Of course application forms differ in the kind of information they require but there 

are certain terms which are common to most forms. 

Family name: This is sometimes called your surname. 
Other names: These are sometimes referred to as your forenames. 

Full name: Your forenames and family name. 
Title: All males use Mr. but women can choose between Mrs. (which signals that 

they are married), Miss (which signals that they are single) and Ms (which does 
not signal their marital status). 

Date of birth: In Britain the normal order is day/month/year. fn the USA the order is month/ 

Citizenship/ 
Nationality: 
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dayfyear. 
These two terms are not exactly synonymous. Citizenship refers tothe country 
in which you have full rights including the right to a passport. It is usually 
determined by birth. Nationality refers more to the ethnic group to which you 
belong. So, for instance, you may be of Russian, Korean or Kazakh nationality 
but a citizen of Uzbekistan. 
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Address for 
correspondence: 

The postal address to whlGh you want the reply to your application to be 
sent. In the USA this is called your mailing address. 

Next of kin: 

Language 
proficiency: 

Your closest living relative. (Kin is an old -fashioned word meaning relative .) 

Proficiency means skill or ability. J,.anguage proficiency usually refers to 
your foreign language skills . 

Referee: A person who has agreed to give a written statement (reference) about 
your character, your skills and your suitability for the position for which 
you are applying. 

Position: A more formal word for job or post. It refers to the job or position you are 
in at the moment. 

Signature: The way you usually write your name with a pen. 

3 You may also meet the following expressions in application forms: 

Use block capitals Write in BIG/CAPITAL/ UPPER CASE LETTERS 

Please print Write in separated letters. Do not 
use script (joined up letters). 

If applicable This refers to something that mayor may not be 
relevant to you. Ignore it if it is not relevant. 

Please tick Use the symbol (v') to select an option. 

Chronological order In date order or the order in which things happened 
(the earliest first) . 

4 WRITING TASK: FILLING IN AN APPLICATION FORM 

Imagine that you are applying for a scholarship to study in an English speaking country. 
Read the application form below and then fill it in, following the instructions. Although 
this is not a real form it is very similar to those you might meet in the future. 

Before you start, look at the following pieces of advice: 

• Question 17 is particularly important. Make sure you cover all three of the topiCS (a, b 
and cl. One paragraph for each would be appropriate. 

• Be definite about the course you would like to study and how it would benefit you in the 
future. You will improve your chances if you can show that you have a clear idea about 
your career and personal development. 

• Don't try to please the employer or the institution by praising them. 

• Make sure you mention any relevant work experience you have had and any courses 
you have attended outside University. 

• Don't exaggerate your own abilities or experience. Honesty is the best policy! 

-, 
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SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION FORM 

Please read the questions carefully and type or print PLEASE 

your answers in block capitals. ATIACHHERE 
A RECENT 

PHOTOGRAPH 
OF YOURSELF 

1 Family name Other names 

2 Title (please tick) MrO Mrs 0 Miss 0 Ms 0 

3 Date 01 birth (day/monthjyear) D 4 Place 01 birth I 
(country and town) 

15 Citizenship/ c= 
Nationality 

6 Sex o Male OFemale 7 Marital status: 0 Single 0 Married 0 Divorced 0 Engaged 0 Separate( 

8 Number 01 children (il applicable) c:::=J 
9 Address for correspondence in home country: 

Name, address and telephone number of next of kin or 
person in your home country who should be contacted in 
the event of an emergency(please state relationshi p) 

Telephone number: Telephone number: 

10 Education and training: Please list !lecondary schools, colleges and universities attended (in chronological order) 

Dates from-to Name & address Main subjects Qualjfications Full/part time 
in months & years of institution studied gained 

. 
, .. ,-... ~-;. . 

, . ,-. . 
I 

11 Past and present employment. Please list (in chronological order) any work experience you have had, giving dates 
and main responsibilities, Include any period of military service (if applicable) 

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES DATES 

"1.L- ~ 

I" . , ", . I , 

I~-~ 

' .... - I. __ '&1"." ......... I 

12 Proposed future 

I I profession in your I 
own country 
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3 Language proficiency What is your ~other tongue? [ L-________________________ ~ 

Other languages : please note that, if selected, your language ability will be tested. 
(enter 4 for fluent, 3 for good, 2 for fair and 1 for basic) 

Other languages: Read 

(a) ...... .. .. . 

14 Give precise subject or field of study to be 
followed during your scholarship. 
What formal qualification do you hope 
to obtain at the end of it? 

Write Speak Understand 

15 List your choice of universities 
or institutions in order of preference. 

C .{ I' • - I 
16 Please give the name of one referee. It is the responsibi.lity of the candidate to obtain the ~eference which should 

be enclosed in a sealed envelope and included with this application form. 

REFEREE 

Title and name: 

Postion : 

Address: ... 
~---------

How long have you known this referee? - .t ,11 

What is his/her professional relationshi p toyou? 

17 Finally, please state in not more than 500 words in the space provided below 

a} why you wish to study overseas 
b) why you wish to obtain the qualification you gave in answer to question 14 
c} how you think you will benefit in terms of career and personal development from obtaining this qualification 

once you have returned to your home country, 

Please also give full details of any particular areas on vyhich you would like to concentrate whi le overse~s as part of your 
course of study or research . (Please continue on another sheet .) 

\ ' --I' " -~~~~ 

Signature:, . 
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EXAM STRATEGrES 

It has been suggested by some experts that at least 
50% of your chance of success in an exam relates to 
your examination skills rather than to your knowledge of 
the subject. In other words you may know your subject 
very well but if you approach the exam in the wrong way 
you may still be unsuccessful. 

[l] With your partner read the ten pieces of advice 
below and decide whether you agree or disagree • 
with them. 

Before the exam 

1 Make a careful revision plan. Include time off in your plan for relaxation and 
exercise. 

2 Try revising in a group. This can help reduce stress and worry. 

3 Some people find doing revision just before the exam is a good idea. Others 
prefer to relax for the few hours before the exam begins. 

4 Don 't go without sleep or exercise because these will help you to relax and 
relieve stress. 

During the exam 

5 Follow the instructions very carefully. It's a good idea to double-check the 
instructions halfway through the exam. 

6 Read through the whole paper and decide which questions you will answer 
(if you have a choice). 

7 Underline the key words in the question that indicate what you should do. 

B Spend at least 5 minutes thinking about and planning your answer. This is 
never a waste of time. 

9 Make sure you divide your time carefully. Don't waste time adding to an 
adequate answer if you ought to be moving to another question. Always 
make some attempt at answering enough questions. 

10 Rely on your own knowledge and ability. 

Now add some more advice of your own. 
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~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

While she was studying in Britain, Mavluda Ahmedova wrote this letter to her 
brother in Andijan. Translate it into English. 

AHrmtRAaH anaHranl1 canOM! 
A3"13 O';;l-1lKOH Ba A3AaJKOH, 
COF-CaJlOMaT, RXW"1lOpI-16cI-13napM"1? CI-13H"1 >¥:YAa COFI-1HAI-1M. MeH"1Hr ax,eonnap"1M RXWI-1. MaHa 
yl<;"1Wnap"1M l\aM 60wnaHI-16 KeTA"1 · 5YlOK 5p"1TaHI-1R YH"1BepC"1TeTnapI1Aa l\Opl1lKAaH KenraH 
TaJla6aJlap >¥:YAa K})n. )f(YAa K})n RHrl1 Aycmap OPTTI1PAI1M. AapcAaH Ke';;I1H MeH 6ap4a Tana-
6aJlap Ka611 KYTY6XOH3Aa wyrynnaHaMaH. AOMnaJlap neKl.\I1RnapAa <t>al<;aT 3Hr acocl1';; lK"1l\aT
napH"1rl1Ha TabK"1Ma6 YT3AI1. MeHra a';;HI1I<;Ca aMaJl"1';; MawrynOTJ1apAa wyrynnaH"1W Mabl<;yn 
KenA"1. 5yw Bal<;Tnapl1MAa 3ca wal\ap 6y';;na6 AycTnapl1M 611naH ca';;p l<;"1naMaH. 
Wy 611naH I<;"1Cl<;a4a XaTMH"1 RKYHna';;MaH. 
C"13napH"1 yn"16 I<;OnYB4"11<;113I1Hr"13 MaBnIOAaXOH . .. 
~. PUZZLE CORNER BRITISH OR AMERICAN? 

In his interview about studying in Britain, Mavluda mentioned that it took him a while to get used 
to British English because he was more familiar with American English. In fact these two varieties 
of English are very similar and learners rarely have difficulty in adapting from one to the other. 
Most of the differences between British and American English are in vocabulary. For instance, in 
Britain the places where students live are called halls of residence whereas in America they 
are called dormitories. In Britain a teacher marks your work, while in America she grades it. 

Look at the words below and match the British English words with their American English equivalents 
to make 19 pairs. 

~ little finger 

I, 

~ French fries 
vest underground sidewalk vacation 
trousers autumn shades fall 
pavement lorry closet undershirt 
petrol biscuit pants elevator 
handbag tap billfold cookie 
sunglasses rubbish 

'" subway apartment 
cupboard lift gas pinkie 
holiday flat .. • I • wallet chips 

.1.1 , 

garbage purse 

truck faucet 

~ 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

scholarshi p /skolaJ'p/ n cnmelUl,lUI. penal /piml/ a<!J lKlIII06rnp1DOO<a 
rpaRT TOprniII-aH 

seminar /semma:(rl/ n ceMHHap vague /velg/ adj HOM3'hIIyM, 

casually /k"'3uali/ adv OMHH, COMa midnight /midnait/ n RPHM Ke4aCH 

KI1HHHraH overconfident /,~uv~'konfid~nt/ y-ra 9JHra 

busybody /blZlbodi/ n 6oulI<;anapHHHr adj HWOHIaH 

HWHra wink /wIDk! n K)iJ IQolCHW 

apanawyB'IH application /,"'ph1ceIJnI n apHJa 

pump /pl>If1p/ v Te6paTMOK., apply {a'plaJ/ v M}'POJKaaT 

TOpTMOJ<; IQolJlMOJ<;, 

optional /opJanV atf! HXTHepHH apHJa 6ePMOJ<; 

tackle /l"'kl/ v Hwra proficiency /prnfl J nsi/ n MOJ(HPJlHK, 

KHPHWMOJ<; MYKaMMaJIJlHK 

postmor /,p~SI 'm~~~m/ n 9J1HMHlIaH kin /'rJn/ n YPYF, HaCJI 

" KeHHH applicable /",phk~bl/ ad! nroHJ<; J<;HJlca 

boast Ibaust/ v MaJ<;TaHMoJ<; 69J1a,nHraH 

compulsory /k~mpAlsari/ adj MalK6ypHH chronological /,kronalod3Ikl/ a<!J XPOHOJlOrHK 

log /log/ n ryHKa tick Ink! v 6eJlrHJIaMoJ<; 

pretend /pme.nd/ v MyFOM6HPJIHK dissertation I.dlsatelJnI n nHccepnUHR 

IQolJlMOJ<; oversleep I.auva'sli:p/ v yxna6 J<;OJIMOJ<; 

soak /s~k! v WHM.II.HPMOJ<; overgrown I.~va'gr~ adj y-r60CI-aH , 

criminal /knmml/n lKHHOJlT'lH 9CH6 KeTl'3H 

~
p- ~ When you fill in an application form always draft your answer on a 

! copy of the original. Only complete the original form when you have 
improved and edited the draft. 
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IJ~n~7 REPORTING THE NEWS 

'In ,I.ia uni' !IOU will {urn aoml wa!f8 0[' .. 

• talking about different types of newspaper 

• reading and understanding short articles 

• using quotation and reported speech 

• writing a short newspaper article 

WHAT DO YOU READ? 

Cut out and keep interesting 
articles from English 
language newspapers and 
magazines. These will help 
you improve your reading , 
writing and vocabulary skills 

1 How often do you read a newspaper? Do you buy a newspaper regularly, or 
do you read someone else's? There is a wide range of newspapers on sale now 
in Uzbekistan. Which of the newspapers below have you read? 

/ 
TO_HERT O:a;_OM:H 

~~~ 
~ -----~n7Iuk ~4-7 

[I] With a partner, look at the titles above and for each one decide whether the 
newspaper 

• is published daily or weekly 
• is printed in Uzbekistan or in another country 
• contains mostly national or international news 
• is read by many people or only a few 
• contains less serious as well as serious articles 

2 In Britain there are currently 11 national daily papers and 9 Sunday papers. 
There are also hundreds of regional and local papers. The British press can be 
divided into two very different types: 'quality ' papers and 'tabloid' papers. 
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THE QUALITY PAPERS e.g. 

~~IMES ID TheGuardlan 
These papers are bigger in size and contain detai led 
na ti onal and in terna ti o nal news and lots of 
in fo rmati on on business, science. sport , etc. The 
articles are longer and the language is usually more 
formal wi th complex sentences and diffic ult words. 
They are generally more expensive than tabloid papers 
and have fewer colour pictures. Quality papers have 
smaller circulations (number of papers sold each day) 
than tabloids. 

THE TABLOID PAPERS e.g. 

~i11i1 I~~_: 
Thlllll poplin arll Imallllr and contain mainly 
national nllWI and 11111 IlIrloul Itorllll about 
pllaplll'l IIVIII. Artlcllll arll ulually Ihort and thll 
lanlluallll II Informal with Ihort IlIntllnclIl and not 
many difficult wordl. ThllY 0110 haVIIlah olllamlll 
and complltltlonl and IIIVllral palllll 01 TV 
Information. 

Can the papers available in Uzbekistan be divided into types like the British 
papers? Try to group the Uzbek papers according to their type. 

3 [l] Work with a partner. One of you is Student A, the other is Student B. 
~ 

Student A: look at the table below 
Student B: look at the table on page 88 

Ask each other questions to complete the information in your table. As your partner 
gives you the information, write it in the table. Do not look at your partner 's table and do 
not let her/ him see your's. Use full question forms, e.g. 

When was the Times founded? 
Is it a quality or a tabloid paper? 

Is it a daily or a Sunday paper? 
What is its circulation? 

STUDENT A 

WHEN DAILY OR QUALITY 
TITLE OR CIRCULATION 

FOUNDED SUNDAY TABLOID 

The Times daily 508,000 

The Daily Mirror 1903 tabloid 

The Observer Sunday 495.000 

News of the World 1843 tabloid 

The Guardian daily 401,000 

The Sun 1965 tabloid 
'------

When you have completed your table, answer these questions. 

(a) Which newspaper is the oldest? (b) Which is the newest? (c) Which Sunday paper 
has the most readers? (d) Which daily paper has the largest circulation? 
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/C§H S DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 Below are three stories taken from British newspapers. Each was written by a 
different journalist or 'correspondent' . As you read, decide wh ich 
correspondent wrote each article. 

by Paul Gaff BY JULIE DOBSON 
AIR CORJm)PONDENT Mili tary Correspondent 

BY MARTIN STEVENS 
In Scotland 

" A woman who smoked during a transatlantic flight was fined 
£400 yesterday for putting an aeroplane in danger. 

l ackie Noms. a 33·year-old mother of two, continued smoking 
after she had been told to stop by the captain and the crew. When 
she was warned again she became violent. She was arrested by 
airport police when the plane landed at Healhrow. 

The magistrate. Mr Peter Richards. told the court that disobeying 
a captain's order was a very serious offence. He said that be hoped 
the heavy fine would warn other people not to do the same. 

Outside the courtroom Noms, who works for a taxi company in 
Essex, expressed anger at the fine:' I've always been a nervous 
flyer. 1 need to smoke to calm my nerves,"she told reporters. 
Smoking is now banned by most major airlines. 

e 
A fanner working in his field near Artois in France 

uncovered the skeleton of a First World War French 
soldier, whose pen was still full of ink. 

The soldier was killed in a battle in 1915 and lay 
buried in the field until last week when the fanner, 
Pierre Foray, discovered his remains. His military belt 
and a knife with his name still on it were found along 
with his fountain pen, which still worked perfectly. 

" It's amazing that 81 years after the soldier's death 
his pen still writes like new," said Mr Foray. He added 
that the Veterans' Ministry was searching for the 
soldier's relatives. 

2 READING COMPREHENSION 

o 
A four-year-old South-American macaw 

called Bruce was so lonely when his mate, 
Gemma, was stolen from a zoo in Glasgow 
that he escaped and went loolcing for her. 

Tony Thorpe, the zoo's owner, thought 
that he had lost both parrots for ever until an 
anonymous man phoned to say that he had 
found Bruce. 

I offered a reward of £300 but the man 
wanted £600,"Mr Thorpe said. The caller 
then threatened to lcill Bruce if he didn't get 
the money. 

Over the next three weeks the man made 
several more calls demanding money. Police 
eventually rescued Bruce from a house near 
Glasgow after neighbours reported that a 
noisy bird was stopping them from sleeping. 
A police spokesman said that a 45-year-old 
man was being questioned. 

Lovesick Bruce, who is wonh £ I 000, is 
now back safely in his cage. Gemma is still 
missing. 

l<~~I~ . . -.~t .... - . ~ 

. .~ 

"<~ 

A Find a suitable headline for each of the four stories from those below. Be 
careful: there are more headlines than stories! 

Drama on Jumbo 400 dead in Atla ntic plane crash 

Police rescue lovesick parrot Soldl., kill ... In Fr.nch battl. 
I'tERVOUS FLYER RNEO FOR SMOKING RA RE ANIMAL STOLEN FROM ZOO 

'Amazing' find in French field . 
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B Find the names of the following characters in the text. If the text does not give 
the name write NG. The first has been done for you . 

the French farmer 

the male parrot 

... Piet'1"e Fol'Qy... the zoo owner 

the French soldier 

the woman smoker 

the female parrot 

the British magistrate 

the police spokesman 

C Say whether the following statements are true (T), false (F) or not given in the 
text (NG) . 

(article A) 
(1) Jackie Norris has two daughters. 
(2) The plane was over the Pacific when she started to smoke. 
(3) Most airline companies do not allow smoking on flights. 

(article B) 
(4) Gemma the parrot flew away from the zoo. 
(5) The man who called to say he had found Bruce did not give his name. 
(6) Complaints by people about noise helped the police to find Bruce. 

(article C) 
(7) The farmer was looking for the skeleton when he discovered it. 
(8) The soldier's name is not known . 
(9) The soldier has no living relatives. 

D In your opinion which story is 

• the most serious • the most amusing • the most interesting? 

3 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Guessing the meaning of words (see Unit 5 page 56) 

If these words are new to you, try to guess their general meaning without using 
a dictionary. First, decide what part of speech the word is (noun, verb, adjective, 
etc.). Then look for clues in the context. When you have made your guesses, 
check them with a dictionary or your teacher. 
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fined 
macaw 
buried 
battle 
reward 
crew 

(article A) 
(article B) 
(article C) 
(article C) 
(article B) 
(article A) 
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B Talking about age 

If you want to give the exact age of someone or something you can use a 
compound adjective with hyphens(-). Look at these examples from article B 

... a 45-year-old man... ... a four-year-old South-American macaw ... 

In each case the compound adjective is made from a number, followed by a 
singular noun referring to a period of time (year, month, day, etc.), followed 
by the word 'old'. 

Now write similar phrases to describe the following. The first has been done 
for you. 

a baby girl born 6 months ago 

a chicken born yesterday 

a house built 100 years ago 

.. .. . 0 sil<-mo"fu-old bob)! si.I ...... .. 

a partnershi p started 25 years ago 

a legal battle going on for 3 years ......... ........................ ... ........... ~ 

REPORTING WHAT PEOPLE SAY 

Part of a reporter's job is to interview people to find out about something which happened 
and to get their views on it. As they talk to people, reporters usually take careful notes 
of what people say, or record the interview on a cassette recorder. When they write the 
story they must report accurately what different people have told them. 

There are two main ways of reporting what someone has said: you can use a quote 
structure (sometimes called direct speech), or you can use a report structure 
(sometimes called indirect speech). 

Using quote structures 

If you want to repeat the actual words that someone used. you use a quote structure. Quote 
structures have two clauses. One clause is the reporting clause which contains the reporting 
verb (say, tell, add, explain, remark, etc.) and the identity of the speaker. The other part is the 
~ which contains the words someone used. In writing, you should use quotation marks 
( .... ") at the beginning and end of a quote. Look at this example from one of the newspaper 
articles. Pay special attention to the punctuation. 

"It's amazing that 81 years after the soldier's death his pen still writes like new", said Mr Foray. 

For a journalist it is very important to make sure that the words inside the quotation marks are 
~ those spoken. 

Now, find the other quote structures in the three articles. 
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Exercise I 
Look at the various words spoken by characters in the articles. Report them using quote 
structures. Choose an appropriate reporting verb from the box. 

say 
tell 
add 
squawk 

(use this verb if you want to mention who was being talked to) 
(use this verb if a second point is made by a speaker) 
(only birds do this!) 

example: 
(Jackie Norris) 
(Mr. Thorpe) 
(Bruce) 
(Pierre Foray) 

It's a serious offence 
I hate flying 
Bruce is very valuable 
I miss Gemma 
It's amazing! 

." N.:Jt's a se ... io lA s offel'\ce," said the W\Q 9 ish·a te .. 

Using report structures 

When you want to report what people have said, using your own words rather than the words 
they actually used, you can use a report · structure. A report structure has two parts. One part is 
the reoorting clause which contains the reporting verb in the simple past tense: 

He said that he hoped the heavy fine would warn others not to do the same. 
The magistrate told the court that disobeying a captain's order was a very serious offence. 

The other part is the reported clause. If you are reporting a statement, the reported clause 
usually begins with that. 

A police spokesman said that a 45-year-old man was being questioned. 
He added that the Veterans' Ministry was searching for the soldier'S relatives. 

When you use report structures you do not need to quote a person 's exact words. You report 
what he or she meant rather than his or her actual words. Of course, a good journalist should not 
change the person's meaning! 

In report structures we are usually reporting things that were said in the past. So a verb in a 
present or future tense in direct speech must be changed to a past tense in a reported clause. 
Look at these examples. 

I M in Uzbekistan . 
I am studYing English . 
I ~ already read. it. 
I'll graduate in 1998. 
I'm gOing to learn French . 

She said that she M.d in Uzbekistan. 
She said that she was studying English . 
She said that she had. already read. it. 
She said that she l!l£Ql1!d graduate in 1998. 
She said that she was going to learn French . 

Verbs in the simple past tense in direct speech are sometimes changed to the past perfect in 
a report clause. However, it is also possible to leave them unchanged. . 

I ~ university in 1994. She said that she had entered university in 1994. 
or She said that she ~ university in 1994. 

Past perfect verbs in direct speech stay the same in reported speech. 

I had. already ~ English for five years. She said that she had. already ~ English for 
five years. 
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Modal verbs (could, would, should, might, must, etc.) do not normally change. 

You IDQJ.!lQ practise as often as possible. He said that I ~ practise as often as possible. 

Here is a summary of these verb tense changes: 

ACTUAL WimDS HE/SHE SAID THAT ••• 

present simple "I like ... " q past simple ... heliked ... 

present continuous "I'm hoping ... . q past continuous ... she was hoping ... 

present perfect "We've read ... • q past perfect ... they had read ... 

future with 'will' "Itwillrsin ..... q 'would' ... it would rain ... 

future 'am going to' "I'm going to be .. . q 'was going to' ... he was going to be ... 

past simple "I played ... • q past perfect or past simple .. . she played/had played 

past perfect "We had seen." . q past perfect ... they had seen ... 

modal verbs "You should try ... . q no change ... 1 should try ... 

Remember that personal pronouns used in direct speech must also be changed in reported 
speech because of the different viewpoints of the original speaker and the 'reporter' .. 
(I <0 he/she; my <0 his/her; we <0 they; our <0 their; etc.) 

Exercise 2 

You are the journalist who interviewed Tony Thorpe, the zoo owner, by telephone. 
Here are some of the things he said to you: 

I am happy that Bruce is back in his cage 

2 I have owned the zoo for three years. 

3 I bought Bruce in 1990. 

4 I'm going to buy another mate for Bruce. 

5 I am offering a reward for Gemma. 

6 We had not expected to find Bruce. 

7 The man should be fined. 

8 I'll tell my staff to watch out for 
thieves. 

Now write what Mr Thorpe told you using reported speech. Use the reporting 
verb in brackets. You will need to make some changes in verb tenses and pronouns. 
Write your answers below. The first one has been done for you. 

1 (say) 
2 (add) 
3 (tell me) 
4 (say) 
5 (explain) 
6 (add) 
7 (say) 
8 (state) 

... M. Tho.pe said that he was happy that B."ce was back in his cage ... 

... ... .... ... .................... ... ... ......... ............................................................ 
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~~S~R~ KEEpING AN ARTICLE BANK 

Many journalists keep a collection or 'bank' of articles from various newspapers and 
magazines. These articles may contain interesting and useful information which the 
journalist can refer back to when writing his or her own story. 

An article bank could also be useful to you as a learner of English. It could help to 
improve your reading and writing skills and broaden your vocabulary. Whenever you find 
an article in English which is interesting and well-written, cut it out and keep it. You may 
like to stick the articles in an exercise book. You could arrange the cuttings according to 
the main topic of the story - politics, business, sport, human interest, entertainment, 
etc. You could also underline useful or attractive vocabulary and examples of important 
grammatical structures. As your article bank grows it will become a very useful source 
of information and ideas for future writing tasks. 

Although at the moment foreign newspapers and magazines may be rather difficult to 
find in Uzbekistan, there are now a few English language newspapers which are published 
here. Below are are two examples: 

PrlnlGd by th_ ·· Sh~r1I.~ publl.hln9-p"nllng concetn, 41 Buvuk T",on 

Both of these newspapers include a range of short articles about events in Uzbekistan 
and overseas. Here are three articles taken from "Good Morning" and "Business Review". 
Read the articles and then answer the questions below. 

FAMILY'S PET COUGAR MAULS TODDLER 
A two-year-old girl was in hospital Tuesday after being attacked by a cougar bought as a family pet. The girl 
entered a cage where her father was working with the 3-year-old animal, and it attacked her. The girl is in a 
cri tical condition at a local hospital. The cougar has been returned to the exotic animal farm where it was 
purchased. 

ZORROCITY 
If you like to relax 'actively' don't hesitate to go 
directly to the Zorro Club. Discos are held each 
Saturday at the Railway Workers Palace of 
Culture. There is a bar in the cosy hall where you 
can fmd everything you want - or almost everything! 
"Many young people visit our club not only to 
dance and listen to music but also to meet others 
and chat," said Mr Balyr Yuldashev, the club's 
manager. New music bands and singers who are 
just beginning their careers, a lso have the 
opportunity la perform. 
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TO ATLANTA FOR MEDALS 
A press conference concerning 
Uzbekistan 's participation in the 
Olympics in Atlanta was held at the State 
Sports Committee. Answeringjournalist's 
questions, the Chairman said that 
Uzbekistan's team of 75 sportsmen 
and women would compete in 13 events. 
He added that 650 medals would be at 
stake in Atlanta among the 197 nations 
taking part. 
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Questions 

1 If you wanted to add these articles to your article bank under which topic would you file each 
one? ......... ·· .... ·················· ··· ...... · ...... .............................. .. 

2 Which article gives good examples of the use of the past tense? .............................................. .. 
3 Which article includes examples of reported speech? .............................................................. . 
4 Which story has two examples of compound adjectives used to describe age? ...... .. .. ....... ..... .. . .. 
5 Which article includes a direct quote? ......................................... · ............................................ · 

Now go through the articles carefully and underline any new and useful words or phrases. 
If you are not sure of the meaning of a word try to make a guess using the clues in the 
text. Then check your guess in a dictionary. In this way you will improve your reading 
skill and expand your vocabulary. An article bank could be a valuable resource for you. 
Start collecting today! 

~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

Translate these stories from an Uzbek newspaper into English. 

o~rAIIKYn 

MYX,A66AT 11191<. 3KAH 

Y~Karom'K PYl<~RTwyHocIlap 18 eWAaH 28 ewraYa 6YIlraH M~Hr Ha<i>ap ~~r~T Ba K;~3 ypTac~Aa 
CYPOB YTKa3~wA~. " 6YJlFyc~ lKY<l>T~ l\aIlOIl~Hr~3H~Hr K;a~c~ lK~l\aT~ra acoc~~ 3bT~60p~Hr~3H~ 
K;apaTac~3?" AeraH caBonra KynY~Il~K "AapoM8A~ Ba 60~Il~r~ra" Ae6 lKaB06 6epraH WYHAaH 
Ke~~H l\aM MYl<a66aT 60pIl~r~H~ ~c60TJlawra 6el\YAa yp~HaA~raH MapA Ton~IlapM~KaH?! 

XAEnnAPACTnIotK OEI<.HI1Hr w9pI1 

~Hr~ 3eIlaHA~RH~Hr OKIleHA Wal\P~Il~K TeppaHc Kync 3cKaIlaToPAa xaeIl cyp~6 KeTaeTraH 
3A~. oer~H~ 3CKanaTopH~Hr T~WIlap~ ya~Ha6 KeTA~. OK;~6aTAa xaeIlnapacT ~~r~T oer~H~Hr 
6~p Heya 6apMor~AaH aJKpanA~. 

d. IMPROVING YOUR WRITING REPORTAGE 

Journalists must be very good at finding out all the main details of a story. When 
they interview someone they must ask the right questions. Rudyard Kipling, the 
famous British writer summed this up neatly in verse: 

I kept six honest serving men 
They taught me all I knew 
Thei r names were What and Why and When 
And How and Where and Who 

A journalist must try to give the reader the answers to all these six Questions in his/her 
report. 
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[lJ Now with your partner, practise asking and answering questions. One of you is 
Student A, the other is Student B. 

STUDENT A 

You are a newspaper journalist who has 
been sent to interview characters from 
the three stories on page 79. 

Ask lots of questions to find out as much 
information as possible. Take notes and 
try to get some good quotes! 

STUDENT B 

You are one of the following characters 
from the stories on page 79: 

Jackie Norris 
the pilot who told her not to smoke 
Tony Thorpe 
the French farmer 
Bruce the parrot! 

Answer the reporter's questions. 

When you have finished the interview change roles with your partner. 

WRITING TASK: A SHORT NEWS REPORT 

1 Imagine that you are a reporter working for an English language newspaper 
in Uzbekistan. Your editor sends you to cover the story of a British climber 
who had to be rescued from Mount Chimyon. Below is a picture of this incident. 

ij ~J' 

I . 

You interview the British climber in hospital. You also interview a spokesman for 
the mountain-rescue team which saved the climber. Here are your notes from the 
interviews. 
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JNT6RVJ6W WJTtl BRJTJStl 
CLJMB6R 

Namel CI;ve -H"ghes .Age 39 

3ob, mlAsicion 

Ft"Om: B..-istol! ens land 

_ climbing on Chim):'on in ve .. }:' deep snow 

_ a bizzo,·d began - cOt.t ldn't see - slippe d 

and fell - hvisted his onkle- Lotnable to ""ove

ve,.}:' cold! 
"My body was getting co/de l'" and colde,.," 

~hen J heot"d the sow·,d of the helicoptel"', 
J sta..ted to s holAt and wave." 

"M't Qi'\k le is much bet+e"" biAtJ stil l can't walk 

01'\ it." 
"J'II take better' eq"';pment with l'rIe I"\ext time. N 

"J .. ealise that J'."., IlAck}:' to be a live{l" 

UNIT7~ 

JNT6RVJ6W WJTtl MOIN-JTAJN
ResCLl6 SPOKesMAN 

(BORJS BORTSOV) 

- became wo ..... ied when M .. t-I L1ghes didn't 

.. e +t-tl"''' - sent a hel icopter' to look fol" the 

dimbet" - the helicoptel" spotted the il'\jlA.l'ed 

mOl"\ and I"odioed his location - resct..\e team 

... eached him ol"\e hOL"'> latel"- cOl"l"ied him 

dowi'\ and 0.1"\ amblA. la nce took hi f1<l to hospital. 

"When w e found him he was ve!"}:' cold and 

weak. 11 

"He didn It have plI'opel" eqL\ipment fol" wintel" 

c1imb in9'" 

NJn ,the wintell'l Chim}:'ol'\ is not a mOL\ntoin 

foil' amatet",,"s!1I 

2 Use the picture and the notes above to write a short report about the incident 
on the mountain. As you write your report try to do the following: 

;' Be economical with words and keep to the facts (who, what, when, where, how, why?). 
/ Include one or two quotations and some reported speech . 
/ Think of a good headline for the story (it should attract the readers). 
/ Follow the stages of writing explained in Unit 2. 

•• ~. 

PUZZLE CORNER 

Use the clues to discover the mystery word in the blue boxes. 

1 A single example of any newspaper. 
2 The oldest newspaper in Britain. 
3 A quality British newspaper. 
4 An amusing sketch in a newspaper. 
5 Britain 's most popular daily newspaper. 
6 The word for less serious newspapers. 
7 The words you find at the top of articles. 
8 Someone's exact words used in an article. 
9 The person in charge of a newspaper. 

10 Another name for a journalist. 
11 The "Observer" newspaper can only be 

bought on this day. 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

daily Idedi/ ad} KYHJlIIK fine !fam! n lKapHMa 
weekly /Wi:kli/ ad} l(a(jJTaJIIIK ban /b",n! v MaH J<,HJlMOJ<, 
tabloid ftrebbld/ n KH'mK 

l(3JKMJlH threaten /9rem! v JlYJ<,- nynllca 
PY3HOMaJIap J<,IIJlMOJ<, 

press !pres! n MaT6YOT nervous InJ:vas! ad} aca6Hii 
article la:tlkl/ n MaJ<,OJla 
regional /ri:d3anl/ ad} perMOHaJI disobey I,dlsabel! v 6YiiCYHHUI.llaH 
national '""'Janl/ ad} MIIJIJIHH 60w TOPTMOJ<, 
local llaukl/ ad} Mal(aJIJlHH 
circulation I,s3:kja'leIJn! n TllP8)l( spokesman Ispauksman! n MabJl)'M rypyx, 
headline I hedlaln! n CapJlaBl(a TOMOHHJlaH 
correspondent f.lm~'spDnd.nl/ n Myx611P ranllpYB'I1I 
quote Ikwaut! v UIITaTa ankle I""Dkl/ n rynHJ<, 

KeJlTHpMoJ<, rescue /reskju:/ v J<.YTJ<,apMoJ<, 
quotation /kwou'teIJn! n UHTaTa found !faund/ v acoc COJlMOJ<, 
accurately I",kj<>rotli! adv nyxTa fountain pen !fauntan pen! n CHe,.; PY'lKa 
magistrate /mald31strell/ n CYAbll warn /wo:n/ v Orol(1laHTHpMOJ<, 
offence !ofens! n HOJKYlI 

l(apaKaT 

STUDENTB 

WHEN DAILY OR QUALITY 
TITLE 

FOUNDED SUNDAY OR CIRCULATION 
TABLOID 

The Times 1785 quality 

The Daily Mirror daily 2,500,000 

The Observer 1791 quality 

News of the World Sunday 4,800,000 

The Guardian 1821 quality 

The Sun daily 4,000,000 
-

~ 
When you read a newspaper or magazine in English don 't expect 
to understand every word , Try to get th e most important 
information and don't worry about the details, If you find an article 
you really enjoy, cut it out and keep it in your article bank, You 
can study it in more detail later, 

-
_J.' 
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lJ~1l1 8 YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT 

'1" u,i.r u"it!JOU will .. . 

• talk about food and health 
• use countable and uncountable nouns 
• make good use of an English only dictionary 

• write a recipe 

o 

FOOD AND HEALTH 

1 [lJ Look at the food label below. With your partner decide what nutritional 

information the label provides. 

* 
Healthy Eating 
99% FAT FREE DRIED 
SKIMMED MILK WITH ADDED 
VITAMINS A & D 

Dried skimmed milk contains less than half the fat of whole milk 
powder, provides calcium for strong bones and teeth and is fortified 
with vitamins A & D 

2 How much do you know about food and health? With your partner take turns 
to ask and answer the questions below. Make a note of each other's answers. 

FOOD AND HEALTH QUIZ 

(a) Which of the following contains a lot of protein which helps to build our 
bodies? 

bread 0 meat 0 fruit 0 water 0 

(b) Which of these gives us the most energy? 
rice 0 fish 0 eggs 0 tea 0 
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(c) Which is the most fattening? 
beans 0 honey 0 bread 0 peanuts 0 

(d) Which food provides us with the most vitamin C? 
butter 0 potatoes 0 fruit 0 chocolate 0 

(e) Which of these can cause long term damage to our health if we eat too much? 
fatty food 0 frozen food 0 fresh fruit 0 dried fruit 0 

(1) Which of these can lead to high blood pressure if we have too much? 
tea 0 melon 0 oranges 0 salt 0 

Now check your answers in the key at the back of the book. Give yourself 1 point 
for each correct answer. ~ 

0-2 points Oh dear! Find out more about healthy eating. 
3-4 points You know a little but you need to know more. 
5-6 points You have a good understanding of how food 

affects your health. 

3 Discuss your own diet with your partner and consider 
whether your typical diets are healthy or unhealthy. 

jhSY DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

) ~ 

1 Before you read the text about British eating habits see if you can predict 
some of the words (verbs, nouns and adjectives) which you will find in the text. 
Write your predictions below. 

VERBS NOUNS ADJECTIVES 

2 Now read the text and find out how many of the words you predicted above 
actually appear in the text. 
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In Britain, breakfast is usually eaten between 7 and B o'clock in the morning. 
Traditionally, it consists of a hot dish such as sausages, bacon and eggs, 
preceded by cereals and followed by toast and marmalade. Although many 
hotels still offer this kind of cooked breakfast, at home most people prefer a 

5 lighter meal to start the day. Nowadays, a typical breakfast might be a bowl 
of cornflakes and a cup of tea or coffee, or a boiled egg and a piece of toast 
with a glass of fresh orange juice. Not only is this type of light breakf~st 
healthier but it also takes only a few mInutes to prepare and eat, somethmg 
which is very important for busy working people. 

10 The meal eaten between midday and about 2 pm is usually called lunch. 
For most people this is a light meal, often eaten at their workplace, which 
could be a hot-dog , a few sandwiches or a baked potato. People have only 
30 or 40 minutes fo r lunch so they often buy pre-cooked 'convenience' food . ~ 
As the name suggests, convenience food is very quick and easy to prepare ~ 

15 since it only needs to be heated on a stove or in a microwave oven. Over sixty 
per cent of British homes now use a microwave oven for cooking and many 
offices also have one for employees to use. Sunday lunch is very different. 
This is the traditional time when all the family can relax and enjoy a meal 
together. A typical Sunday lunch consists of roast beef and potatoes, boiled 

20 vegetables (such as carrots or peas) and gravy (a thick brown sauce made 
with the juice from the meat). It is usually followed by a sweet pudding or pie. 

Dinner is the main meal for most families . It is eaten between 15 and 8 
o'clock in the evening and consists of two courses: meat or fish and 
vegetables, followed by a dessert or pudding. Many families prefer to eat ~ 

25 take-away food for dinner instead of cooking . The traditional take-away food 
is fried fish and chips eaten with salt and vinegar. In recent years American
style 'fast-food', especially hamburgers, has become very popular. Most towns 
and cities have restaurants specialising in food from other countries, such as 
Chinese and Indian dishes, Turkish kebabs and Italian pizzas. 

30 As well as being the most popular drink in Britain, tea is also the name of a 
light meal eaten between 4 and 5 o'clock. It generally consists of a few 
pieces of bread and butter with jam, cakes or biscuits, and hot tea. Of course, 
working people have no time for this meal but they do often have an afternoon 
'tea-break ' when they drink a cup of tea or coffee. Some families, for whom 

35 lunch is the main meal of the day, also eat a light meal called supper, in 
place of dinner. This is usually eaten between 7 and B o'clock and could be 
something like cheese on toast, a slice of pizza, or a bowl of soup. 

Since the 1970s the eating habits of British people have changed. Doctors 
and nutritionists have advised people to eat less fatty food and more food 

40 like fresh fruit and vegetables, which contain a lot of fibre. Too much fat in 
our diet can lead to heart problems, whereas fibre is helpful in keeping our L 
stomachs healthy. Experts have also warned against eating too much salt, 
which can lead to high blood pressure, and sugar, which damages our teeth. '.. 
Overeating is also a problem for many people and about forty per cent of 

45 British adults are overweight. One reason for this is that many people eat 
snacks like criSps, sweets and biscuits between meals. In fact, snacks are 
the fastest growing sector of the food industry. Not surprisingly, another fast 
growmg sector is slimming food - special food with fewer calories for people 
who want to lose weight! 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Match the meals on the left with the time when typically British people eat 
them. 

breakfast 
lunch 
tea 
dinner 
supper 

4-5 pm 
7-8 pm 
6-8 pm 
7-8 am 
12 noon -2 pm ~~ 

B Decide whether the following statements are true (T), false (F) or not given in 
the text (NG). 

a) The traditional British breakfast is healthier than the modern breakfast. 
b) Convenience food is more e)(pensive than fresh food. 
c) More than half of all British families cook with a microwave oven. 
d) Sunday lunch is traditionally a light meal. 
e) Peas are vegetables. 
f) A dessert is a dish eaten after the main course. 
g) Coffee is now more popular in Britain than tea. 
h) More than half of British adults are overweight. 
i) Eating low calorie food can help overweight people reduce. 
j) Slimming food is the fastest growing sector of the British food industry. 

C The final paragraph of the text mentions that different types of food can affect 
our health. Complete the table below with information from the text. 

FOOD CONTAINING ... EFFECT ON HEALTH ... 

fat ca", lead to heat"t pl"oble ms 

fibre 

salt 

sugar 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Guessing the meaning of words. 

92 

Use clues in the context and in the forms of the words themselves to guess 
the meaning of the following words and phrases from the text. Don't look in 
the dictionary until after you have made your guesses! 

convenience (14) 
stove (15) 
pre-cooked (13) 
nutritionists (39) 
snacks (46) 
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B Look back in the text and find different types of food which match the definitions 

below: 

a) small pieces of meat cooked and served on a metal rod 
b) a type of jam made from citrus fruit (especially oranges) 
c) a sausage eaten in a bread roll 
d) a liquid with a very sharp taste used with certain foods 
e) long thin pieces of fried potato (called french fries 

in the USA) 
f) thin slices of potato, fried, dried and sold in packets 

(called chips in the USA) 
g) chopped beef eaten in a bread roll with fried onion 

USING A DICTIONARY 

1 Being able to use a dictionary effectively is a very useful and helpful language 
learning skill. However, knowing when not to use your dictionary is equally 
important. In this unit and in earlier units of this book you practised guessing the 
meaning of words using clues. This skill will help you to read and understand a 
text without stopping to look up every new word. In general you should try to look 
up as few words as possible so that you learn to manage without a dictionary. 
Overuse of the dictionary slows you down and makes reading a boring task. 

Of course sometimes you will have to consult your dictionary. When you do so 
you should be able to do it quickly and make good use of the information it 
provides. 

£tz 2 ~ A dictionary survey 

There are many different dictionaries available in Uzbekistan. Some have been 
written and published here and others are imported. There are two main types of 
dictionary which may be of use to you: the monolingual (English only) dictionary 
and the bilingual (Uzbek-English or Russian-English) dictionary. 

In your group look at the dictionaries which you have with you and add the 
relevant information to the table below. One dictionary has already been entered 
as an example. 
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Title of dictionary Oxford Advanced 
Learners Diet. (5th ed .) i..' . I.' \ 

publication date 1995 ,-
I 

Monolingual/Bilingual monolingual 
. ,t..:! N ..: , . -, 

Number of headwords 63,000 • .. _ .. 
Phonetic transcription yes /' ":)1 

Grammatical yes t information .. [I 

Examples of how word yes 
.. f 

is used I 

Size / Weight quite large and heavy 

When you have finished looking at your dictionaries discuss the following questions 
in your group. 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of monolingual and bilingual dictionaries? 
• Which of the dictionaries you looked at do you prefer? Why? 

3 Working with a dictionary 

There are several excellent monolingual dictionaries specially written for learners like 
you. A good example is the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (see the entry in the 
table above). If you cannot find a suitable dictionary in the bookshops you should be 
able to consult one in the British Council Information Centre in Tashkent or in another 
library. The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary (OAI,.D) is specially designed for learners, 
with clear examples, explanations, notes on usage and illustrations. It also contains 
special language study pages and a good deal of useful cultural information . 

In order to use the OALD or any dictionary effectively, you need to understand the 
various symbols and abbreviations used. Look at the explanations of symbols and 
abbreviations below and then see if you can find them in the extract from the OALD on 
the next page. 

~ 

• c) 

BD 
~ 

[UlIC] 
51 
infml 
derog 
interj 
(Brit)(US) 
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Some of the symbols used in the DALD 
derivatives (words which are formed from the headword) 

compound words 

refers to another entry in the dictionary 

idioms containing the headword 

phrasal verbs containing the headword 

Some of the abbreviations used in the DALD 
uncountable or countable nouns 
slang (very informal language) 
informal words or expressions (not appropriate for formal situations) 
derogatory expressions (showing disapproval) 
interjections (words or phrases used to express sudden surprise or pleasure) 
expressions or spellings exclusive to British or American English 
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4 Now use this dictionary page to answer the questions on the next page. 

brave Ibrervl adj (.r. ·.t) 1 (of a person) ready to 
face and endure danger. pain or suffering; havmg no 
fear: braw men and women 0 Be brave! 0 It was brave 
0/ her to go into the burning building. 0 He was very 
brorw about his operation. 2 (of an action) requirin~ 
or showing courage: a braUf! act/eked/speech 0 She 
put up a brave fight against Mr illness. IIil3 (a) 
brave new 'wortd (catchphrase o{Un ironic) a new 

:md hopeful period in history resulting from m~or 
changes in society: Where is the brave new world 0/ 
health care promised by the government? put on, ete 
a boldlbrave front' c:> FRONT . 

.. brave n (Cl a native American WARRIOR(2), 
brave v to endure or face sth/sb without showIng 
fear: IVn] brave dangers 0 brave one's critics 0 We 
d.clded to brave (le go out In spite of) the bad 
weather. I:iI:IiD ,brave It 'out to face anger, suspi
eton or blame witll a refusal to change one's 
behaviour or accept defeat: With no one to help him 
agaitLn hts a«USUS ~ had to brave it out alone. 
bnI"elr adv. 
bravery /'brerv~ril n Cv] being brave; courage: a 
_I/or bra .. ry in battle. 

bravo I.bra:'vau/ interj. n (pI .-os) a shout of ap· 
proval. esp to an actor singer, etc: Bravo! Well 
pu,yed! 

bravura 1br.J'vjooral n IUJ (often used attributively) 
brilliant style or technlque in perfonning: a bra· 
vura performance. 

brawllbro:ll n a rough or noisy fight. esp In a public 
place: a drunken brawl In a bar. 
~ brawl v to lake part in a brawl: IV) Bangs 0/ 
youths brawling in IM street. br'aiwf., n. 

brawn Ibro:nl n [U] 1 strong muscles; strength: a 
job needing brains (ie intelligence) rather than 
brawn. 2 (Brit) .(US 'head cheese) meat. esp from a 
plg's or calfs head. cooked and pressed in • pot with 
jeUy. 
~ brawny adj (..fer, -I •• t) having or showing strong 
muscles: a brawny phJlsi.q~ 0 Q browny man. 

bray I breJi n (a) the harsh crv of a DONKEV. Ib) a 
sound like this ..... bray v (often derog) to make a 
bray: IV] a braying u,U/lh. 

brazen l 'brelZn! ad} 1 (deroB) open and without 
shame: brazen insounce/ rudeness 0 an unforgivable 
act 0/ brazen savagery 0 a brazen hussy. 2 (a ) 
made of brass; like brass. (b ) havlng a harsh sound: 
the brazen notes of a trumpet . 
.... brazen u mmD .brazen it 'out to behave, after 
dOing wrong, as if one has nothing to be ashamed of. 
brazenly adu without shame. 

brazier flbrelzla(r)/ n an open metal framework for 
holding a coal fire: workmen brewing tea on a burn. 
ing braziJ!r. 

breach Ibri:tII n 1 IC. UI the breaklng of or failure 
to do what is required by a law, an agreement, a 
duty. ete: a breach of loyalty/trust/protocol 0 a 
breach Of coll/idence (le glvlng away a secret) 0 

s.ue 5b for breach Of contract 0 a breach of security 
(le faUure to protect official secrets) 0 They are in 

- brtlJch of /he OjJicu,1 S«rets Act. 2 ICl a break in ' 
usu frIendly relations between people or groups: a 
breach 0/ dtplomatlc reu,lIons between two coun/rleJ. 
3 IC] an opening made In a wall or barrier. eg ~y an 
attacking army: The hlllle waves malie a breach in 
the .... wall. mm step into the breach 0 STEP', 
• breach (.I to make a gap In a wall. bamer, etc: 

LVnJ Vur tanlcs haw breached the enemy defences. 
• rbraach of 'proml.e n (Ul ( law) the breaking of a 
promise, esp (formerly) a prom1se to marry sb. 
,breach of the lpaaca n (usu sing) (law) the crbne 
of causing a public disturbance. eg by fighting in the 
street. 

croluant 

~.~ ... .. >-- . ~ 
' .. 

bread I bred! n [U) 1 a food made of flour. water and 
USU YEAST mixed together and then baked: a loof/ 
slice/piece of bread 0 wholemeal bread 0 brown/ white 
bnad. 0 picture. See also CRISPBREAD. GINGER

BREAD. 2 (sI) money. mII ,bread and 'wat.r (Brit) 
the plainest and cheapest possible food: I had 10 liUf 
on bread and wafer when I was a student. know 
w hich side one '. bre ad Is butt.red 0 KNOW. 

take the brea d out of sb's 'mouth to take away 
sb's means of earning a livin.:. 
• bread and butter I ,bred n 'bAto(r)/ n IU] 1 slloes 
of bread ,pread with butter. 2 ( irifmf) (the way of 
earning) one's living: He 's trying to get work as an 
aeter, but he earns his bread and buller as a waiter. 0 

Jobs, pensions and hoUSing are the bread-and-butter 
issues of politics (ie the basic ones). 
'bre ad b in " (Brit) (US 'b",ad box). con~lner for 
keeplng bread In. 

b readbasket I 'bredba:sklt; US ·b",,·1 n (US) an 
area of agriculfural land that provides large 
amounts of food. esp grain, fot other areas: We 
trauelled across lhe bretJdbtJ.skel of America. 

breadboard I 'bred"':di n a board of wood. ete for 
cutting bread on. 

breadcrumbs l'bredkrAmzl n Ipl] tlny piece, of 
bread, usu from the inner part of a LOAF' : fish 

·. covered with breadcrumbs and then fried . 

breadline I'bredlaml n (esp US) a line of poor 
people waiting for free food to be given to them. mm 
on t he bre a dline very poor: Millions of people are 
still liuing on or below the breadline. 

breadth IbredOI n 1 IU. C] the distance or measure· 
ment from side to side: width: The average breadth 
0/ the reel is /en miles. 2 IU] wide extent. eg of 
knowledge: range'(2): Her breadth of e.'tperience 
makes her tdeal for the job. 3 IU) freedom from 
prejudice and willingness to accept new or different 
Ideas. opinions. etc: show breadth qf mindl ou/Iookl 
opinions, mm the length a nd breadth of 8th 0 
LENGTH 

breadwinner l 'bredwma(r)1 n a person who sup. 
ports a family with the money he or she earns: 
Mum's the breadwinner in our family. 
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a) The word brave can be a verb, an adjective and a noun. True or false? 
b) When bread is used in slang what does it mean? 
c) What is the name of the metal container used in Uzbekistan for making kebabs? 
d) Can you eat brawn? •. 
e) What could you shout during a concert if a singer gave a good performance? 
f) In Britain people keep their bread in a bread bin. Where do Americans keep it? 
g) What do you call the thick outer part of a loaf of bread? 
h) Give an idiom which means to be very poor. 
i) Which word means the same as width? 
j) Complete the following sentences. 

1 When his father died Anvar became the ... ..... .... .for his family. 
2 In her spare time she loves to sing and play music but she earns 

her ......... .... as an interpreter. 
3 The men were arrested by the police for brawling in the street. They 

have been charged with a breach of. ........... . 

k) Where is the breadbasket of Uzbekistan.? 
I) What noise does a donkey make? 
m) What is a croissant? 
n) Before fish is fried what is it often di pped in? 

COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS AND 
PARTITIVES 

A 

The two biggest groups of nouns are countable and uncountable nouns. Most 
countable nouns are words for separate things which can be counted such as: 

eggs books students meals 

Uncountable nouns are usually things which are quantities rather than separate 
items such as: 

milk sugar time meat 

There are uncountable nouns in English which may be countable nouns in your 
own language. These include: 

information 
furniture 

equipment 
progress 

advice 
news 

research 
homework 

Uncountable nouns have no plural form. They can be used without a determiner 
or with one of the following words: 

some little much more enough any no 

You can specify certain quantities of uncountable nouns using partitive phrases 
such as: 

a piece of advice some chunks of cheese three items of furniture 
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Exercise 1 

Correct the following sentences where necessary. The first has been done for 
you. 

a) I received a bad news this morning. J I"'eceived some bad news this mOI"t'\in9' 

b) Do you like rice? 
c) The doctor gave me some advices about my diet. 
d) For breakfast I usually eat two pieces of toast. 
e) Do you take milk in your tea? 
f) The article contained some useful informations. 
g) Are there many furnitures in your office? 
h) I have made some progresses in my research. 
i) How many eggs do you need to make an omelette? 
j) Factories in Uzbekistan are now using advanced 

modern equi pments. 

Partitives with food and drink 
Many words for food and drink are uncountable nouns. For example: 

.,#!J 

bread cheese sugar coffee milk meat· oil yoghurt 

If you want to talk about particular amounts of these, you usually need to use a 
partitive phrase such as: 

a piece of a slice of a bit of a drop of 

A good dictionary should show you the appropriate phrase to use. 

Look at the extract from the OALD. Which three partitive phrases can you use with 
the word 'bread?' 

You can also use measurement nouns (litre, kilogram (kg), gram (g), etc) in partitive 
phrases to refer to an amount of something. For example: 

1 litre of milk 2 kgs of strawberries 200g of meat 

These partitives can be used with both countable and uncountable nouns. 

When you want to refer to the container in which the food is served or sold you can 
also use a partitive phrase such as: 

a cup of tea 
a bag of crisps 

a bowl of cornflakes 
a tin of peas 

a bottle of wine 
a packet of biscuits 

As these examples show, these partitives also can be used with both countable 
and uncountable nouns. 

Partitive phrases are not only used with food and drink. For example: 

a tin of paint a bottle of ink a bucket of sand a square metre of carpet 
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Exercise 2 

Match the pictures of food and drink containers below with the words in Box 1. 
Then choose an item from Box 2 which you can usually buy in that container and 
write a partitive phrase in the table. 

J\(A ~~~ r@E 
lJ C ~F 

H 

~ I!3-G .. 
~ 

Box 1 Box 2 
jar box carton tube matches beer 
bottle can bag packet honey biscuits 

toothpaste rice 
sugar milk 
tea peas 
wine fruit juice 

PICTURE CONTAINER PARTITIVE PHRASE 

A bottle a boHle of be.e,.. 

B 

C " 
, , 

.' ~ 

0 \ ' 

E - . 
F 

c ~ 

G 

H , ,J 
I 

4, IMPROVING YOUR WRITING RECIPES 

1 In the text about British eating habits you read about the traditional Sunday 
lunch of roast beef, vegetables and gravy. Traditionally this is served with Yorkshire 
Pudding. This diSh, which originated in the northern English county of Yorkshire, 
is not sweet like most puddings. It is a simple but delicious mixture of eggs, flour 
and milk. 
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Read the recipe below for traditional Yorkshire Pudding. 

Ingredients 
300 grams of flpur 
'/, teaspoon of salt 
'/, cup of milk 
2 eggs 
'/, cup of water 

Method 
1. Preheat the oven to 175°C. 
2. Put the flour and the salt into a bowl and mix. 

UNIT 8 

3. Make a hole in the centre of the mixture, pour in the milk and beat 
until soft and light. 

4. Add the eggs and beat them into the mixture. 
5. Add the water and beat until large bubbles rise to the surface. 
6. Leave the mixture to stand for 1 hOl-lr in the fridge and then beat 

it again. 
7. Pour the mixture into an oven dish greased with some melted butter 

and bake for about 30 minutes. 
8. Serve the pudding at once with roast beef, vegetables and gravy. 

2 This recipe illustrates some general points about the way reci pes are written. 

• They usually contain two sections: ingredients and method. 
• Verbs are mostly in the imperative form to make the instructions clearer. 
• The verbs used are appropriate. For instance bake and beat have precise meanings in 

cookery. 
• Numbers are used to order the stages of the method and make them easier to follow. 

3 WRITING TASK: A RECIPE FOR A NATIONAL DISH 

A British friend who was recently in Uzbekistan has written to you asking for the 
recipe of a national dish which he or she particularly enjoyed. 

Choose a national dish and write out 'complete instructions on how to prepare it. 
Remember that your friend is far away in Britain so it is very important that your 
recipe instructions are precise and clear 

You should also: 

• use the same reci pe format as that for the Yorkshire Pudding 
• make use of partitive phrases when listing the quantities of ingredients 
• choose your cookery vocabulary carefully (your dictionary could help you here) 
• discuss, draft, improve and edit your writing in the usual way. 
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~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE WAYS OF PREPARING FOOD 

1 The text about British eating habits contained several examples of adjectives formed 
from verbs which describe the way a certain kind of food has been prepared. Match these 
words and five more which do not appear in the text with the Uzbek translations on the 
right. 

(1) cooked _______ (a) K,OBYPHl1raH 
(2) boiled _______ (b) AHMl1aHraH 
(3) fried (c) nHwHpHl1raH 
(4) roast (d) TaHAHPAa ElKH AyxoBKaAa nHwHpHl1raH (HoHAeK) 
(5) baked (e) K,aj;iHaTHl1raH 
(6) steamed (f) l<,ypHTHl1raH 
(7) dried (g) Ka606 K,HI1HHraH 
(8) smoked (h) AYAllaHraH 
(9) barbecued (i) TaHAHpA3 ElKH AyxoBKaAa nHwHpHl1raH (r9wTAeK) 

2 [l] Work with a partner to translate this recipe into English. Use your 

bilingual dictionary where necessary. 

KA,llH HXHACH 
,Waca,uUI\ : //U OUJI(O(Jo~l(a. I 'IOU l(oUluFUda mY3. 100 l capUtF KUt/JoA I(WJaiJu. 
AW)juda uGulUda I cmaKau I(aiwol( 6epUllodu. 

51xuHt nHwraH OWI<,OBOI<,HH onH6, 6ynaK-6ynaK ()"I6yp'laK, TYProYP'laK) K,HnH6 
KccaCH3, ypyF Ba nYCTHHH onH6 Tawnailcl1J. oynaKllapHH coayl<, cYBLla 4aill16, 
I03Hra MaHJla Ty3 CenaCHJ. KeilHH MaHTH K,aCl<,oH nannaKllapHra 611p l<,aTOp 
K,HnH6 TepH6, 30-35 MI1HYT LlaBOMHLla 6yma6 mIWHpaCH3. Tailep 6ynra4, onl16 
JlaraHra COnaCHJ, 103Hra capHeF cYPKa6 T06HHI1 KenTHpra'l, HOHYWTa eKH Ke'lKI1 
OBK,aT JlacrypxoHHra TOpTaCHJ. AnOl\HLla I1.IlHWLla l<,ailMOI<, KenTHpH6 K,)iHHHr. 
XanK, Ta606aTHLla yw6y TaOMHH OWK,030H-I1'laK KacannHKllapl1 l\aMLla K,OH 
50CHMH 0PTHWH, aTepOCKllep03 Ba IOI<,OPH Ha<pac ilynnapHHI1Hr waMonnaWl1.Ila 

napl\e3 CI1<paTHLla TaBCHJI 3TlUlraH. 

PUZZLE CORNER A RHYMING RIDDLE ,. 
~. See if you can solve the riddle below: 

My first is in tea but not in coffee 
My second is in candy but not in toffee 
My third is in meat but not in fish 
My fourth is in spoon but not in dish 
My fifth is in beans but never in peas 
My sixth is in yoghurt though it isn't in cheese 
My seventh is in cream yet not in butter 
My whole is a word opposite in meaning to another 

SOLUTION: ................................................ . 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN TH IS UNIT 

!reS3pi! n 
.. 

,I pudding fpudnv n TaOM.llaH 
recipe peuem 

label !Ie,bl/ n epmn< KeflHH 
elhula!lHT1lH 

health theUl/ n COFJlll1<; WIlPIIHJIIIK 

nutrition Inju'tnJn/ n TYFPII pie Ipa'; n mlpor 

OBK;aTJlaHlIllI peas Ipi:z/ n H)ixaT 

fat Ifre ll n eF course Ib:s/ n TaOM, OBK,aT 

skimmed Isk,mdl ad) em OJlIIHraH chips IIJ'psl n K;oByplIJlraH 

milk Imllk! n CyT KapTowKa 

beans fbi:nz/ n JlOBIIII slice Islalsl n 6YJlaK 

honey thAni:1 n aCaJT fibre tfalb~(r)1 n 0311K;-oBK;aT 

peanuts /pi:nAIsI n epeHFOK; llIH6pa 

bacon /be,kn/ n AYJlJIaHraH TapKH611Aa 

'19'1K;a ryurm diet tdal~1/ n napx.e3 

cereals rSI~ri3ls1 n AOH snack Isnrek/ n TaMaAAlI 

Mal(cYJlOTH slim Isiun/ ad) 03FHH 

toast 114usII n 1<;H3,l(HpHJlraH bilingual /,baJ'h~gwel/ ad) HKKH THJlJlH 

HOH monolingual l,moM'hl)gwell 6HP TIIJlJlII 

fresh IfreJI ad) IIHfH ad) 

convenience Ihn'vi:ni4nsl n J<;YJlaHJlII~ consult /k~n'sA\t/ v MaCJl3l(aT 

stove /sl~vl n nJ1HTa "" OJlMO~ 

microwave tma,kr~uwe lv/ n MII~ carton /ka:1n/ n KapTOH 

oven IAVnl n 9'101<; tube /lju:b/ n TI06HK 

gravy tgre,vil n r)iurrJlH packet /prekItI n naKeT 

OBK;aTJIap Y'lYH bag fbreg/ n CYMKa, xanTa 

coyc can /kren/ n 6aHKa 

Always study the context of a new word, even if you use a dictionary. 

~
'I> Word meanings are always changing, especially in English which is a fast

! developing language. Even the very latest dictionary may not be able to 
tell you the exact meaning of a word in a particular context. You must be 
prepared to use your powers of inference and deduction! 

YOU WILL BE LISTENING TO MUSIC IN THE NEXT UNIT, SO 
BRING YOUR FAVOURITE MUSIC CASSE7TE TO CLASS. , 

m, 



POP MUSIC 

1" Jh,i ,~ u"it !IOU will 

• talk about music and musical styles 

• read a biographical text some practical and 
enjoyable ways in which 

Lyou can improve your 
listening ability. 

• learn how to use participles in 
dependent clauses 

• write a short biography 

,,-' rIllSIi/.W; & 
S/'L,II\/SG 

MUSICAL HABITS AND OPINIONS 

1 [l] Use the questionnaire below to find out about your partner's musical tastes 
and listening habits, Take turns to ask and answer the questions, You can 
add some questions of your own. 

lHow many hours per day do you listen to music? 

less than one/more than one/more than two 

2 What kind of music do you like most? 

classical/traditionaljpop/jazz/hard rock, 

3 What is your favourite group or artist? 

4 Do you ever listen to music when you are studying? 

5 What percentage of the songs you listen to are in English? 

less than 25% more than 50% 
more than 25% more than 75% 

6 Do you ever try to write out the words of English 'songs? 

7 Do your parents like the music you listen to? 
' I 

8 Does music ever disturb you? If it does, when and why? 

9 How often do you buy cassettes? 

once a week/fortnightjmonth/year/never 

Now compare your partner's answers with your own. You . can use phrases like 
those below when you make your comparison. 
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I never listen to music when I study but my partner does. 
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2 From the cassettes you have brought to claSS your teacher will choose 3 and 
play one song from each on a tape recorder. As you listen to each song think 
about how it makes you feel and record your opinion in the table below. Circle the 
appropriate number. (1 = not at aI/ 5 = very much) 

FEELING SONG 1 SONG 2 SONG 3 

sad 1_2_3 4_5 1 2_3_4 5 1 234 5 

happy 1_2_3_4_5 1_2_3_4_5 1_2_3_4_5 

good beat 1 234 5 1 2 345 1 2 3 4 5 

good lyrics 1 2 345 1 2 345 1 2 345 

boring 1 2 3 4_5 1 2 345 1 234 5 

good for dancing 1_2_3_4_5 1 2_3_4 5 1 234 5 

warm 1_2_3_4_5 1_2_3_4_5 1_2 3 4 5 

exciting 1 2 345 1 2 345 1 234 5 

romantic 1 2 345 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

social message 1_2_3_4_5 1_2_3_4_5 1 2 3 4 5 

• 

When you have listened to all three songs and completed the table, form a 
group of 3 or 4 and compare your opinion with those of other students. If 
you disagree, try to explain your points of view. 

Hi§il M DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

llIJ You are going to read a text about Bton John, the famous pop 
star. How much do you already know about him? Is there anything you 
are not sure of or would like to know? With a partner fill in the table 
below. Remember : don't look at the text yet! 

THINGS YOU KNOW THINGS YOU ARE NOT THINGS YOU WOULD 
ABOUT EL TON JOHN SUAEOF LIKE TO KNOW 

2 Now read the text and see if it contains what you already knew, answers your 
uncertainties or tells you what you wanted to know. 
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Reginald Dwight was born in 1947 in Pinner, a suburb of London. Despite being a rather 
shy an9 unhappy child he showed a great talent for music. He started taking piano lessons 
at a very early age and when he was only eleven he was awarded a scholarshi p to the 
Royal Academy of Music. However, Reginald's interest in classical music quickly declined 
when he heard the new sounds of rhythm and blues and rock and roll. He spent hours 
listening to. rock and blues artists on /lis radio and r~cord player and tried to copy their 
songs on his own piano. 

In 1961 Dwight joined a local amateur group called Bluesology led by another blues
rock fan called John Baldry. Leaving school in 1963, he got a job as a messenger at a music 
publish ing firm but became a full-time musician in 1965 when Bluesology became a 
professional band. 

In 1967 Dwight left Bluesology to follow a solo career. He decided that as a solo artist he 
needed a more attractive name so he changed it, combining the first name of Bluesology 
saxophone player Elton Deal} with the first name of the band's leader. From that moment 
Reginald Dwight became Elton John. Realizing that his main talent was for writing music 
rather than words, Elton formed a partnershi p with the songwriter Bernie Taupin. Together 
they produced some of the most successful pop music records of the 1970s. 

Their-first major record success in the UK came in 1969 with the single "Lady Samantha" 
and Elton's debut album "Empty Sky". Elton's music soon became popular in America too 
and in 1970 he had his first US Top 10 hit with "Your Song". He continued to release albums 
on both sides of the Atlantic , many of them topping the charts. In 1972 he formed his own 
record label and three years later he made his film debut in the rock opera "Tommy". By this 
time Elton had become one of the richest people in the entertainment-world. His earnings for 
1974 alone were over $8 million. 

As well as being a successful recording artist Elton was also a great live performer. He 
gave concerts all over Britain and America including one in Los Angeles which attracted over 
110,000 fans. His stage act was always colourful and exciting. He was frequently criticised 
for his eccentric costumes and wild behaviour on stage but his songs and his playing were 
often beautiful and sensitive. ',\ 

Having reached the very top of hi~ profession, Elton John decided to give it all up and 
devote himself to other things. In 1975 'he spent a year as the director of a football club in 
London which he had supported since his childhood. He even gave away most of his costumes 
and other possessions which reminded him of his past. Then in 1976 his partnership with 
Bernie Taupin broke up. Many people thought that Elton's career in music was really over, 
especially since other musical styles liJ<e heavy metal and punk were becoming so popular. 

But they were wrong. In 1978 Elton' returned with a successful album and in 1979 
became the first pop-star from the West to perform in Moscow and Leningrad. Throughout 
the 1980s and 1990s Elton has continued to tour the world, thrilling large crowds with 
spectacular performances . . Never having had a UK Number 1 single, he was particularly 
pleased when "Sacrifice" reached the top of the charts in 1990. In the following year he won 
an award as the 'Best British Artist' and in 1995 tie won an Oscar for one of his songs which 
was used in the film "The Uon King". In the same year he released an album of all his most 
famous love songs. ' '~- " 

Elton is still very much in the public eye and rarely out of the tabloid newspapers. There 
have been reports about his battles with drugs, alcohol and depression as well as his weight 
and baldness problems. Many stories in the press have focussed on his ~oody character 
and extravagant lifestyle (he owns hundreds of pairs of glasses and shoes and lives In a 
huge mansion). His stormy personal relationships are also el$posed in the newspapers. HIS 
marriage to the German sound engineer Renate Blauer in 1985 and their divorce only two 
years later made headline news' in the tabloids. It seems that the sadness In so many of hiS 
songs (such as "Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word" and "Daniel ") reflects the unhapPiness 
in his own relationshi ps. . 

Despite all the criticism Elton's music continues to speak for itself. It may be true that hiS 
stage act is less energetic and colourful and perhaps his new songs do lack the lYrical 
quality of those written with Bernie Taupin .. Yet his recordings and concerts are as popular 
as ever with fans of all ages and nationalities. Nobody remembers shy Regmald. DWlght from 
Pinner but Elton John has become one of the most famous names In the history of pop 
music. 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Below is a table showing important events in Elton John's career. Complete 
the table with information from the text. 

1947 bo"" 
1958 
1961 
1965 
1967 left BI"esolo9¥ 
1969 
1970 
1972 
1975 di .. ecto .. of football cl"b 

1976 
1978 
1979 
1985 ma .. t"ied 

1987 
1990 
1991 
1995 

B Decide whether the following statements are true (T). false (F) or not given in the 
text (NG). 

1 Elton's parents were also musicians. 
2 Bernie Taupin wrote the music for many of Elton's best songs. 
3 Elton changed his name because Reginald Owight sounded too dull. 
4 Elton's first album was called Empty Sky. 
5 More than 110,000 fans went to one of Elton's British concerts. 
6 He was married to a German singer for two years. 
7 Elton was the first western pop singer to tour the Soviet Union. 
8 In 1975 he sold many of his possessions because he needed the money. 
9 "Tom my" is one of Elton's songs. 

10 "Sacrifice" reached number 1 in the UK. 

C Write a suitable title for this text. Remember: a good title should attract the 
reader. 

D Answer these questions based on what you have read in the text. 

• Do you think Elton John is a typical pop star? 
• What do you like most and least about him? 
• What questions would you most like to ask him if you met him? 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

G Look at lines 18-24 and find words or phrases with the following meanings: 
to make a record, cassette or CO available to the public 

2 a record with only one recording on each side 

3 lists produced each week of the most successful records 

4 a song or record that is very popular 

5 a company which produces records 
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6 a person's first performance on stage or screen 
7 not recorded in a studio 
8 in Britain and the USA 
9 the ten most popular records or CDs each week 

B Complete this pop music word web using the words in the text included in the 
box below. 

stage 
piano 
act 

single 
album 
heavy metal 

rock and roll 
fans 
saxophone 

Now add some words 
of your own to the word web. 

Make sure you write them 
in the co"ect position. 

punk 
hit 

((;\ In the text the writer uses different adjectives to show his or other people's 
'-:J opinions of Elton John and his music. For each of the adjectives below decide 

whether they have a positive (+) or negative (-) meaning in the text. 

eccentric (28) 
wild (28) 
sensitive (29) 
spectacular (39) 
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USING PARTICIPLES TO GIVE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Dependent clauses with present or past participles are often used to give additional 
information about the subject in the main clause. Look at the five cases below, in which 
participles are used in this way. 

CASE 1 If you want to say that someone is doing two things at the same time, you mention one 
thing in the main clause and the other in a second clause with a present participle. For 
example: 

Feeling very nervous, he walked onto the stage 

This sentence could also be written 

As he walked onto the stage he felt very nervous. 

CASE 2 If you want to say that someone did one thing immediately after another, you can use 
the same construction with a present participle. The second action is in the main 
clause. For example: 

Picking up the microphone, he began to sing 

This sentence could also be written : 

He picked up the microphone then he began to sing. 

CASE 3 This construction with a present participle is also used to explain why something 
happened. The reason is given in the second clause. For example: 

Knowing that the Kumush concert would be popular, he bought a ticket in advance. 

This sentence could also be written: 

He bought a ticket for the Kumush concert in advance because he knew it 
would be very popular. 

CASE 4 If you want to say that someone did one thing before another, you can mention the 
first thing in a clause containing 'having' and a past participle . Often the second event 
is the result of the first. For example: 

Having grown up with the music of the Beatles, I was very sad when the group 
split up . 

This sentence could also be written: 

I grew up with the music of the Beatles 50 I was very sad when the group split up. 

CASE 5 In a negative second clause you can put the negative word (not, never, etc.) in front of 
the present participle or in front of 'having'. For example: 

She hurried home, not wanting to miss the Farrukh concert on N . 

Not having released an album for so long, the band were surprised when it 
reached the Top 10. 

These sentences could also be written: 

She hurried home because she didn't want to miss the Farrukh concert on N . 

The band were surprised when the album reached the Top 10 because they 
hadn't released one for so long. 
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J Exercise 1 
Find these examples of clauses with participles in the text. Then look back at the 
information on how such clauses can be used. For each example (a-f) say which 
of the cases (1-5) it represents. 

a) Leaving school in 1963, he got a job as a messenger ..... (line 9) 

b) So he changed it, combining the first name of ..... (line 13) 

c) Realizing that his main talent was for writing music rather than words, .... (line 15) 

d) Having reached the very top of his profession, Elton John decided to ..... (line 36) 

e) ..... Elton has continued to tour the world, thrilling large crowds ..... (line 38) 

f) Never having had a UK Number 1 single, he was particularly pleased when (line 39) 

a = CASE ............ d = CASE .......... .. 
b = CASE ............ e = CASE ....... .. .. . 
c = CASE ............ f = CASE ........... . 

J Exercise 2 

Rewrite each of the following sentences using a clause with a participle. 

a) I've read the reviews of the new album by Sting and I'm really looking forward to 
hearing it. 

Having ................................................................................ .. 

b) I can't tell you what the Beatles were like in concert because I 
never saw them perform live. 

Never ................................................................................... . 

c) I was a great fan of Victor Tsoi so I was very sad when he died in a 
car crash. 

Being ................................................................................... . 

d) The fan jumped onto the stage and ran towards the pop star. 

Jumping ............................................................................... . 

e) As she looked at the photo of Michael Jackson when he was a boy, 
she realised how much his appearance had changed. 

Looking ................................................................................ . 

."If 
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PRACTISING LISTENING 

1 Listening and reading are both ways of obtaining information but there are 
several differences between the two skills: 

When you are reading, you can go over a difficult or important passage again and 
again. But when you are listening, you often have only one chance to understand 
and you can't usually control the speed of the language. This is particularly true 
when you are listening to the radio, TV, lectures or speeches. 

Spoken language is not usually as organised as a written text. Sentences are often 
unfinished, there are sudden changes of topic and the language is sometimes 
ungrammatical and colloquial. 

For these reasons listening is usually more difficult than reading and you need 
to get as much practice as possible. 

2 [IJ With a partner, make a list of all the different ways in which you can 
practise listening. 

One enjoyable way to practise listening to English is to listen to pop songs. Pop 
songs can be enjoyable even if you don't understand every word and they can be 
a good source of current English. Here are some ideas on how to make use of 
pop songs for listening practice. 

3 Listening to pop songs 

If the words are not provided with the cassette or record, try 
to work them out by yourself or with one or two friends. 

Play the song over and over again but don't worry if you 
can't catch all the words. Even native speakers have 
difficulty in understanding the words to many pop songs! 

When you have written down the words, look for interesting 
vocabulary and examples of idioms, informal English and slang. You may also find 
some good examples of grammatical structures in songs. But be careful! Many 
songs also have ungrammatical sentences and rude words. Use a good dictionary 
to check the meaning of new words. You may need a native speaker to help you 
with the informal expressions and slang. 

To practise learning from pop songs, have a look at the Elton John song from 
1983 on the next page, and then do the exercises. 
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KISS THE BRIDE 

Music by Elton John 
Words by Bemie Taupin 

Well she looked a ~ 
In the dress she made 
When she was still 
Her Ml!.!nli's little girl. 
And when she walked down the aisle, 
Everybody smiled 
At her innocence and curls. 

And when the Preacher said 
'il' "Is there anyone here 

Got a reason why she shouldn't wed?" 
I should have ~ up my hand, 
I should have got up to stand, 
And this is what I should have said. 

"I wanna kiss the bride, ~ 
I wanna kiss the bride, yea! 
Long before she met him 
She was mine, mine, mine. 
Don't say "I do" say "Bye Bye Bye" 
And let me kiss the bride, yea!" 

Underneath her veil I could see 
A tear trickling down her pretty face. 
And when she sli pped on the ring, 
I knew everything would 
Never be the same again. 

* But if the groom had known 
He'd have llill:!.JLfi1 
About his wife and the things we did. 
And what I planned to say 
Yea, on her wedding day, 

'il' Well, I thought it but I kept it hid. 

~ IMPROVING YOUR WRITING 

Exercises 

1 Write down all the words in the song to do 
with marriage and weddings. 
What does the song tell you about a wedding 
ceremony in Britain or America? 

2 Match the underlined colloquial words and 
phrases in the song with the standard English 
versions below. 

goodbye Bye, Bye, Bye, 
mother 
yes 
been angry 
raised 
beautiful 
want to 

3 Look at the sentence marked * 
What kind of grammatical construction is 
this? 

4 The sentences marked 'il' are not 
grammatically correct. Rewrite them to 
correct the grammar. 

~ 
BIOGRAPHIES 

1 A biography is the story of a person's life written by someone else. If the person 
writes about his/her own life it is called an autobiography. A biography can be long and 
detailed in the form of a book or it can be a short summary. 

We find short biographies in newspapers after the death of a well known person. These 
are known as obituaries. We can also find them at the beginning of books where the 
career of the author is summarised, and in the notes which are included with records, 
cassettes and COs. 

Biographies usually contain information on the following aspects of a person's life: 

I personality, education, birthplace, beliefs , reason for fame, achievements, birth date, career 

Are there any other topics you would include in a biography? Is there a logical order to 
these topics? Number the topics above (1-8) to show what information you would give 
first, second, third etc. 
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2 Below is a short biography of Madonna, the famous American pop and film 
star. However, the text is mixed up. With a partner read the parts of the text and 
try to put them into a logical order. 

A Madonna has millions of fans all over the world. They love her songs and videos, her fantastic dancing 
and her ability to constantly change her image. 

S However, Madonna had already decided on a career in show business 
and nothing was going to stop her. So she went to the University of Mich
igan to study modern dance. 

C Blanche Madonna Louise Ciccone was born on 16 August 1959 in Bay 
City, USA. She was the third of eight children . 

D Her mother died when she was six and from then on she had to help her 
Italian father to bring up her younger brothers and sisters. 

E But Madonna has often been very controversial. Many people are shocked 
by her songs and her stage performance and say that she is only inter
ested in making money. She says that all she wants is love. What is cer
tain is that she remains one of pop music's most beautiful and talented 
stars. 

F After singing in several rather unsuccessful rock bands she hired Michael 
Jackson's manager and then her solo career really took off with the hit 
single "like a Virgin" . 

G By 1984 Madonna had sold 3.5 million copies of "Like a Virgin" and had appeared on the cover of 117 
magazines around the world . 

H In the 1970s she worked for a while in Paris, but soon decided that New York was the place for her. 

Madonna has also starred in several films including "Desperately Seeking Susan" in which she portrayed 
someone very like herself and, more recently, the mu~ical "Evita". 

J Since 1984 she has hac1 a string of hits - usually fast pop/dance songs like "Into the Groove, "Who's That 
Girl?" and "Vogue". 

K Her father was very strict and he disapproved of her becoming a performer. 

Correct order: c. - -----~ - J ~ 

WRITING TASK: A SHORT BIOGRAPHY 

Choose a well known Singer, film star or TV personality from Uzbekistan or 
abroad and write a short biography of her/him. Before you start, read the 
following advice: 
• Col/ect as much information as you can about the subject of your biography. 

If you don't know much about her/him, find out more facts from magazines 
and newspapers or ask friends. 

• Arrange the information into a logical order. 
• Draft the biography, paying particular attention to your use of tenses and 

adjectives. 
• Improve and edit your writing in the usual way (see Unit 2). Exchange 

biographies with a partner and help to improve and correct each other's 
work. 
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J UNIT 9 

TRANSLATION PRACTICE ~ 

• Form a group of three or four. In your group produce a translation of this 
popular Uzbek song. Discuss your choice of words carefully so that your 
translation does not lose too much of the mood of the original. 

ryn60~I1Mra xa30H TYKl1nAI1, 
KY311MAa ew MaplKOH TYKW1J\11, 

EP·~pnAP 

6y KYH AapAllI" AOCTOH TYI<"'I1A'" Aycmap, 
MeH'" ceBMaraHra ep aiitl1aA"'l1ap. 

3 
Tal<Al1PAaH 1<0'lraH'" iitYI1 TonOI1Ma,D.I1M, 
EpAaMra Y3anraH 1<911 TOnOI1Ma,D."'M, 
Ty611ra 'lYKKaH'" KYI1 TOnOI1 Ma,D.11 M , 
MeHI1 ceBMaraHra ep aiitl1aAl111ap . 

PUZZLE CORNER 

2 
rYI1 3AI1M YI1AI1P",6 KeTAI1 ep-epnap, 
Kyiitl1ap"'M TI1HAI1Pl16 KeTAI1 ep-epl1ap, 
T"'pl1K11aiit Y11AI1Pl16 KeTAI1 ep-epnap, 
MeHI1 ceBMaraHra ep aiitna,D.l1nap. 

4 
nanaxMoH TOWI1AeK OT"'I1",6 KeTAI1M, 
611p l\OBY'l AYHera CO'lI111116 KeTAI1M, 
APMOH alKAapl1ra IOTI111116 KeTAI1M, 
MeHI1 ceBMaraHra ep aiitnaAl111ap. 

TOP TEN QUIZ ... 
~. Look at the pop music chart below and then answer the questions. 

THIS LAST WEEK TITLE ARTIST LABEL WEEK 
I I WO NDERWALL OASIS CREATION 

1)' 2 6 BEt'Olu; PEI'SHOPOOYS PARLOPHONE 
1)' 1 S TONIGHT l'uNIGI1T SMASHING VIRGIN 

PUMPKINS 
jL~ 2 ANYTHING m- EPIC 

S 8 EARTH SONG M1CHAELJACKSON EPIC 
6 1 MOVE MOVE MOVE MANCHESlER COLLECTION 

1)' UNTIED 
1 1 FAST LuV~ GEORGE M1CHAEL VIRGIN 

_1)' 8 IS IRONIC AU\NlS MORISEI'TE MAVERICK 

a) Why are there arrows next to some boxes in the "This Week" column? n / 'J 
b) Which song was at number 2 last week? ./ 
c) Which song has risen the most since last week? 
d) Which song has fallen the most since last week? 
e) Which song stayed in the same position in the chart? 
f) Which singer had two songs in the Top 10? 
g) Which label had the most recordings in the chart? 
h) How many songs are climbing in the chart? 
i) If the song by Alanis Morisette climbs as much next week as it did this week, 

what will its position be in next week's chart? 
j) Which song is by a football team? 
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lyrics 

beat 

suburb 

talent 

rhythm 

messenger 

solo 

career 

debut 

release 

album 

performer 

stage 

fans 

eccentric 

live 

sensitive 

devote 

thrill 

~ 

UNIT 9 J -
GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

IlInks! n l11ebp, spectacular /speklzkjala(r)/ Ta'hCHPqaH 

JlHPHKlI ad} 

lbi:1l n plfThf depression /dl'prelnI n TYllUCYHIHlK 

ISAb3:b/ n l11aJQlP aTPoct>H baldness /bo:ldnas/ n KaJJ 

/1a:1.nt! n TaJIiIHT moody /mu:di! Bdj TaHTIII\, 

/nO.m! n MaJ<;OM IlHlKHt<, 

/mesmd3a(r)/ n xa6ap'lIl extravagant /lk'str.l:v"Q""t/ ad) FaHpll Ta61l1lH, 

Isooloo/ n lIKXaxOH mansion /mamlnI n naHfIl}UIaMa 

/ka'na/ n Mapra6a, aMaJI YH 

Idelbjul n ne6JOT 

/n'li:s/ v 69waTMot<, stormy ISlomi! adj K,aXJlJlIl, 

1",lb.m! n aru.6oM 6yPoHJIll 

/pa'b:ma(r)/ n IDKPO'IH energetic l,enad3ebk/ adj cePFaHPaT 

/sleld31 n ~a reflect /n'llekt! v aKC 3TT1lPMOt<, 

/f"'nz/ n lll11t<,1lB031Iap aisle /aJl/ n OPaJIHt<, 

/Ik'senlnk/ adj FaJlaTII, aJlCH6 innocence Imasns/ n 6eFYfiopJlHK 

/lalv/ adj FilHpaTnH curls /k3:ls/ n KOKHJI 

/'sensallv / ad} H03HK preacher Ipri:IJa(r)/ n Taprn60Tqll 

Ta6HaTJlH veil /velV n napna, HHI\06 

/dtvaut/ v 6aFlll11JlaMot<, trickle /lnkl/ v TOM'tHJlaMOt<, 

/fJnV v J<.3lIlKOHJIaMot<, groom /gru:m/ n KYeB 

When you listen to English being spoken or sung on the radio, lV 
or cassettes don't expect to ul}derstand every word. Concentrate 
on the general message without getting too stuck on individual 
words and phrases. 
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TI~J]T J U GEITING A JOB 

tjn /I/,i8 unit /fou wilt ". 
• read and talk about jobs and how to apply 

for them 
• look at the words and phrases we use to 

add to or reinforce a point 
• write a job application letter 
• compose your own curriculum vitae 

At some point in your student 
life you will probably be asked 
to attend an interview. In this 

unit we will practise interviewing 
and being interviewed. 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD JOB? 

11IJ With your partner look at the job advertisements and then discuss the 
questions which follow. 

SECURITY OFFICERS 
Central London 

Superb working conditions 
Excellent salary 

Applicants must have a good work 
background and be di plomatic, well 
presented, reliable and prepared to work 
on a 12 hour shift rota. 

Telephone First Security 
on 0171 637 5424 for further details. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
ON LUXURY CRUISE SHIPS 
MIAMI. ACAI'tlICO, THE IAHAMA£ 
THE CAlflllEAN AND OTHEIf EXOTIC PlACES 

For further information write to: 
Cruise Services,36 Midlothian Drive, 
Waverley Park, Glasgow G41 3QU 
Tel: 0141 6498644 9am - 5.30pm 
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H!AD CH!r 
pequipeJ 101' /in l cla n /,.odilional i 
C/';nese N!slouranl. M usl /'0""01 /""sl 

/;I,I€ IjEaI'J I't?Il?mnl experience. 

InlerYiews in Auqusl ror SUitable applkont •. 
Tel: 0171 937 155 1 

RECEPTIONIST 

We are a firm of solicitors based in the 
City. Due to expansion a vacancy has 
arisen for a Receptionist. Candidates 
must have previous experience. Basic 
keyboard skills would be an advantage. 
Written applications to: 
JiII Spicer, Rakisons, 27 Chancery 
Lane, London WC2A 1 NF 



UNIT 10 

Which of the jobs advertised 
• would you find tlie most challenging? • would enable you to meet many different people? 

• might have the highest salary? • would you find the least interesting? 

2 Now look at the list below and decide what are the most important features of 
a good job. Rank them from 1 (most important) t0 10 (least important) . Then 
compare your ranking with your partner's. 

YOUR 

YOU PARTNER 

pleasant working conditions 

good salary 

interesting colleagues 

opportunity to learn new skills 

good opportunities for promotion 

flexible working hours and holidays 

a lot of responsibility 

high social status 

opportunities for travel 

a regular routine 

Are your rankings similar or very different? Discuss the differences. 

!L.~ DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 [l] With a partner read the job advertisement below and discuss the foJ/owing 
questions: 

(a) What kind of company is ICS? 
(b) What special skills does the job require? 
(c) What should you do if you wish to apply for the job? 

ICS INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE LTD 

ICS is one of Europe's leading producers of advanced computer software. 
We are seeking a Personal Assistant to our Sales Director, based in our 
Welsh office. The successful candidate should possess: 

g at I.,."t 5 YIM"" .... crttt.rI.1 t:Kperlence 
g .n I~reet In eoftware ana If aevelopment 
g a good wort/nll know/edge rIf French 
g llood people-manaeemtlnt ekllle 
g an a"IIIty to wort undtlr pree"u~ 

Interested candidates should apply in writing, with a full CV to: 
Mrs. Susan Davis, Personnel Dept., ICS, 20-24 Newport St., Swansea SW3 lOA 
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2 Now read the letter of application for the job described in the advertisement 
and the applicant's CV. As you read, think about whether the applicant is a good 
candidate for the job. 

116 

Mrs. S Davis 
Personnel Dept. 

3 I International Computer Software Ltd. 
20-24 Newport St 
Swansea 
SW3 IDR 

4 I Dear Mrs. Davis, 

56 Cranmore Road 
Shepton I 1 

Somerset 
BA53LR 

21 June 19961 2 

I would like to apply for the position of Personal Assistant to the Sales Director I 5 
as advertised in "The Guardian" on 18 June. 

As you will see from my enclosed curriculum vitae, much of the work I do in 
my present position is that of a PA. As well as dealing with the routine work of 
a secretary, I represent the Assistant Director at small meetings and am delegated 

6 to take certain decisions in his absence. In addition to my secretarial skills and 
experience of running a busy office, I have a good knowledge of both French 
and Italian. I also regularly visit Belgium and Italy with the Assistant Director 
acting as his interpreter and translator. 

I am particularly interested in the position you are offering as I would like to 
become more involved with an organisation working in the field ofInformation 
Technology. I have a genuine interest in computer development, having just I 7 
completed a one-month course in this subject. Furthermore, I am very familiar 
with many of the software products that ICS manufacture for office technology. 

Please let me know if there is any further information you require. I look I 8 
forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely 

9 I Stella Bake .. 

Stella Baker (Ms) V 
10 Encl. cv 



Name: 
Date of Birth: 
Present Address: 
Telephone number: 
Marital Status: 

UNITJO. 

Curriculum Vitae 

. Stella Baker 
22 October 1970 
56 Cranmore Road, Shepton, Somerset, BA5 3LR 
01562775 985 
Single 

Education and qualifications: 

1981 -1986 

1986-1988 

Work experience: 

Ocl 1988 - Dec. 1990 

Jan. 1991 - present 

Other Skills & Interests: 

References: 

Waterlip Secondary School, Shepton, Somerset, BA5 
2LR GCSE in English Language, French, History, Maths 

Central Business College, Kent Road, London W1A 4AA 
Di ploma in Business Studies 

W. Jones Ud., 50 Bristol Road, Shepton, Somerset, BA5 6AQ 
Type of company: Supermarket 
Post: Junior Secretary 
Responsibilities: Secretarial work including typing 
correspondence, tabulating data, faxing , filing, answering 
customers' calls, mail distribution, general office duties. 

National Food Importers Ltd., Strode House, Frome 
Road, Bath, Somerset, BAl 6HB 
Type of Company: Importers of food and drink 
Post: Secretary to Assistant Director 
Responsibilities: Dealing with all correspondence, 
taking minutes of meetings, receiving customers and 
suppl iers, dealing with overseas enquiries, acting on 
behalf of the A.D. in his absence, representing the 
company at foreign business functions, accompanying 
A.D. on foreign business trips. 

While working I have attended evening courses for French 
and Italian. I have also completed a special IT course at 
Bath City College. My interests include swimming, guitar 
playing and reading . 

Mr. B. Brush, Assistant Director, National Food Importers 
Ltd., Strode House. Frome Road, Bath, Somerset, BAl 
6HB (Tel : 01236775438) 

Mrs. C. Black, Senior Lecturer, Central Business College, 
Kent Road, London W1A 4AA (Tel: 0181 2467916) 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Stella's application letter is divided into 10 sections. Match the sections (1-10) 
with the descriptions below. The first has been done for you. 

• the greeting ..... .4 ..... . 
• Stella's address 
• the close and signature 
• enclosures 
• explanation of why she is applying with further details 

of her skills and interests 
• the date 
• Stella's introduction, saying which job she is applying 

for and where she saw the advertisement 
• a polite ending 
• a paragraph explaining the duties in her current job 
• the name and address of the person to whom 

the letter is being sent 

B Say whether the following statements about Stella are true (T), false (F), or not 
given (NG) in the letter or her CV. 

1 Stella isn't married. 
2 She lives in London. 
3 She saw the job advertisement in "The Daily Mirror". 
4 She studied for two years in London. 
5 Her first job was as a supermarket sales assistant. 
6 She left her first job because the salary was too low. 
7 In her current job she often travels abroad. 
8 She has studied Information Technology. 
9 She is a very good guitar player. 

1 0 One of her referees is her current boss. 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Find words in the letter (L) and the CV with the following meanings: 
1 arranging facts and figures in the form of a table or list (CV) 

118 

2 usual and regular (L) 
3 someone who changes written language into another language (L) 
4 placing documents in a file so they can be easily referred to (CV) 
5 computer programmes (L) 
6 sincere (L) 
7 people or organisations that buy things from a shop or business (CV) 
8 chosen to perform particular duties (L) 
9 keeping a summary of what is said and decided at a formal 

meeting (CV) 
10 someone who hears something in one language and Immediately says 

it aloud in another (L) 



UNIT 10 .. 

B Abbreviations and acronyms 
Abbreviations are shortened forms of single words (e.g. Mon. = Monday). 
Acronyms are made up of thetirst letters of two or more words (e.g. UN = 
United Nations). There are several abbreviations and acronyms used in Stella's 
CV and application letter. Do you know what they stand for? The first has 
been done for you. 

GCSE 

AD 
IT 
PA 
CV 
ICS 
Ms. 
St. 
Encl. 
Dept. 

General Cedificate of Secondary E.dt..1cation (the e;x:om that school child",en take 

at the end of 10 yeot's' schooling il"l Bt'itail·,,) ............................................................................................. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: eEJ 
MAKING ADDITIONAL POINTS 

When we want to add extra information to strengthen or reinforce the point we 
are making there are several words or phrases we can use. In her job application 
letter Stella uses some of these because she wants to mention all her relevant 
skills and experience. 

In addition to my secretarial skills and experience of running a busy office, I have a 
good knowledge of both French and Italian. 

Furthermore, I am very familiar with many of the software products that ICS manufacture 
for office technology. 

As well as dealing with the routine work of a secretary, I represent the Assistant Director 
at small meetings and am delegated to take certain decisions in his absence. 

I also regularly visit Belgium and Italy with the Assistant Director acting as his interpreter 
and translator. 

Other words and phrases showing addition or reinforcement include: 

I have a good knowledge of French life and culture. Moreover, I speak the language 
fluently. 

Besides having a good knowledge of French life and culture, I speak the language 
fluently. 

I have a good knowledge of French life and culture. I speak the language fluently too. 

Not only do I have a good knowledge of French life and culture, but I also speak the 
language fluently. 
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As you can see from the examples above, these words and phrases tend to be 
used in different positions in a sentence. The table below shows their usual 
positions. 

Also note: 

front 

furthermore 
as well as 
moreover 
in addition to 
besides 

middle 

also 
as well as 
and 

end 

too 

• If the phrases as well as ••• , in addition to ••• , and besides come before a 
velfiJ, the gerund form is used. 

• Notice that the normal order of subject and verb is reversed after not only. 
In the example above (Not only do I ... ), the verb 'do' comes before the 
subject 'I'. This is called inversion. 

• The use of both .... and ... emphasises that what you are saying applies to 
two things. 

Exercise 1 

Complete the following sentences by adding appropriate extra information. 

1 Having a good knowledge of English can help you to get a good job. Furthermore, .. 

2 Besides being one of the world's major cotton producers, Uzbekistan ..... ... ........ ... ..... ...... .. . 

3 In addition to my e)(perience as a tour guide, 

4 Journalists must be good writers. They should too. 

Exercise 2 

Join the following sentences in the way shown in the example. Make sure you 
remember the inversion of the subject and verb after 'not only .. . ' . 

Example: She speaks English fluently. She is an e)(cellent translator. 
Not only does she speak English fluently, but she is also an e)(cellent translator . 

He was late for the interview. He forgot to wear a tie. 

2 She is very self reliant. She works very well in a team. 

3 His application letter was untidy. It was full of spelling mistakes. 

4 Her CV included all the necessary information. It was very neatly typed. AlII 
........ ..... ...... .. ... .... .. ... ....... .. ................ .......... ... .... .... .. ..... ........ .... ......... ............... .. ... ........ ~ 
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.I IMPROVING YOUR WRITtNG JOB APPLICATIONS 
~ , I 

The example letter and CV which you studied earlier in this Unit are good mOdels 
of how to write job applications. 

Look back at the letter a,nd CV anct make ,a list of the special features o/this kind 
of writing. You should consider: ,- 'I 

• layout 
• formality of language 
• special phrases ahd expressions 

WRITING TASK: AN APPLICATION LETTER 

Look at the job advertisement which appeared recently in an Uzbek newspaper 
,; 

TOUR GUIDE NEEDED! 
SILK ROAD HOLIDAYS LTD 

We are looking for a tour guide to accompany our clients from Britain, America 
and Australia on tourist trips, arOl.lQd Uzbekistan. 
Applicants should have: ~ \. u~j, 

• good spoken English 
• interpreting skills 
• knowledge of Uzbek history 
• a friendly malmer '0 

• self-confidence and the ability to organis'e and take responsibility 

Apply in writing, enclosing a CV to: 
Mr. B. Bntlin, 99 North Avenue, Cambridge CA3 29L, England 
(Closing date: Jan 20 1997. Interviews will be held in early February in Tashkent) . 

What you must do ' 

1 Write a letter applying for the job advertised above. 
2 Prepare a CV to enclose in the · application letter. 

Before you start, read the following advice: 

• refer back to the job adverti~ement to make sure you incl6de all the necessary information 
• use the example letter and CV in this ynit as models to help you 

• make sure that the letter includes all.{10 septions and that the CV has all th~ main headings 

• make sure that the letter and the CV are neat-and clear since the company is looking 
for someone who is well organised. (It is 'better to use a typewriter or a word processor) 

• plan, draft, improve and edit your writing in the usual way 
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ATTENDING INTERVIEWS 

1 If your cv and letter of application for a job or perhaps a scholarship are impressive enough, 
you may be shortlisted and asked to attend an interview. Your success in getting the job or the 
scholarship will depend on the way you act and the things you say during the interview. 

2 [I] Below is some advice for people attending interviews. With a partner look at this advice 
and see whether you both agree with it. Then add six more pieces of advice of your own. 

1 Find out about the company or organisation. 
2 Prepare some questions to ask. 
3 Wear smart clothes. 
4 Don't be late. 
5 
6 
7 Don' t be late! 

8 
9 

10 

~Sometimes interviewers ask quite difficult questions. Look at the interview questions below 
and with your partner discuss how you would answer them. Then add six more questions of your 
own. 

1 What are your main strengths and weaknesses? 
2 Which is more important to you: social status or money? 
3 What would you ·Iike to be doing ten years from now? 
4 How will your past experience help you in this job? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

What are your main 
strengths . . 

~ For this activity work in groups of four. Two of you (Students A and Bj read the instructions 
tor interviewers. The other two (Students C and Dj read the instructions tor candidates. 

$) INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERViEWERS (Students A and B) 

You are managers from Silk Road Holidays. You received many applications for the 
job of tour guide in Uzbekistan and you have shortlisted two applicants. Now you 
have come to Tashkent to interview the two shortlisted candidates. Together, prepare 
questions for the candidates, to be asked later in the interviews. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES (Students C and D) 

You applied for the job of tour guide with the Silk Roar;!. Holidays company and 
you have both been invited to attend f3n interview in Tashkent for final selection. 
Together, prepare questions to ask later at the interview to find out whether 
the job is suitable for you. 

Now it 's time for the interviews to begin. 

• Student A and B interview first Student C and then Student D. 
• Each interview should take about 5-7 minutes. 
• When the interviews are over, the interviewers meet again to decide whioh of 

the candidates should get the job. 
• Then they should tell their decision to the candidates and give both of them 

feedback on how they performed during the interview. 
• The candidates also give the interviewers feedback on their performance. 

t) TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

1 Translate the following job advert into English. 

11 HOIIHlP " 
" 

MaC'hY.lUUITH lIeKA8HraH JK8MHjlTHra 
v ~ 

~arH HXTHCOCABI'H HDJ1IHAaP Kep8K: 

t. ~." ",,.WA., 
Z.~H'IIA" 
J. MyIrq""MI 
•. MI .. ccllCA., 
S. 1fIt1Mll1NA. M' __ ~ 

I 

16 •• - JIH efMH. "_1( 
K~".IIIAHfIA. ... IfI-u'!tl.1( iIIA ... H. 

BH3H11HI" M3H3H1D1MH3: TOIIIKCHT m. 700129:""Ten:'"44-38-10. 

2 Now look back at the features of a good job which you ranked on page 115. 
Which of these features does the job advertised above have? 
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PUZZLE CORNER · WHAT'S MY JOB? 

Look at the cartoons below and decide what job each man or woman does. 
Then fit the names of the jobs into the grid. Some letters have been given to 
help you. . .. 

~
Il /~/ 

: ~ . ~.- ' , 

0 T 0 

, 
I 0 T .... 

0 T . , I 

T 0 T .. 
0 T 0 I 

9.~'-" E E 
.... --..!o\~~ lt.f' ( 

0 E 

E T T I ., 

" 



rota 

chef 

solicitor 

receptionist 

promotion 

flexible 

delegate 

tabulate 

abbreviation 

scientist 

astronaut 

politician 

shortlist 

candidate 

furthermore 

~
~ ',. , 

• 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

frout~1 n Has6a'l'lHJIIIK interpreter Itnt3:pnt~(r)1 n TaPlKIIMOH 

lKa.aSaJlH (oFJaKII) 

IJefl n 60w 01lma3 translator Itr"'ns'letl~(r)1 n TaPlKIIMOH 

Is~ 'h s tl~(r)1 n a.aSoKaT (lhMa) 

In'sepJOIstl n KOTH6a curriculum Ib,rlkj~l~m TaplKlIMall 

Ipr~'m~u J nl n MaHca6ra vitae (CV) 'vi:tal/ n )(,011 

KYraPlIJ\ffiU sales Isells ;>'stsl~nt! n COT)'B'III, 

!fleks~bV ad) MOCIIawyBraH assistant caBlIorap 

responsibility /n.spons~bll"'i/ n lKaBo6rapJlIIK 

/dehgeit! v BaK.IIJI 001 espo! Iderce /kor:>'spond~1 n xaT-xa6ap 

106oPMOK; file Ifalll n X;YlKlKaTJlap 

/t",bjulenl v m6J1I1L\a l)'nJIaMII 

T)'JMOK; mail Imelll n nO'lTa, aJlOK;a 

1~,bri:vi'eIJnl n K;IICK;apTMa absence /",bs~nsl n 6YJlMaCJlIIK, 

Isal,ntl511 n OIlIlM i'lY","IIK 

I",str~no:ll n aCTPoHaBT accompany I~'k,mp~ni/ v )(,aMPO)(,J\IIK 

l,pol.uJnl n cllecaT'lH K;HJIMOI<, 

IJoa ,ltst! n TaHJIOB.uaH personnel l,p3:s,'nel/ n xOAIIMJlap 

YTraHJIap colleague /koli:gl n )(,aMKac6 

pYiiXaTII challenging !tJ"'hnd311)/ ad} AabBaT 3TYB'I1I 

/k",ndld,tl n HOMJOA 

1,f3:I'l,'mo:(r)1 6YHAaH 

adv KeHHHrH, 

HaOOaT)J:arn 

Before you send a letter of application or a CV make sure you 
check it very carefully first. Why not show the drafts to a friend 
for a second opinion? Ask your teacher to arrange more practice 
interviews in class, The more practice you get, the more confident 
you will be during a real interview. 
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lJ~n~ ll ' THE GENERATION GAP 

1" lI.i8 u"iI !l0u will .. . 
• think about the attitudes of young people 

and their parents 
• read a 'problem page' from a magazine 
• study and practise the language of advice 
• write letters asking for and giving advice 

Libraries contain several 
different kinds of reference 

books which could help you in 
researching topics or solving 

specific language problems. In 
this unit we look at three of 

these: the encyclopedia, 
the thesaurus and the 
spe.cialised dictiQ.nary: 

DIFFERENCES OF OPINION 

1 []J A recent survey of young people in Britain revealed their ten most common 
topics of conversation. What do young people in Uzbekistan talk about? With a 
partner make a list of the ten most talked-about topics among young people 
here. 

YOUNG PEOPLE IN BRITAIN TALK ABOUT 

1 money 
2 boyfriends and girlfriends 
3 clothes 
4 lV & video 
5 music 
6 employment 
7 leaving home 
B school and university 
9 computer games 

10 exams 

YOUNG PEOPLE IN UZBEKISTAN TALK AIIOUT 

Compare your list with that of another pair. Do 
you agree on the ten topics? 
Are your lists very different from or quite similar 
to the list for British young people? 

2 What do older people in Uzbekistan discuss 
when they get together? Are they interested in 
any of the topics above? 
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3 Sometimes there can be a big difference betweeen young people's views on 
life and their parents' opinions, This is often called the generation gap. For each 
of the five topics below note down your views and your parents' views. 

Topics I like My parents like 

clothes 

music 
I 

boyfriends/girlfriends 

TV & video 

style of speech 

Are your views very different from those of your parents. If so, do these differences 
of opinion ever cause arguments? How do you usually settle arguments in your 
family? 

~~ DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

1 Look at the graph below which appeared in a British newspaper a few years ago, 
and discuss the questions with a partner. 

a) Why is the graph entitled "Flying the nest"? 
b) What exactly does the graph show? 
c) Why are there such big differences between 

countries? 
d) Where would you place Uzbekistan on the graph? 
e) Why do so many young people in some countries 

choose not to live with their parents? 

",J!) 
'Cc: 
o~ 
~ .. 
.. <> 
~;; 

IS) .~ 

')le> 
"'c: 
~ ·5 

2 In Britain there are a lot of magazines for I; ~ 
young people which focus on youth culture and 
issues. Readers often send letters to these 

Flying the nest 

magazines explaining their problems to an L' --_~ __________ --I 

'expert' and asking for advice. The expert's replies are published along with the readers ' 
lemers on a 'problem page'. These pages are also known as 'agony columns' (agony is 
another word for strong pain). The experts are often called 'agony aunts' , even though 
today they are quite likely to be men! The problems answered in an agony column can 
be personal, medical or professional. 

3 You are going to read an example of a problem page letter and reply. As you read 
the letter try to decide exactly what the writer's problem is. Then, before you read the 
expert's reply, think about what advice you would give. 
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A PROBLEM SHARED ............. . 

"~ / ... " 
Caihy Coope.. at\swe.-s yo.... lette .. s 

DearCathy 
I am a student in the first year of a French course at the University of Liverpool. When I started my 

course about SIX months ago I decIded to live at home wIth my parents rather than in a student hall of 
residence or a rented flat. My government grant is quite small so it's much easier to get by living at home 

5 I since I don't have to pay for my food, laundry or any bills, I also thought that the familiar surroundings of 
home would help me cope with the big change from school to university, 

But now I really regret the decision I made to live at home, Recently my relationshi p with my parents 
has got so bad that r don't think I can stand living with them any longer, They seem to complain about 
everything I do - my hair, my clothes, the friends I hang out with - everything! They fuss over the food I 

10 I eat and moan if my bedroom is untidy or if I play my music too loudly, They're always hassling me about 
not staying out late and not studying enough even though my exam results are always good! Can you believe 
that I still have to be in by 10 o'clock at night? lbis means that when I go to a party or to a gig I always have 
to make excuses and leave early, My friends must think I'm a wimp! 

I know that my parents love me and are only being protective (I'm an only child) but they can't seem to 
15 I understand that I'm an adult now not a schoolgirl. I've tried talking it over with them but they just lecture 

me about what it was like "in their day" and how hard they've worked to give me a good education, This 
really winds me up and we usually end up having a horrendous argument. 

I'd really like to leave home and fmd a flat of my own but I just can't afford it at the moment. Some 
university friends have offered to put me up in their flat. It's not a very nice place - overcrowded and cold 

20 I in winter- but at least I'd be independent. 
I haven't told my parents about my plans to move out because it's so hard to talk to them and I know 

that they'll be really upset. Perhaps the easiest thing would be to pack my bags and leave without telling 
them, I really don't want to hurt my parents but I can't bear being treated like a child, 

What do you think I ought to do? Should I stay at home or move in with my friends? And ifl do decide 
25 I to move out, how can I tell my parents about it without hurting them? I really need your advice, 

Confused (19), Liverpool 

Dear Confused ' 
30 I Your problem is a very familiar one, Every year thousands of young people like you face the same 

dilemma: to stay at home or to leave, It's just one of those difficult decisions that are part of growing up, 
Of course it's only natural that you want to live independently and enjoy the same freedoms as your 

university friends, However, if! were in your shoes r wouldn't rush things, You should give yourselftime 
before take such an important step, I really don't think you ought to move out until you've found a suitable 

35 I place, It's nice of your friends to offer to put you up but it would be hard to concentrate on your studies in 
a cold uncomfortable flat. 

If I were you I'd be brave and tell your mum and dad now about your pla}ls to find a place of your own, 
They'll be disappointed of course and may feel like they're losing you but parents have to realise that loving 
sometimes means letting go, Reassure your parents that by moving out you will improve your relationshi p 

40 I with them not end it. After all, you'll still be living in the same town so it 'll be easy to keep in touch, Why 
not ask them to help you with your flat hunting? lfyou involve them in this they might accept your decision 
more easily, Whatever you do, don 't just leave without telling them, That would really hurt them and they 
might never get over it. 

I'm sure that once you've told your parents of your decision to leave home they will begin to realise that 
45 I you are no longer a child, Why don 't you offer to pay rent to your parents until you fmd your own place? 

Although I know it 's hard to get by on a.$ludent grant, I think you should be more financially 
independent. 

I hope that you'll think over my suggestions carefully and not make any hasty decisions, 

50 I Good luck! 
Cathy 

~ 
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4 READING COMPREHENSION I ,> 

A Answer the following questions bY; rtqwring to the {etter from the r(#ader: . ~ , 

1) How old .is the writer? , ' ". , 
2) Where does the writer live? 

.......... ....................... .... 
3) How long has the writer been af university? 

... ........ .. ... ................... .... ...... .... ............. ......... . 
4) What subject does the writer study at university? 

5) Does the writer have any brothers or sisters? 

6) Is the writer male or female? Give reasons for your answer. 
, ,1 

7) What reasons does the writer give for, 9riginally deciding tp live at home? 

8) What things do the writer's parents-complain about? 

9) Why hasn't the writer told her/his parents about wanting to leave? 

10) Why does the reader sign the letter 'Confused'? 

B Look again at the expert's reply. Which -of the following pieces of advice does 
she actually give the reader in. her reply? Mark her advice with a tick ( .... ). 

1 don't stay out late at night 
2 move out immediately and go to live with your friends 
3 move out but not until you have found sui~ble accomodation 
4 take time to make your decision " 
5 tell your parents about your decision to leave home 
6 don't tell your parents - it will hurt them too much 
7 let your parents help you find somewhere to Jil/e 
8 pay your parents rent until you find your own place 

C Do you agree with the expert's advice? If not, what advice would you give? 

•••• • ••• • ' : • • : , • ••••• ••••• •• • ••• , • • loo •• •• • • , . , ' : .:. ••••••••••• ••• • • ': ' • • • ••• ': •• • ~ • • • • • ••••••••••• • •• • •• • • • • •• • •• •• • •• • , . :..~ • •• • •• ••• ~ •• • •• • • ••• 
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5 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A The letter from the reader contains several informal or slang words commonly 
used by young people in Britain. For each of these words listed below choose 
the word or phrase which is closest in meaning to it. 

1) hang out with (line 9) 
(a) spend time with (b) study with (c) play with 

2) hassling (line 10) 
(a) encouraging (b) annoying ,~ (c) suggesting 

3) winds me up (line 17) 
(a) makes me sad (b) makes me guilty (c) makes me angry 

4) horrendous (line 17) 
(a) interesting (b) long (c) terrible 

5) wimp (line 13) 
(a) weak person (b) good person (c) dishonest person 

6) gig (line 12) 
(a) meeting r_, (' (b) concert (c) lesson 

B There are several examples in the text of verbs used with prepositions. Match 
these with the definitions on the right. 

fuss over something 
put somebody up 
move out 
move in 
get over something 
think something over 

(line 9) 
(line 19~ 
(line 21) 
(line 24) 
(line 43) 
(line 48) 

~ live in a new home 
to consider something 
to recover from something 
to let someone stay in your house 
to leave your old home 
to be worried about something unimportant 

Now use these verb + preposition constructions to complete the sentences below. 

1) Whenever I visit Samarkand my friend ............ me ............ for a few days. 
2) I haven't decided whether to accept the job. I'm still .. .............. it 
3) We bought a new flat last week. The previous owners have already 

.. ............ .. . and we plan to .. ...... .. .................. as soon as possible. 
4) Some young people .............. .. ............ their clothes too much . 
5) She was disappointed at not getting the job, but she 'll ........................... it. 

C Explain what is meant by the following words and phrases. 

1) "in their day" (line 16) 

2) loving sometimes means letting go (line 10) 

3) dilemma (line 3) 

4) keep in touch (line 12) 
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SP01: 
11IrRI !iIVIN!i ADVICE 

. . ." In her reply to the reader's letter Cathy offers several pieces of 
advice. There are many different ways of giving advice and 

recommendations in English. The phrase you use often depends on the formality 
of the situation. 

FORMAL NEUTRAL 

You would be wise to .... .. ........ . ..... should ....... 
.. ..... ought to You would be well advised to ........ .. 

I recommend that you If I were you I would/wouldn 't. .. ... ... . .. 
One solution/ alternative would be to ... ... ... .. You might like to ....... .... .. 
My advice to you is .............. .. . 

INFORMAL 

If I were in your shoes I would/ wouldn't.. .... ..... 
It might not be a bad idea to .......... .. . 
Whatever you do, don 't ....... ... .... .. 
Why not ................ ? 
Why don 't you ....... ....... ? 
You need to ..... .. ... "' ~ 

All of these advice phrases are followed by verbs in the infinitive form. With 'to' 
where shown above, otherwise without 'to'. 

Notice that in the two phrases beginning "If I ........ " the plural verb form were is 
used instead of the expected was. However, in informal speech was is also 
sometimes heard. 

Exercise 1 

Find the advice phrases in Cathy's reply and underline them. For each one decide 
whether it is formal, informal or neutral. 

Exercise 2 

[l] Many magazines for young people also have telephone advice lines. They 
give a number which readers can call to receive advice on personal problems. 

Work with a partner and take turns to be the expert advisor and the caller to the 
advice line. The caller should ask for advice (using full sentences) on the problems 
outlined in the speech bubbles. The advisor should use 8 variety of advice phrases. 
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1 

". Want to give IJ ,",'I '1 ' 

. . ~~rnOking '" 
' i . ~ ! . 

\(lenoS IS 

\n',n\<. one 0\ (1''/ 
\30\<.11'9 0(\.195 

..... . \ 
' .. ' ( . ,~ 

... worried about my 
exams ... can't sleep .. .. .. postgraduate studies 

or job in business? ... can 't 
decide .. 

I I 

art.tl(l'e iOP .. \00 

tl~~~ to stuo'/ '/'Iell ..... 

.. .. Wan 't to get rnarrie 
Parents dOn't like d .... 
girlfriend/bOYfriend 

,;f, IMPROVING YOUR WRITING PROBLEMS AND ADVICE 

1 In the reading tex.t you saw an extract from an 'agony ' column in a young 
people 's magazine. The reader asked f~r adviceon.a personal problem - whether 
to stay at home or leave and live independently. 'Agony' columns also give advice 
on young people 's professional and m'edfcal problems. But the most common 
problems dealt with by 'agony aunts ' are those concerning relationshi ps. Here is 
another example. 

HE LOVES HIS BAND MORE THAN ME 
My boyfriend plays the guitar and recently he got together with some mates and 
formed a band. I didn't mind at first, but now he practises with them every day and 
I hardly see him. I've tried to tell him to take time oft, but he says that the group 
needs to practise if it's gOing to succeed. I know the band is important to him, but 
sometimes I think he loves it more than me. I don't know what to do. Should I tell him 
that he must choose between me and his band? Or am I just being selfish? Please 
can you suggest some kind of solution? 
Gloria (19) 

~ , 

\ 0~ 

2 I'~' Underline the phrases in this letter wnich the writer uses to ask for advice on 
her problem. Then look back at the text a';d do the same for the reader 's letter to 
Ca thy. 
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Here are some phrases you can use to ask for written advice: 

PROBLEM LANGUAGE 
Should I ........ ? 
Do you think I ought to ..... ... ? 
What do you think I should do? 
What would you do if you were in my shoes? 
I don't know what to do. 
Please can you suggest some kind of solution? 

UNIT 11 -f ;:j& 

3 III Discuss with a partner what advice you should give to Gloria. Then 
make a list of problems which you would like advice on. 

4 WRITING TASK: LETTERS TO AND FROM AN 'AGONY AUNT' 

You are going to write two letters. One will be a letter to an agony aunt asking for 
advice and the other will be a letter from an agony aunt offering advice. This is 
what you should do: 

1 Choose one of the problems which you listed with your partner and write a 
short letter to the agony column of a young people's magazine '!-sking for 
advice. Try to use some of the 'problem language' shown above. Make sure 
that you plan, draft, improve and edit your writing in the usual way. 

2 When you have finished, exchange the final version of 
the letter with a partner. 

3 Read your partner's letter and think carefully about 
her/ his problem. 

4 Write a reply to your partner in which you offer advice 
on how she/he should deal with the problem. Try to 
use some of the phrases discussed in the grammar 
spot. Once again, pay attention to the planning, drafting 
and editing of the letter. 

5 Give your reply to your partner and collect her/his reply 
to your own problem letter. Read the reply and see if you agree with the advice 
given. 

6 Get together with the partner and discuss the problems you exchanged and the 
advice you gave. 

7 Finally, stick the problem and adVice letters on the wall so that others can read 
them. 
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USING REFERENCE BOOKS 

In Unit 8 we looked at different types of dictionaries and how they can be of use 
to us. There are several other kinds of books which you can find in the reference 
section of a library. Three of these are thesauri, encyclopedias and specialised 
dictionaries. 

The Thesaurus 

Like a dictionary, a thesaurus contains lists of words . However, unlike a dictionary the 
thesaurus has its entries arranged according to meaning, not alphabetical order. Words 
with similar or related meanings are grouped together. The most famous thesaurus was 
devised by Peter Roget and first published in 1852. The words in Roget's Thesaurus are 
classified under 1000 categories and sub-categories. Here is an extract from the entry 
for the noun 'abstain' in Roget 's Thesaurus (numbers refer to other entries) : 

~ 

abstainer, total a., teetotaller 948n. sober person; 
prohibitionist; vegetarian, fruitarian, faster, enemy of 
excess, Spartan 945n. 

• What do you think the verb 'to abstain' means? 
• What things do people 'abstain' from? 
• In what situations could a thesaurus help you? 
• What information does a thesaurus llQ1 provide? 

The Encyclopedia 

An encyclopedia is a book or set of books giving information 
(a) about every branch of knowledge 
(b) on one particular subject. 

Here is an extract from The Macmillan Encyclopedia. 

134 

Ferdlnand VII (1784 -1833) King of Spain . His repressi>.le policies caused a liberal 
uprising (1820) and the establishment of a liberal government until 1823, when it was 
removed with French help. 

Fergana (or Ferghana) 4'o23N 71 19E A city in eastern Uzbekistan. It is both the 
industrial and the cultural centre of the fertile Fergana Valley, one of the country's 
main cotton- , silk-, and fruit growing districts. Population (1985 est.): 195,000 

Fer iae The sacred festival days of ancient Rome, which were usually marked by a 
public holiday, feasts, prayers, and sacrifices. Feriae were normally held on fixed 
annual dates. 
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• What do the figures and letters 40 23N 71 19E in the Fergana entry refer to? 
• What does the abbreviation 'est.' mean? 
• Is the Macmillan Encyclopedia an example of type (a) or type (b) described 

above? ~ 
• How is the information in this encyclopedia arranged? ~ 

The Specialised dictionary 

The reference section of a good library usually contains a number of special 
dictionaries. These dictionaries only contain words and specialised terms from 
one particular field . The entries are arranged alphabetically. Here is an extract 
from the Longman Dictionarv of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics: 

slang /shel]/ n 
casual, very informal speech. For some people, slang is 
equivalent to COLLOQUIAL SPEECH but for others, it means 
'undesirable speech'. Most slang is quite unstable as its words 
and expressions can change quite rapidly, for example: 
Scram! Beat it! Rack off! (for 'leave') 
see also JARGON 

• What information about the word 'slang' does the 
entry provide? 

• Do you use slang very often when you speak Uzbek 
or Russian? 

• What is your parents' attitude to slang? 
• Can you think of any examples of slang words in 

your mother tongue which were popular a few years 
ago but have now gone out of fashion? 

When you next pay a visit to your library find out 
if it has any examples of these or any other type of reference books. 

t) TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

Translate the 'agony aunt's' reply to Gloria's letter (HE LOVES HIS BAND MORE 
THAN ME) into Uzbek or Russian. 

Making someone choose between something they love and someone they love is 
never a good idea. If your boyfriend gave up his band for you, he would probably feel 
sad and frustrated. Then he wouldn't be much fun to be with . You should talk it over 
with him and try to come to a compromise. Of course he needs to practise if he 
wants his band to be successful. but he needs to make time for you too. If I were 
you, I would explain that although you wish him success with his music, you don't 
want it tobe at the cost of your relationshi p. You need tonegotiate not give ultimatums. 
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•• •• PUZZLE CORNER IDIOMS 

Read the extracts from problem page letters and advice below and complete each 
idiom in bold type with a suitable ending from the box below. 

A Don't worry. Most young people have arguments with their parents from time to time. 
It might seem serious now but I'm sure you'll be friends again 
soon. It's just a storm 

B I started my own business five years ago. Now it's quite 
successful, but for the first two years I really struggled to 
keep my head 

C I understand that student life is sometimes difficult and that 
you would like to start earning money. But if I were you I wouldn't 
quit university. Getting a degree will really be a feather 

o Students all over the world have the same financial problems as you. Very few have 
extra money to spend on luxuries. Many of them have to live 

E Many students worry about their progress but discussing the problem with your teacher 
was very sensible. You obviously have an old head 

F My parents' views are so different from mine. They like classical music and I like pop. 
They want me to be a lawyer and I want to be a singer. In fact we hardly ever see eye 

G Marriage might seem difficult at first but you'll soon learn to live $'" . 
together and when your first child arrives you'll both be ~ 

~ ~ 
(1) above water (2) on a shoestring (3) to eye (4) in your cap ~ 
(5) in a tea cup (6) on cloud nine (7) on young shoulders 

Now match the idioms with the seven explanations below. 

a) very happy 
b) a small disagreement 
c) an achievement to be proud of 
d) to agree 
e) with very little money 

~ f) a young person who acts very maturely 
g) to survive financially, but. with difficulty 

Which idioms do the cartoons illustrate? 
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generation 

gap 

agony 

laundry 

grant 

bill 

'"'-cope 1 fuss 

hassle 

gig 

wimp 

protective 

horrendous 

argument 

afford 

overcrowded 

~
p- .,. 
i\! 
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GLOS SARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

#'--

I.d3eno'reIJn/ n aBJIOIl upset /,Ap'sel/ ad] xa<tza 

/ga>p/ n 6yUlJIHI<; dilemma /dao'lemo/ n HKKHJl3HHlll, 

fa>gorti/ n H3THpo6 apocirr . 

fb:ndril n KH,P JOBHW , >rUsh tnt , /rAf/ v WOIlIl\1lMOl<; 

/gro:n~ grrenl/ n CT6neH,llHSl, brave /brelV/ adj 60THp 

ll'aHl' involve /m'volv/ v )l(aJI6 1<,HlIMOI<, 

/bIll n l\Hco6 rent /renl/ n H)I(apa 

/koop/ v 3nnaMOl<; hasty /helsti/ sdj WOWHJlHH'l 

/fAS/ v TaJ.J.JBHWnaHMOl<; selfish fselfl]/ adj xYll611H 

)/ha>sl/ v 6e30p I<;HJlMOl<; thesaurus lBi's~:ros/ n TeJaypye 

/glg/11 TOMowa encyclopedia /m,salklo'pi:tiJo/ n 'I<;06ycHoMa 

/wlmp/ n 6YlliaHr, eYCT slang /Si1ErY n lKaproH, 

OIlaM ' .. e1l3Hf 

/protektlv/ adj l\I1MOlf colloquial /ko'lollkwiol/ OFJ3KH 

I<;.maIlHraH adj HyrKKa xoc 

jho'rendos/ adj llal\lIIaTJlH frustrated /frA'streltld/ ad] xa<tza, TYWKYH 

la:gjumonl/ n llaJrHJI, acoe negotiate /lU'g""JieJ~ ,,v MYJOKapa 

/",'f:J:d/ v z<;YP6Jo\ ,eTt>loK 0)11<6 60PMOK 

I,,,uvo'kraudld/ )iTa faBiKYM ultimatum /,Altl'men"rn/ n YllbTHM!lTYM. 

adj ·1' 

If you meet any particular problem with your English or if you are 
worried about your progress, don't be afraid to discuss it with 
friends or with your teachers. Remember this proverb: "A problem 
shared is a problem halved" . . 

~ 
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PARLIAMENTS 

fin this unit /Iou wilt {Mm ~ow 10 .... 

• extract key information from a text 
• use connectors to show contrasting ideas 
• take part in a formal debate in English 
• write a 'for and against' essay 

WHO GETS YOUR VOTE? 

1 Look at this public notice which was seen recently al/ 

over ~ritain . Why did the British Government publish this notice? 

~ [I] Choosing the people we want to represent us 

in parliament is a very important democratic right. Have you ever 
voted in an election? What qualities should you look for when 

IT TAKES SOME 
PEOPLE A 

LIFETIME TO GE r 
WHAT YOU'VE 

GOT BY RIGHT 

YOIJ HAVF A VOTE' 
.::~ 

USE IT' -IN THE LOCAL 
ELECTIONS ON MAY 5TH 

voting for someone to represent you in the parliament of Uzbekistan? 

Look a t the list of qualities below and decide how important they are. Rank them from 1-8 
(1= most important, 8 = least important) and write your order in the first column. Then 
compare your order with your partner's. Write your partner's order in the second column. If 
you disagree, discuss your differences and try to reach a compromise (a result that satisfies 
you both). Write this in the third column. . 

YOUR OPINION PARTNER'S OPINION COMPROMISE OPINION 

fami ly background 

profession 
- -

party membership 
.. 

views and ideas 
- 1-) - I 

,., " 
personality -"; .l:r ,. , , - • " -
level of education '. ' . J 

honesty - -- - - -
age 
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3 Read the following news reports about parliaments in three central Asian 

countries. 

The Chairman of the recently-formed People 's 
Unity (Khalq Birlig) Eill:tY in Uzbekistan has won 
a ~ in the Uzbek Parliament at a recent ~ 
~, the Tashkent newspaper 'Narodnciye 
Slovo' reported. Turabek Dolimov was the only 
candidate for the Alat constituency in Bukhara 
and received 99.2% of the votes. 

The general election in Kazakhstan on 
Saturday 9th December failed to fill enough 
~ in the lower ~ of the parliament 
to make a.QJ.!.Q!].illl in the~. The head 
of the Central Electoral Commission, Yuriy 
Kim told a news conference that in 23 
constituencies none of the candidates 
managed to win the minimum 50% of the 
votes they needed to be elected and that 
new ~ will be held within two months. 

The 35-~ Legislative Assembly of the 
Kyrgyz Parliament voted on Wednesday 
20th September against holding a 
referendum on extending the President's 
term of office. According to Interfax news 
agency, 33 of the Assembly's 35 MPs 
were present and 30 voted against the 
proposal that a referendum should be 
held on eldending Akayev's tlill!l. The 
~ said that the other~, the 
70-~ Assembly of Peopl'il ' s 
Representatives, does not have the right 
to reject this decision. 

Now try to match the underlined words in the 3 articles with the definitions below: 

(a) an election in which all the voters in a country elect representatives 
(b) the person who chairs parliament 
(c) members of parliament 
(d) a vote by all the registered electors of a country to decide on a political matter 
(e) the head of state in a country with no king or queen 
(f) a person who wants to be chosen for parliament in an election 
(g) an area which can elect someone to represent it in parliament 
(h) a large room used for formal meetings I the people who meet in that room 
(i) a position as a member of a parliament 
(j) a particular number of people needed for a meeting to begin 
(k) a fixed period of time in which someone can have a position in government 
(I) another word for elections 
(m) one part of a parliament (find 2 different words) 
(n) a political organisation established to promote particular views and policies 
(0) a special election held in only one area -A 
f'!JE€§i§ ~~I ~ DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

, I 
1 Do you recognise this famous building? What is it called? Where is .it? What 
takes place inside the building? ~ ~,i: ! 

'!I" 
2 As you read the text which follows, see how many of the words from the three 
texts about Central ASian parliaments you dim find. 
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The British Parliament is one of the oldest in the world and is the most important part 
of Britain's systeml 6f government It meets in the Palace of Westminster, beside the 
River Thames in London. This is also known as the Houses of Parliament. It is the job of 
the British Parliament to make sure that the Government is working properly. Parliament 
consists of three parts: the monarchy (the King or Queen), the House of Lords, and the 
House of Commons. 

The monarchy i~ ,much older than Parliament itself. Since 1066 there have been 35 
Kings and 5 Queens. However, since 1689, the monarch 's power has been reduced by 
Parliament. Today, Britain has a 'c;:onstitutional monarchy' . This means that although the 
King or Queen is officially the British head of stat'e, he or she does not make any major 
political decisions. Instea,d, the monarch 'acts on the advice of government ministers. 
Even the important speech which the King or Queen reads at the opening of each new 
session of Parliament is written by the Prime Minister. Nevertheless, the current monarch, 
Queen Elizabeth, does have some influence. Her opinions on important subjects can 
affect the way the Government acts, though she rarely expresses them pubficly. 

The House of Lords is the oldest of the two Houses of Parliament and was originally 
a group of nobles who 'advised the King. Today, it has 1198 members, although the 
average daily attendance is less than 400. These members ar\! not elected, but have 
inherited their seats from their fathers or been given them by the Government. Members 
of the Royal Family, bishops of the Church and important law judges can also sit in the 
House of Lords. The Lords can suggest changes in laws, but it cannot reject laws that 
the Commons wants to pass. The debates in the Lords are chaired by the Lord Chancellor. 

The House of Commons first met in the thirteenth century when towns sent 
representatives to the King to vote ,on new taxes. The name 'common' means 'ordinary, 
not noble or royal '. The modern House of Commons consists of 651 Members of 
Parliament (MPs) who are a/l elected by voters in each of Britain's 651 parliamentary 
constituencies. These MPs come from several different political parties, but the majority 
of them belong to either the Conservative or the Labour party. The House of Commons 
is the main place where new laws are examined, debated and passed . 

The chamber in which the MPs meet is quite small. In fact, it has benches for only 
437 so when there is an important debate it is very crowded. The chairman of the 
Commons, called the Speaker, sits in the centre at the back on a high chair and makes 
sure that the rules of the House are followed. The party which is in government (the one 
which has the most MPs electecD sits on the benches to the right of the Speaker. The 
main opposition party sits opposite. There are two, r.ed lines on the floor in front of the 
benches. MPs must not cross these during a debate. This is one of many historical, 
traditions in the British Parliament; MPs used to carry swords into the chamber and the 
distance between the two red lines is too wide tor a sword fight! Today, the only weapons 
allowed in the chamber are words. However, th~ Speaker frequently hil~ to shout "Order! 
Order!" to control the MPs. Below the Speaker's chair there is a large table. This is 
where the Prime Minister and other ministers stand when they make speeches to the 
House. MPs who hold government positions sit on the benches at.,the front and are 
called 'frontbenchers ' . MPs who do not hold any office with the Government or the main ' 
opposition party sit behind them and are called 'backbenchers ' . 

In spite of the fact that the British parliamentary system has been the model for many 
other countries, some people believe that it should be reformed. They think thilt the 1 
monarchy is old-fashioned and expensive and that the unelected House of Lords is 
undemocratic. MPs il'\ the COl11monl! are also frequently criticised for following tlte Qrders 
of their parties and not properly representing the people in their constituencies. As the 
world enters the 21 st century, has the time come for change? 
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2 READING COMPREHENSION 

A Read the text again and complete the notes in the table below. 

NUMBER HOW ARE 

HOUSE ORIGIN OF MEMBERS 
TITLE OF MAIN ROLE OF 

MEMBERS CHOSEN? 
CHAIRMAN HOUSE 

-HOUSE OF 
LORDS 

HOUSE OF 
COMMONS ~ , 

-

B Look at the drawing below. It shows the chamber in the House of Commons 
in which the MPs meet. Read paragraph 5 of the text again and then identify 
the following: 

the Speaker's chair ... 1 ... 

the Government front bench 

the Government back benches 

the two red lines 

table for ministers' speeches 

the Opposition front bench 

the Opposition back benches 

C What evidence is there in the text for the following statements? 

(a) The Queen has little real political power. 
evidence 

(b) Debates in the House of Commons are often quite noisy. 
evidence 

(c) The House of Lords is not as powerful as the House of Commons. 
evidence 

D What reasons do some people give for wanting to reform the British Parliament? 
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3 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A Do you know the meaning of the words below? If you are not sure, try to 
guess the general meaning. Use clues in the context to help you. Don't look in 
the dictionary until you have made your guesses! 

swords (41) 
benches (34) 
inherited (21) 
common (27) 

B One way of linking sentences in a text is by using pronouns such as this, it, 
he, she, etc. These words refer to something which is mentioned in another 
place in the text. For example: 

The chamber in which the MPs meet is quite small. In fact, it has 
benches for only 437, so when there is an important debate it is very 
crowded. 

Here, the pronoun it refers to the chamber. The writer uses it so that he does 
not need to repeat the word chamber. 

Find these other pronouns in the text (line numbers are given) and note down 
exactly what they refer to. 

one (1) 
this (10) 
them (16) 
it (34) 
this (40) 

these (40) 
this (10) 
he or she (11) 
them (48) 
it (51) 

LINKING CONTRASTING IDEAS 

Look at this sentence from the text: 

This means that although the King or Queen is officially the British 
head of state. he or she does not make any major political decisions. 

In this sentence the word although shows us that there are two contrasting ideas in the 
sentence. The contrasting ideas are: 

• the Queen is the head of state • the Queen doesn't make major political decisions 

These two ideas contrast because usually the head of state of a country QM.s. make 
political decisions. There are several other words and phrases like although which can 
be used to link or join contrasting ideas. Here are some which are used in the text. 

nevertheless however though yet in spite of the fact that but 
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Exercise 1 
Re-read the text to find examples of the linking words and phrases from the box on the 
previous page. Then see if you can identify the two contrasting ideas which each one 
links. 

Exercise 2 
Look at the table below. Link a suitable sentence or phrase from the right hand column 
with one from the left hand column to make seven good sentences. (The first one has 
been done for you.) 

Although the House of Commons is often 
very crowded, 

Members of the Lords are not paid, 

In spite of the fact that women make up 
more than half of the population, 

Britain is called a mUlti-party democracy. 

In the past, the Labour Party represented 
the poor working people, 

Voting in elections is an important 
democratic right. 

MPs can have other jobs in business. 

However, they must not keep them secret. 

there are still very few female MPs. 

but now it has members from all social 
classes . 

though they do receive travel expenses . 

this creates a good atmosphere for debates. 

Yet Parliament is controlled by just two 
parties 

Nevertheless, many young people do not 
bother to vote. 

PRACTISING YOUR SPOKEN ENGLISH 

1 In order to improve your speaking skills you obviously need to speak as much 
as possible. Earlier units in this book have already given you lots of opportunities 
for classroom practice. Here are just some of the speaking activities you have 
already met in this book: 

• discussion with a partner 
• discussion in a group 
• practising introductions and conversation starters 
• exchanging information with a partner 
• working on translation exercises with a partner 
• giving short talks 
• interviewing and being interviewed 
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2 [l] However, your speaking practice should not stop once you leave the 

classroom! It is very important that you find ways to practise outside the classroom 
too. With a partner, discuss whether the suggestions below are practical for you. 
Can you think of other ways to practise your spoken English outside the classroom. 

• You could organise an informal conversation group with your friends at home or in the dormitory. 
In the group you could talk about what's in the news, tell anecdotes, sing songs, and help each 
other with homework and revision . Provided you meet regularly and only allow English to be 
spoken, a conversation group would give you a chance to use the English you learn in class. 

• Try to listen to as much spoken English as possible on radio, 1V and cassettes. Work on your 
pronunCiation using cassettes in a language laboratory or at home. If you have access to a 
cassette recorder why not record yourself giving a talk or chatting with a friend and then listen 
carefully to the recording. This will help you to identify any weaknesses you might have. 

• If you know any non-native speakers of English whose spoken skills are particularly good, talk 
to them and find out the secret of their success. Find out how they managed to become such 
good speakers of English and ask for their advice on how you can improve. Why not start by 
asking your teacher? 

3 Whenever you do practise your spoken English try to remember the following points: 

Don't worry too much about making mistakes. In most conversations, fluency is more important 
than accuracy. 

Be a good listener. Encourage others to talk by asking questions that they will 
enjoy answering. Show the other person that you are listening by nodding your 
head or using short phrases like "I see" or "Really?". To be interesting, be 
interested! 

Think about your body language as well as the words you use. Gestures and 
facial expressions are an importanf part of successful conversation and public 
speaking . 

~ 
4 Now, here are two activities to give you more speaking practice. The first is an 
informal discussion with a partner. The second is a more formal class debate to help 
you develop your public speaking skills. 

[l] COMMON GESTURES IN ENGLISH 

Gestures are very important in formal and informal conversation and in speech making. 
A particular gesture can show the other person or persons how you feel about what you 
are saying or hearing. Some cultures use many gestures (e.g Italian) while others use 
very few (e.g. Japanese). Sometimes it can be difficult for someone from another 
culture to work out what a gesture means. 

With your partner look at the sketches of common gestures used in Britain and America. 
For each one discuss what it might mean and when it could be used. Also, decide which 
of the gestures are also used in Uzbekistan. 
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• CLASS DEBATE 
~ 

MPs spend much of their time in parliament debating important questions. A proposal 
(called a motion) for a new law, or a change in a law, is put forward and the arguments 
for and against the motion are discussed. Debates are controlled by the Speaker. At the 
end of a debate a vote is held to see how many MPs are in favour of the motion and how 
many are against it. . .",\ 

Now you are going to have your own debate. Imagine that yOU are all British MPs and 
that your classroom is the debating cham,ber in the House of Commons! You have all 
come to the chamber to de~ate the motiG,n 

"Britain no longer needs a monarchy." 

What you should do .. 

1 Look at the notes below which give some of the arguments for and against the 
monarchy. Decide on your own position on the qfJestion. 

ARGUMENTS FOR 
THE MONARCHY 

The Queen works very hard for the country. 
She represents Britain in foreign countries. 

The majority of British people love the Queen. 
She is a symbol of unity. ,,, 
The Royal Faf(1ily makes a lot of money for 
the country because millions of tourists corpe 
to see them and the royal traditions. 

The monarch stops pOliticians from getting too 
much power. 

The Royal Family promotes "British exports 
by making Visits abroad. 

y: ARGUMENTS AGAINST 
THE MONARCHY 

The monarchy is very expensive. The Queen 
gets about £10 million of public money each 
year. 

The King or Queen is not elected. It is very 
llndemocriltic to have an unelected head of 
state. 

Monarchy is an old-fashioned idea. It makes 
people think about the past rather th~n the 
future. 

\ The Royal F1jmily is involved in too much 
scandal. l' .r' _ \J 

It ,is too remote·-from ·the ordinary people and 
does not understand their problems. 
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2 Choose one member of your class (or perhaps your teacher) to be the Speaker. He or 
she will chair the debate. 

3 The Speaker opens the debate and asks MPs to give their opinions. MPs should not 
interrupt each other. They should wait until the Speaker invites them to speak. (Look 
at the Phrase box below.) 

4 When MPs are giving their views they should start by saying "Mr / Madam Speaker 
...... ". The Phrase Box below gives some useful expressions. 

5 At the end of the debate the Speaker will hold a vote and announce the result. 
The motion will either be accepted or rejected. 

When you have thought about your own views on the motion and chosen your 
Speaker, look carefully at the useful phrases in the box below. 

PHRASES FOR THE SPEAKER 
; The motion today is ..... ....... . 
Would you give us your views Mr/Mrs ........ ? 
What's your opinion on this Mr/Mrs ......... ? 
Order! Order! 
(voting) 
Those in favour of the motion please show. 
Those against. 
The motion is accepted/rejected. 

AGREEING 
. I completely agree. 
: I agree with the previous speaker. 
i I am in favour of the motion. 

GIVING OPINIONS 
I think that ...... ...... . . 
I believe that.. ...... ... ... .. . 
In my opinion 
I'm certain that 
There's no doubt in my mind that 
As I see it 

DISAGREEING 
I totally disagree. I 
I do not accept what the previous speaker said. 
I am opposed to the motion. 

Now you should be ready to begin your debate. Remember: words are your only 
weapons! 

4, IMPROVING YOUR WRITING DISCURSIVE ESSAYS 

The purpose of a parliamentary debate is to listen to a range of views on a certain 
proposal then to come to a decision on whether that proposal should be accepted or 
rejected. The 'for and against' essay is rather like a written form of debate. When you 
write a 'for and against' essay you discuss both sides of an issue and then put forward 
your own conclusion based on the evidence you have presented. 

1 Listing the points 

When writing a 'for and against' essay, it is particularly important that you think very 
carefully about the issue, problem or proposal before you start writing. It is a good idea 
to note down all the pros and cons as you think of them in two separate lists. just like the 
lists you used when preparing for the debate on the British monarchy. 
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2 Making a plan 
When you have listed all the points you want to include in your essay you should make 
a plan. A typical plan for this type of essay is shown below. 

PARAGRAPH 1 

General statement of 
the problem/situation 

PARAGRAPH 2 PARAGRAPH 3 PARAGRAPH 4 

r 
- Points for --Points against --- Conclusion 

3 Fact and opinion 
When you present the arguments for and against an issue you need to give supporting 
evidence. Sometimes this evidence may be just your or someone else's opinion. This 
kind of evidence is subjective. Sometimes your evidence may be in the form of facts. 
Factual evidence is objective and therefore usually stronger and more convincing. 

4 The opening paragraph 
Try to make your opening paragraph interesting. You may want to give some surprising 
facts, to make a controversial statement or begin with a quotation in order to attract the 
reader 

5 Linking contradictory facts 
In your 'for and against' essay you may want to mention both sides of the question in 
one sentence or in successive sentences. Look back at page 142 to remind yourself of 
the words and phrases used to link two contrasting or contradictory facts. . 

6 Connectors 
Your essay should not be just a list of points. You will need to link the sentences with 
connectors such as: 

firstly secondly in addition furthermore finally in co'nclusion 

You could also use the reinforcing connectors you learned about in Unit 10 (page 119). 

7 The final paragraph 
In the final paragraph you should weigh up the pOints for and against and present your 
own conclusion clearly to the reader. 

WRITING TASK: A 'FOR AND AGAINST' ~SAY 

1 You are going to write an essay giving the arguments for and against the 
following motion. 

Cigarette smoking should be banned In all public places in Uzbekistan. 

To help you think about both sides of this issue look at the various pieces of 
subjective and objective evidence on the next page. 
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Tax on tobacco sales can fund new schools, 
roads and hospitals. )\ 

\~ 

"It's a question of personal freedom. TfTwant 
to smoke why shouldn't I?" I 

"Smoking helps me to relax when I'm worried 
or tense." 

The tobacco industry earns a lot of money 
for Uzbekistan. Many people work in cigarette \'I 
factories and on tobacco farms. ' , 

Tobacco smoke Is mod. ~ of oV'" 4,000 clff"'ent 
chetNcclls. Thes.mtudecll>oat60c .. c ...... (cancer 
cOuq)clMlNcclls. 

Every year m...y tI\oQsWlds of S/IIOk",s ch boreous. of 
thfthcllllt. 

Even people who don't smok .... ~ danger boreous. of 
1not'*'!I~ other people's unokllfposslv. SIIIOImg1 

"lf thll~bcmlldSlllClknipeoplewocldknow 
that llsdangerom." 

2 After you have considered the evidence above: 

• draw up a list of points for and <lgainst <ldding ideas and evidence of your own 
• make a plan for your essay following the mO<!el on the previous page 
• draft, improve and edit your essay in the usual way 

~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

Transla te the following text into Uzbek or Russian 

A typical debate in the Hpuse of Commons lasts about ~ive to six hours, with opening and 
closing speeches by ministers . There are usually fifteen to twenty speeches by backbenchers. 
Sometimes only a handful of MPs are present in the chamber to hear these speeches. At the 
end of every debate the Speaker asks the MPs to vote on the motion that has been debated. 
The members vote by walking through corridors called 'lobbies'. As they walk through the 
lobby they are counted. The 'Yes' lobby runs down one side of the chamber, the 'No' lobby 
down the other. Bells ring all over the building to call those MPs who are not,n the chamber 
to vote. They have to be quick because the doors to the voting lobbies are locked after six 
minutes. Although many MPs may not have attended the debate. they know whether to 
support or oppQse the motion because party managers stand outsi(je the doors. MPs 'Ilmost 
always vote automatically with their parties . . -4fj. 

PUZZLE CORNIER 

HoW many wor'!s.of 3 letters or more can you make from the word below? 

DEMOCRATI"C 

RATING: 15 = good 20 = very good 25. or more = excellent 
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vote 

election 

parliament 

democracy 

democratic 

right 

compromise 

term 

govemment 

monarchy 

speech 

inherit 

debate 

reform 

~
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

Ivautl v oD036epMot<" proposal Ipra'pauzll n TaKJIHtP 

caHnaMOI<; motion tmauJnl n TaKJIHtP 

It'lekJnl n caIDloB (M<l)t(J(HCna) 

/pa:lomont/ n napJlaMCHT put forward I,put 'fo:wadl v TaKJIH<jl 

Idl'mokrasil n neMoKpaTHII KHPHTMOI<; 

ldemalcr.£ukI ad} neMOKpaTHK unity tju:noti! n 6HPJlHK 

Iraltl n '1)'10'1<; promote Ipro'moutl v IIHrH 

tkompramalzl n Mypoca, JlaB03HMTa 

KOMnpoMHC K)'rapMOI<; 

It"ml n aTaMa scandal tsk",ndl/ n JKaIDK3JI 

tgAv;mmontl n JO'KYMaT remote In'moutl ad} Y301<;, OJlHC 

/mDnoki:1 n MOHapXHI! (lKol\) 

Is pi:tJI n HYTI<; cancer tk",nso(r)1 n paK 

Im'heritl v Mepoc JQt1IH6 tax It"'ksl n COJlHI<; 

OJlMOI<; support Iso'p~:t/ v K;)iJlJlaMOI<; 

Idl'beltl n ne63T oppose lo'pouz/ v K,aPIIDI 

In'fo:ml v l<;al\T3 I<;YPMOI<; 6)1J1MOI<; 

(<JHi<;MOI<;) 

When you listen to native speakers of English, try to notice how 
they use intonation. Falling intonation on words like 'OK' or 'so' 
often shows that the speaker is about to change the subject . 
RiSing intonation is a way of showing interest in what is being 
said. A wide range of intonation is more likely to keep a listener 
interested than a monotonous voice. 
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, 

1n tlsta unit !Iou wit{ 'Mm lIom8 WIJ!lII 0(' ,. 

• reading and talking about computers 
• predicting the future with differing levels 'Of 

certainty 
• using the first conditional tense 
• writing a summary of a longer text 

~ .. ' ~ HARDWARE ~ND SOFTWARE 

1 Look at the picture of a computer system below and add appropriate labels 
using words and phrases listed on the left. 

keyboard 

mouse 

monitor 

floppy disk 
or diskette 

screen 

floppy disk drive 

micro-processor 
(inside) 
~~., 

2 Skim the following short extracts and decide from which of the sources below 
each one was taken. 

a newspaper report 
an advert in a magazine 

150 

a word processing manual 
a dictionary 



o 
computer /k,m'pjuto/ n an electronic 

device for storing and analysing information 
fed into it, for calculating, or for controlling 
machinery automatically: Is the new 
information available on (the) computer yet? 
, The accounts are processed by computer. 
. a lilDWJ;I/personal computer· a computer 
programmer' computer~graphics 

e 
What should you look for when choosing a EQ? 
• it must be small enough to fit in your briefcase 

• it must provide enough power to handle all 
the applications which you regularly use. 

Given these criteria, your first choice of machine 
must be the TRANASONIC CF-171 . 

As a laptop it has few rivals for slimness and 
lightness. Yet it's not only the size of the CF-171 
which impresses. .... ... .. ' 

3 Now read the extracts again and 

UNIT 13 

e 
TO MOVE TEXT TO ANOTHER LOCATION IN A 
DOCUMENT: 
1. Select the text you want to move. 
2. Choose CUT from the EDIT menu. 

The selected text disappears from the screen. 
3. ~ the location in the document where you 

want to insert the text. 
4. Choose EAlli from the EDIT menu. 

The text appears in the new location. 

e 
The annual Computer and Communications Central 

Asia Exhibition was opened yesterday at the Yoshlik 
sports centre in Tashkent. 

About thirty firms took part in the exhibition and a 
wide variety of technology was presented, from small 
systems designed for an office to complex ones 
which can connect hundreds of computers within a 
~ 

The new IBM ~ looked "Very impressive, as 
did the new 'all-in-one' Xerox 3006 on show at the 
Uz-Xerox stand. This comprises a fax,photocopier, 
printer and scanner, in one single machine. 

The exhibition continues until the end of the week. 

match the underlined words in the extracts with the following definitions: 

a) programs used in a computer 

b) to press the button on a mouse 

c) a system which connects a number of computers 

d) personal computer 

e) the computer equi pment itself 

f) to insert a text or a picture in a document 

g) a small personal computer ~ 

DEVELOPING YOU READING SKILLS 

1 [l] With a partner discuss the different ways in which computers can help 
us in the following places. Make a note of your ideas . 

• in the office • at school and university • in factories • in hospitals • at home 

2 Now read the text about computer technology and how it ~ffects us. As you 
read see how many of the ideas you noted above are mentioned in the text. 
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The computer revolution, which began about 25 years ago with the invention of 
micro-chip technology, has probably changed our lives for ever. We use computers 
and the micro-chi ps which make them possible every time we pick up the telephone or 
switch on the television. We drive cars designed with the help of computers and listen to 

5 music composed on a computec. .yve. can el/en play chess against a computer. Like it or 
not, computers will undoubtedly become more and more important in our professional 
and personal lives. 

The computerisation of the office has completely changed the way companies do 
10 business. Although the paperless office may still be a dream, computers can take on 

many office tasks which formerly required piles of paper and several filing cabinets. In 
fact the computer is like a huge electronic filing cabinet which can store and organise 
large collections of data such as cListomer accounts, stock lists, and employee records . 
These computer databases have several. advantages over the traditional filing systems: 

15 specific information can be found much more quickly and easily; records can be 
automatically sorted anel updated; computers in a particular company can be linked 
within a network so that' managers of different departments can have access to the 
same data, computers take up very little space in the office and some can even be 
carried around in a briefcase. 

20 However, the office computer is more than just-an advanced filing system. It is also a 
powerful calculator which speeds up financiaj calculations, and a sophisticated word
processor which allows you to plan, type and print letters, memos, reports and other 
business documents. Word-processing programs help make the typing and editing of 

25 documents less boring. Changes and correction.$, can be made to a text without having to 
retype the whole document from scratch'. 

Perhaps the most important of all the computer's functions in a modern office is that of 
electronic communicator. Businesses around the world can now communicate with each 

30 other and w.ith their customers via electronic mail (e-mail) . A message is typed onto the 
computer screen, the Send button is clicked, and the message is sent down the telephone 
line tothe recipient's screen on the other side of ttie world - provided that both sender 
and recipient are on the same netWork. All of this takes onlya few minutes and is much 
cheaper than making an international call. An even more recent computer technology 

35 called video-teleconferencing ma:y soon allow business people in several different locations 
around Uzbekistan to hold a meeting as if they were face-to-face in the same room. 
Small cameras on the computer will enable participants to see colour images of each 
other and they will also be able to talk directly and exchange documents. All of this visual , 
audio and textual data will be processed by computers and sent via telephone lines. 

40 Of course, itjs l19t only bU.l?ines~es which prSl benefiting from computers. The same 
technologY is also used in schools and unive~sities. For example, in Computer Assisted 
Learning (CAL) the computer leads the student through a learning task step-by-step, 
asking questions to check understanding and giving advice. CAL is especially useful in 

• . the learning of foreign languages. Even more exciting is the possibility of linking schools 
45' and universities to the global computer network. If universities in Uzbekistan link up to the 

Internet, students here will be able to exchange information and ideas with students in 
other countries. Teachers and students wilJ also be able to call up anything from a world 
database of books, academic papers and historical archives. In the future, students 
could work at home using the Internet to research topics and communicating via e-mail 

50 with their teachers. If such 'borderless' classrooms become a reality, it seems almost 
certain that teachers will have to play a different role, although it is highly unlikely that 
computers will ever replace them completely. If the price of computer hardware and 
software continues to fall, more and more people all over the world will buy home 
computers and join the global network. Th.en the revolution will be complete. 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION 

A The text is divided into five paragraphs. The main topic of each paragraph has 
been listed below. Write the correct paragraph number ( 1-5) next to each topic. 

The use of computers in education 
The advantages of computer 
databases in the office 
Electronic communication for business 

Word processing applications 

An introductory paragraph 

B The fol/owing sentence has been removed from the text. Decide where it 

should be placed. Mark the place in the text with an asterix (*). 

Spelling and grammar can also be checked automatically. 

C Match the computer application in the text with the description on the right. 

database program 
word processor 

video 
teleconferencing 

e-mail 

the internet 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

a worldwide network of computers giving users 
access to information and services 

a computer based system which allows users 
in different places to take part in meetings 

an application which produces documents suitable 
for printing 

an application used to store and organise large 
collections of information 
messages sent between users of computers 

A Read through the text again and underline aI/ the words which are new to you. 
Try to guess their meanings using clues in the text. When you have done that. 
check your guesses in a good dictionary. 

B Using the paragraph references given. look back in the text and find words or 
phrases which have a similar meaning to: 
a dramatic change in something (1) 
making something that has not existed before (1) 
written notes sent between people in the same firm (3) 
complicated (3) 
to start again from the very beginning (3) 
by way of or through something (4) 
close to and looking directly at something (4) 
moving gradually from one stage to the next (5) 
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C Word formation 
The suffix '-less ' combines with nouns to form adjectives. Adjectives fo;~ed in this 
way describe people or things that do not have or do whatever is referred to. For 
instance if something is 'nameless : it has ,no name and i(.it is 'harmless' it cannot 
harm you. ' 

In the text there are two examples of adjectives with ' ;': /ess. ' Can you find them? 
(One is in paragraph 2 and the other in paragraph 5). 

Now choose an adjective from the box to complete each of the sentences' below. 

motionless 
thoughtless 
spotless 
jobless 

, pail'lless 
,·homeless 
endless 
speechles1? 

1) "Don't worry, it'll be ........... ..•.. ", said the dentist. , 
2) In many countries .... .... .... .. .. people sleep outside on the streets . 
3) When I found out that I'd tieen awarded a scholarshi p I was so suprised that I 

was .. ..... : .. ...... . . 
4) I think he cleans his 'car every day. It's always .... .. .... .. .. .. . 
5) A good wildlife photographer must be able to sit. ........ ...... .for hours, waiting for the 

perfect picture . 

Make sentences of your own using the other three adjectives in the box. 

o Choose the correct word to complete each sentence. (You may have to change 
the form of some words slightly). 

1) correct, correctly, corrective, correctness 

a) Word processing programs have 'spell checkers' which will automatically check 
the .. .. .... .. .. .. .. of your spelling . 

b) Provided you enter the data ..... .... ...... . a computer will always give you 
the .... .. .. .. .. .... answer. '" 

c) If a company is losing money the management sh0u.ld take ..... ...... .. .. . action. 

2) compute, computer, computerise , computerisation 

a) The .. .. .. .... .. .... of factories has led to an increase in the number of jobless people. 
b) "Have you .. .. ...... .. .. .. the results yet?" 
c) .. .. .. ... .. .... . used to fill a whole room but now they' can be carried around in a briefcase. 

3) technology, technological, technologically, technologist 
. ' -. 

a) Factories in Uzbekistan are much more .. .... ... .. .. .. . advanced than they viere five 
years ago. 

b) He works as a computer .... .... .. ...... , designing and testing new hardware. 
c) The invention of the microchi p was a great. .. .. :; ... ...... achievement. , .,-I!!J 
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I ~R I PREDICTING THE FUTURE 

, . .", The text talked about the way in which computers already affect 
us. It also offered various predictions about how computers might change our 
lives in the future. For instance: 

"In the future students could work at home using the Internet ... " 

Predictions like this can be expressed with different levels of certainty depending 
on how sure we are that the predicted event will happen You could think of these 
levels as being on a scale of 0-100%. 

lOP% I I :~" '"' I ' °rc 
certain probable -po~si9Ie ·"· " improbable impossible 

Below are some of the words and phrases you can use to express different levels 
of certainty when making predictio'ns about the future. 

CERTAINTY 
will (definitely, certainly) 
certain 

PROBABILITY 
(highly/most) probable 
(highly/most) likely 
probably 

IMPROBABI!,ITY 
improbable ' 
(highly/most) unlikely 
probably not 

cannot 
could not 
not possible 
impossible 

most doubtful 

'POSSIBILITY 
may (not) 
might (not) 
could 
possible 
possibly 
perhaps 

Now look back through the text and find predictions about the future Decide 
what level of certainty is expressed in each prediction. 

Exercise 1 

[l] Look at these imaginary headlines from Uzbek newspapers in the year 20 10. 
How likely or unlikely do you think it is that these things will happen? Exchange 

views with your partner using words and expressions from the list above. For 
instance, you might say: "I think it is highly likely that a cure for AIDS will be 
found". 

plcs ~ War declared 
edaJB /It tbe OlyJll betw-eelJ the 

wJnII10 ,old DJ • USA IlIJd China 
U.b6JdBtaD CORE FOR AIDS IS DISCOVII:RJI:D' 
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ooneert jVes a 

\n ,. ash\tent 

SmOking is made i//egol in UZbelrislon 

\ Jae\tson 9 
~.' hae 
.... Ie flzbeh capital .. __ ~ IamIIrIumd. 

Mojol" t!Ol"1"lJua!ce "its Andijan IIIEI ."latUl IE"MU .. SECRHA" CElEUl 

Predictions with conditions 

Sometimes when we make predictions we can add a condition to say what we 
think will happen if something else happens. Look at these examples from the 
text; 

If universities in Uzbekistan link up to the Internet, studentswi/l be able to exchange information. 

If the price of hardware and software continues to fall, more and more people all over the 
world will be able to buy home computers. 

These sentences are examples of the first conditional form. The verb in the 'if' 
clause is in the present simple tense. The verb in the main clause is in the future 
tense with 'will', 'may' or 'might'. We use the first conditional when we think that 
the condition in the 'if' clause is certain, probable or possible. So, in the examples 
above, the writer believes that it is likely that, in the future, universities in 
Uzbekistan will be linked to the Internet and that the price of computer technology 
will continue to fall. 

Exercise 2 

Make predictions by writing a suitable main clause for the sentences below. 

a) If the population of the world continues to increase rapidly, .... ... .. .... ...... ...... .... . 

b) If Uzbekistan adopts the Latin alphabet, ..... .. ... .... .... ... ...... .. ... ... ..... . ..... ........ .. ... . 

c) If you eat too much fatty food, ..... .. .. ....... ... . , ... .... .. .... .. ........ ... ....... ... ... .......... .. . . 

d) If the number of cars in Tashkent keeps on growing, ...... .... ... ... .... .... .... ......... . .. 

e) It student stipends are raised, ...... .. .. .... .................. .............. .. .... .. .......... .. ........ · 
.. ...... ..... .. ...... ......... .. .... .. ..... ... .............. .. ...... ........... ........... ........... ...... .. .... .... .......... 
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USING COMPUTERS 

As you read in the text, computers can be of great use to teachers and students. 
Perhaps some of you have already used e-mail to send and receive messages 
from friends in other count ries . Marw fjrm~ and organisations in Uzbekistan now 
have an e-mail address. In the future the Inte rnet computer network may enable 
you to find information and read books from all over the world You may also have 
the chance to use special educational software 

However, at present, perhaps the most practical way for you to use the computer 
is as a writing tool. Most word processing programs have several features 
which can help you to improve and enjoy your writing. These inClu~e:. 
• a spell checker which finds misspelt words and suggests corrections 
• a thesaurus which offers..syoonyms forwords to help you avoid repetition . 
• a grammar checker which corrects certain aspects of grammar such ~ ' 0 

as verb-subject agreement . 

These special features can help you edit and improve your writing but you still 
need to do careful reading and checking yourself. 

Word processing programs can also help you to lay out documents such as CVs 
and formal letters. As you become' more experienced , you can improve your 
writing by adding pictures or special design effects. This textbook was designed 
on a computer and I hope you' ll agree that it looks interesting! If you have access 
to a computer in your university, try to practise using it to write essays and 
letters. 

£Fl, IMPROVING YOUR WRITING SUMMARIES 

The aim of writing a summary is to express the basic meaning 'of a longer text 
without lOSing any important information or changing the emphasis of the original. 
Here are some situations in which you may need to write summaries: 

• You read an interesting newspaper article and want to describe the main points to a 
friend in a letter. . 

• You are asked to write a report of a'business meeting between an Uzbek firm and its 
foreign partners. 

• You attend an international conference an.d are asked to summarise the main speeches. 

• You have to write an academic paper on market economics and need to summarise 
information from various textbooks and journals. 

• You are taking an exam and one of the questions asks you to summarise a text. 
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Here are six important steps to follow when summarising a text: 

1 Read the text carefully to make sure that you understand the main points. 

2 Underline the most important information. 

3 Make notes of the main pOints leaving out details such as examples, names and 
personal comments. 

4 Use the notes to write a paragraph in complete sentences. Don't take whole sentences 
from the text. Use your own words, especially if your summary is for an exam . 

5 Check the number of words in your summary. If it's too long, shorten it by removing 
unecessary words or by rephrasing sentences. 

6 Give your summary a final check for mistakes in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 

WRITING TASK: SUMMARISING A TEXT 

Write a summary in 120- 150 words of the reading text in this unit. Follow the six 
steps mentioned above and also: 

• make sure you include all the important pOints 
• don't add your own ideas 
• write in full sentences, not in note form 
• keep within the number of words required (in exams you lose marks if you write 
too much or too little) 

• draft, edit and i!l1prove your writing in the normal way 

~ TRANSLATION PRACTICE 

Translate the following article from a British students' magazine into Uzbek or 
Russian. 

COFFEE, CAKES AND COMPUTERS! 

It's a problem. The university is closed, you don't have a computer at 
home and you need to finish some research . What can you do? The 

answer may be a cybercafe, a new kind of cafe 
r:. - opening up all over the UK. Cybercafes offer the 
~ usual selection of food and drink but are also 
\.'5 ;:'I) equipped withcomputers for their customers touse. 

As well as continuing your research project until late 
in the evening, you can book a computer and browse 
on the Intemet exploring all the information and services available. For a small 

charge, international students can also get an e-mail address and use the cafe as a post office. 
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PUZZLE CORNER 

The answers to the clues below are all words you have met in this Unit. There is 
also an anagram of each word to help you. Solve the clues and enter the words 
in the grid. The letters in the grey boxes will spell the hiden word. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

clues 

1 It is sometimes floppy 
2 A number of computers linked together 

3 A large store of information on a <;:omputer 

4 Messages sent electronically via computers 

5 Programs used in a computer 
6 The computer screen is part of this 

7 To insert text or a picture into a document 

8 A small computer which can be easily carried around 

~ 

Hidden word: 

anagrams -
(skid) 

(a mile) 

(sow after) 

(tin room) 

(tapes) 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

screen 

mouse 

keyboard 

electronic 

device 

analyse 

store 

automatic 

process 

briefcase 

paste 

edit 

exhibition 

menu 

insert 

network 

document 

~ 
LJ~ 

160 

/skri:n/ n 3JCpaH equipment h'kwlpm~nl/ n 
/maus/ n CH'u(;OH connect Ik~'nekt/ v 

Iki:b~:d/ n KJlaBHaTypa link /lInk/ v 

/I,Iek'tromk/ ad} 3J1eKTpOHHK data tdelta/ n 

/dl'vals/ n ac606 file /fail/ n 
I",nalalz/ v Tal\JlHJI sophisticated /s~'flstlkeltld/ ad} 

K;HJJMOK; message Imesldy n 

/st~:(r)/ v rynJlaMOK; recipient /n'slpi~nt/ n 

1,:':ta'm"'lIk/ ad} aBTOMaTHK 

Iprauses/ v K;aHTa HWJla6 via tvala, 'vi:a/ prep 

'1HK;aPMOK; global tgI~ubl/ ad} 

Ibri:fkels/ n nopT<jleJJb spotless tspotlas/ ad} 

/pelst/ v enHwTHpMOK; motionless tmauJnlas/ ad} 

/edlt/ v Tal\PHp harmless tha:mlas/ ad} 

J<;HJlMOK; 

l,eksl'bIJn/ n Kypra3Ma summarise tSAm~ralz/ v • 

/menju:/ n MeHIO 

/m's3:t/ v KHPHTMOK; 

Inetw3:k/ n ceTb browse /braud v 

t dokjumant/ n 'O?IOKaT 

A computer is only a tool. It cannot think for 
you and will never replace the careful 
planning and improving which you must do 
to produce interesting, effective and accurate 
writing. 

lKHl\03 

YJlaMOK; 

60FJIaMOK; 

JI3JJHJJ , <jlaKT 

<jlaltn 

MypaKKa6 

xa6ap 

OJlYB'fH, K,36YJI 

K,HJJYB'fH 

OpK;3JJH 

YMYM-6arnapHH 

xaroeH3, T03a 

x.apaKaTCH3 

JapapcHJ, 

6eJapap 

XYJloca 

K,HJIMOK;, RKYH 

RcaMOK; 

sapal<,llaMoK; 



1nn~ 1,1' CARING FOR OUR WORLD 

r , 
'I" H.ia u"il /JOU wi(/ (""m Iww to .. .. 

H • talk about environmenta~ problems 
• understand a complex diagram 
• use cause and efect linking words 

• write a campaign leaflet 
• take part in a formal meeting 

'-~ 

.. 

Being able to find relevant and 
useful information in a book is a 
very important skill for any student. 
In this unit we will practise some 
of these vital reference skills., 

o 

THE WEB OF LIFE 

1 Lookat these quotes from an American Indian Chief speaking over 140 years ago. 

"Only when the last tree has died 
and the last river been poisoned 
and the last fish been caught will 
we realise that we cannot eat 
money." 

"The Earth do~s not belong to us: we 
belong to the Earth . All things are 
connected. Whatever happens to the 
Earth, t,Jappens to us . We did not 
weave the web of life. We are only a 
strand in it. Whatever we do to the 
web, we do to ourselves " 

What does he mean by "the web of life"? When he says "we cannot eat money", 
what is he implying about our attitude towards the environment? Do you agree 
with the Chief's ideas on the environment and our relationship with it? 

2 Today, the human population is so large that the effects of people on the 
natural environment can be very powerful. In fact, in many places the natural 
environment has been damaged or even completely destroyed by human activity. 

[l] With your partner make a list of al/ the different ways in which humans are 
damaging or destroying the natural environment. When you have finished, 
compare your list with those of other students. 

3 Now look at these extracts from various newspaper and magazine reports 
about environmental problems in different parts of the world. For each extract try 
to answer the questions overleaf. 
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• What ~ype of environmental damage is involved? 
• 'Who is responsible for the problem? 
• Is it a local or a global problem? 
• Does Uzbekistan suffer from the same or a similar problem? 

A 
An environmental 'group in Russia has been 
making a 'desperate attempt to clean up 150 
tonnes of oil that spilled from a pi peline 
near Usinsk between June and August 1994. 

C 

B 
Police in Srinigar, northern India, have seized a 
record number of 1,366 rare animal skins worth 
more than £ 600,000, incuding a 5-metre tiger 
skin, the biggest ever found. 

Britain is this weekend suffering its worst summer lair pollution crisis for several years. Concentrations of 
dangerous gases exceeded WHO safety levels over large parts of England and Wales yesterday and the 
Government i s ad;vising people not to use their cars": the main source of the pollution - unless abSOlutely 
necessary. 

o 
At least three species are becoming extinct each hour 
in the tropical rainforests, according to a new analysis 
by the world famous biologist Professor Edward 
Wilson of Harvard University. 

F 
Vast sections of marshland in southern Iraq are being 
destroyed by the Iraqi Government's ambitious 
programme of hydrological control. "Iris the planned 
destruction of a people and their environment - part 
of a long term plan to bring a rebel region under 
government control." • " 

H 
Work is under way to prevent a Kyrgyz mountain 
river from bursting its banks and waShing burjed 
radioactive waste downstream into the Fergana Valley 
in UzbekiStan, Moscow Ostankino Radio reported. 

E 
By the mid-2000s the average global temperature is 
predicted to rise by an estimated 3-5' C, causing a rise in 
sea levels a~ polar ice melts. Entire regions and some 
nations will be at risk of submersion. Coastal cities like 
Calcutta, London and New York could disappear. 

G 
India 's biggest tourist attraction is suffering from 
'marQle cancer' , the result of pollution from vehicles, 
industries and a coal fired power station 20 miles 
away which pumps a tonne of sulphur dioxide into 
the atmosphere every day. 

4 Now look at the headlines below and match them to the stories above. 

(1) SummerSmo. Hovers Over Brit_In (2) SHADOW OVER TAJ MAHAL ... : .. 

(3) Rare Skhu Se~ ..... (4) Radiation Worrl_ ...... 

(5) Sadam.' • Water War ..... (6) OIL SPILL SPOILS ..... 

(7) Pace of Extinction Quickens ...... (8) Threat to London ..... . 
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flv~ DEVELOPING YOUR READING SKILLS 

" 
1 [l] This picture ~hows a scene / rom the Aral Sea region of Uzqekistar· With 
your partner, describe what you see and discuss what has happened and why. 

~ 

- ...--. .---r~ '1:' t . . . ~,.\~{ 

, ' . , (j--
' ;.... . __ .. ~ 

e 

,A . A.. 

2 You are going to read a text about environmental problems in the Aral Sea 
region. Before you read, see if you can predict some of the words (verbs, nouns 
and adjectives) which you will find in the text. Write your predictions below: 

verbs nouns adjectives 

Now compare your lists with your partner's. Are any of your predictions the 
same? 

3 As you read, try to find: 

• how many of the words you predicted above actually appear in the text 

• the sentence in the text which describes the picture above 
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The inhabitants of Muynak, a former fishing port on the Aral Sea, remember how 
Lenin once asked their grandfathers to send fish to the Volga region because of a 
famine there, Now the shoreline of the sea is many kilometres from Muynak and the 
skeletons of fishing boats lie rusting on dunes on the edge of the town, The blue 

5 waters of the Aral Sea were once home to 24 species of fish and supported a thriving 
fishing industry, By the early 1980s the increase in the pollution and salinity (saltiness) 
of the water had led to the destruction of the fish shoals. As a result most of Muynak's 
60,000 fishermen are now unemployed. For the jobless fishermen the days when 
they could dine on their own caviar by the shor.es of the sea are just a sad, distant 

10 memory, 

The Aral Sea, once the fourth largest lake in the world , has Shrunk by more than 
half of its surface and by more than two thirds of its volume, Since 1960 its water 
level has fallen by more than 16 metres and its salinity has increased by more than 

15 three times. The former sea bed is now a barren salt desert. 

The shrinkage of the sea is easily explained. The Aral Sea has no outflow so, in 
the past, nature kept a balance by replacing the water which evaporates in the hot 
sun (about 60 cubic kilometres each year) with new water brought by its two feeder 

20 rivers the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya, However, the rise in demand for water to 
irrigate the cotton crops of Central Asia and to supply the growing population has led 
to more and more water being taken from the Amu Darya, the Syr Darya and their 
tributaries. As a result, the natural balance has been broken and the amount of water 
reaching the Aral Sea is no longer enough to replace that lost through evaporation , 

25 Consequently, the volume and level of the sea are decreasing, its shoreline is 
retreating, and its salinity is increasing, 

The drying up of the Aral sea is one of the world's major environmental disasters. 
Not only is th'e environment around the lake being destroyed, but the livelihood and 

30 health of the people who live there are also being damaged. The cotton harvest in 
the fields of the Amu Darya delta is declining since the reduction in the area of the 
Sea has changed the local climate and resulted in a shorter growing season, The 
fertility of the soil has also been reduced by the salt blown off the dry seabed. 
Because of this drop in fertility, farmers use more chemicals on their land. These 

35 chemical fertilisers arid pesticides have polluted the rivers and the Aral Sea itself. 
Drinking water taken from these sources is also polluted. In addition, the air contains 
salt, dust and pollutants blown from the sea bed. This pollution of the air and water 
is causing serious health problems. Many people suffer from anaemia, breathing 
difficulties and stomach problems including gastritis, The infant mortality rates 

40 increased by 20% from1980 to 1989 and have long been the highest in the Republic, 
Doctors say that these health problems are due to the bad water and polluted air. 

Several international organizations including the UNDP and UNEP are now helping 
the Government of Uzbekistan to tackle the problem of the Aral Sea. The World Bank 

45 is giving over $30 million to help save the Sea and expensive research projects and 
international conferences of experts are planned. In fact, there is a joke that if every 
expert who visits the Aral Sea brought a bucket of water the problem could be 
solved! But for the people of the area it is no laughing matter. Written in chalk on the 
side of a shi p stuck in the sand near Muynak are the words, "Forgive us Aral. Please 
come back!" Whether the Aral is prepared to forgive us is still an unanswered question, 
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4 READING COIIIPREHI!NSION 

A Which of the following would you choose as a title for the text? 

Environmental Problems in Uzbekistan 
The Pollution of the Aral Sea 
The Aral Sea Disaster 

B Below are summaries of the five paragraphs in the text. However they are not 
in the correct order. Number them (1-5) according to their order in the text. 

a paragraph describing the consequences of the changes in the Aral Sea ..... . 
a paragraph giving details of the changes in the Aral Sea 
a paragraph about the current situation in Muynak 
a paragraph mentioning efforts to examine and tackle the problem 
a paragraph explaining the, causes of the changes in the Aral Sea 

C Find the answers to the following questions in the text. 

a) How many species of the fish once lived in the Aral Sea? 
b) By how much has the level of the Sea fallen since 1960? 
c) How much money is the World Bank giving to help tackle the problem? 
d) How much water is lost from the Sea each year through evaporation? 
e) What was the increase in the rate of infant death between 1980 and1989? 

5 WORKING WITH WORDS 

A The text contains several examples of words which describe an increase (1') or 
a decrease (,.,) in the amount or the size of something. How many of them can 
you find? Complete the lists below and show whether the word is a verb (V) or 
a noun (N). Line numbers have been given to help you. 

line 11 
line 13 
line 16 

~ 

line 24 ".aee deceeas;"9 ... (\I) ... 
line 30 
line 32 
line 33 

1-
line 6 .... the ;"aease ... . (N) ... 
line 13 
line 19 
line 20 
line 25 
line 38 

B Try to work out the meaning of the underlined words in the sentences below by 
looking at the context. Use the questions in the boxes on the right to help you. 

... fishing boats lie Ilmting on dunes .... (line 4) 

'rusting' could mean 

What are fishing boats 
made of? What happens to 
old cars when they are left 
outside without care? 
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The former sea bed is now a blun:D salt desert. (line 14) 

'barren' could mean .... .............. .. .... ....... .. ..... .. ... .... . 

.. but the livelihood and health of the people who live 
there are also being damaged. (line 28) 

'livelihood' could mean ............. ........ ...................... . 

.. and stomach problems including ~. (line 38) 

'gastritis' could mean ........ .......... ..... .. .... ....... ... .. .... . 

6 UNDERSTANDING DIAGRAMS 

What do you know about 
deserts? .. .. 

Apart from damage t6 their 
health , in what other ways have 
many people in the region been 
badly flffected? 

What does the word 'including' 
indicate? 

Look at the diagram illustrating the problems in the Aral Sea region on the facing 
page. This kind of diagram is called a 'cause-effect diagram'. The arrows (~) 
point to .the effects or consequences of specific changes. However, some 
information is missing from the diagram. 

Complete the cause-effect diagram by putting the information below into the 
appropriate empty boxes (1-7) 

(a) 1 exposure of sea bed I 

social and economic 
(ell problems 

in the Ami Sea region 

(b)1 pollution of drinking water 

(d)1 decline in harvests 

(f)1 increase in water taken 
from feeder rivers 

I ~R I CAUSE-EFFECT LINKING WORD& 

Look at these sentences from the text: 

decrease in the 
(g>l Aral Sea, fish 

population 

~ 

By the early 1980s the increase in the pollution and salinity of the water had led to the destruction 
of the fish shoals. 

Doctors say that these health problems are due to the bad water and the polluted air. 

The words underlined are used to link sentences and parts of sentences and to 
show a cause-effect relationship between them. 
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THE ARAL SEA 'PROBLEM 
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2 ................. . 

.................... 

• increase in 
salinity of Sea 

6 ................. . 

health problems among local population 

"-~~ ___ ~'\ 7 ................ .. 
..................... 
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... the increase in the pollution and salinity of the wate~ 

had led to 

the destruction of the fish shoals. 

.. . these health problems are 

due to 

the bad water and the polluted air. 

Exercise 1 

CAUSE 

LINKING P+tRASE 

EFFECT 

EFFECT 

LINKING PHRASE 

CAUSE 

A Look at the sentences below and try to find the ~ the ~ and the 
linking phrase. Underline the linking phrase and write Cor E above the 
appropriate part of the sentences. The first one has been done for you. 

e __ -------=e~------__ __ 
----------- --- -----, 

(1) Tigers are still being hunted ru:! their numbers in the wild are declining rapidly. 

(2) The increase in pollution from cars and lorries is causing global warming. 

(3) People are in danger as a result of r'!diation leaks from nuclear power stations. 

(4) Due to the destruction of the rain forests, three species become extinct each hour. 

(5) More and more people in Britain are becoming concerned about the environment. 
Consequently membership of environmental pressure groups like 'Friends of the Earth' 
is growing. 

B Now look back at the text and find more examples of these cause-effect 
relationshi ps. In each case underNne the linking word or phrase. 

Exercise 2 

A Study the sentences below, then compleis each gap with one of the cause
effect linkers from the box below. In some cases there are several possible 
answers. 

(1) The accident at Chernobyl in 1986 sent a cloud of radioactive pollution over Scandinavia 
and Western Europe ............ .. ...... .. . farmers had to kill millions of pigs, sheep and cows. 

(2) Acid rain pollution is .. .. ...... .. .... .. ..... damageto many of Europe's most famous buildings. 
(3) .. .. ...... .... .... the increase in CFC gases in tlie atmosphere. the ozone layer is getting 

thinner. 

(4) Many of Britain's beaches are very dirty 
(5) An industrial disaster in Bhopal, India, in 1984 

many thousands of people. 
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B Now look back at your completed cause-effect diagram of the Aral Sea problem. 
With a partner, practise talking about the various changes taking place using 
appropriate cause-effect tinkers. For example: 

"More and more water is being taken from rivers because of the need for irrigation. 
This is causing a reduction in the water entering the Aral Sea." 

ROLE PLAY 

• Read this article which 
appeared in the 
British newspaper 
"The Guardian". 

The World Bank, is giving Uzbekistan £22 
million to try to save the. Aral Sea, the once 
huge saltwater lake which has been so 
drained and polluted that it is in danger of 
drying up. 

'I" 
t 

In this role play you are all people from Muynak who are very concerned about 
the special problems of the town and the region. The Hokim of Muynak has 
called a meeting to hear' the views of different people on how the money 
recently given by the World Bank should be used. 

What you must do: 

1 Form a group of five. " . 
2 Arrange your chairs or desks in a circle, , . 
3 Choose one of the roles from .the five (A-E) showh on the next page, 
4 Read your role card carefully and study the useful phrases for meetings given on 

page 146, 
5 The 'Hokim' should chair the meeting and give every.-0re ~ chance to speak, 

6 Remember that even jf you disagree strongly with another person's view!? you must 
always be polite! 

7 The aim of the meeting is to reach a decision on how the World Bank money 
should be spent in Muynak, • 

8 When you are all ready the meeting can begin , 

ROLE A 
You are a fisherman from Muynak, Like many 
of your friends you are now unemployed 
Owing to the declining numbers of fish in the 
sea, You find it more difficult to support your 
family, You are also worried about the effect 
the polluted water may be having on your 
children's health, In your opinion the World 
Bank money should be used to create new 
jobs and to provide clean drinking water fot . 
the local people, 

ROLE B 
You are a vegetable farmer living near Muynak, 
For several years' your harvests have been 
d~clining and you have to spend a lot of money 
on chemical fertilisers , You are also worried 
about the levels of pollution in the area, Last 
year you spent three weeks in hospital with 
gastritis and your children often miss school 
because of illness, You think that the World 
Bank money should be used to develop new 
crops which Can grow in the salty soil and to 
supply the hospitals with better medicines. r . 
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ROLEC 
You are the Hokim of Muynak and the 
chairperson of the meeting, You have tailed 
this meeting to hear the views of different 
people on how the money given by the World 
Bank can best be used to help the local 
people. Make sure you give everyone a 
chance to speak. 

ROLE D 
You are a doctor working in a hospital in 
Muynak. You have noticed that a growing 
number of people are coming to you with 
stomach and breathing problems. The high 
rate of infant mortality also worries you . You 
are sure that this is the result of the unhealthy 
environment in the region. You believe that 
most of the World Bank money should be 
spent on projects to improve the health of 
the local population. This must be done 
quickly before too many people die. 

" ROLE E 
You are a foreign environmental expert with 
the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP) who has been working on the Aral 
Sea problem for some time. You believe that 
it is very important to spend money on 
scientific · research so that the best solutions 
to the problem can be found. You think that a 
speCial research centre should be built in 
Muynak and that foreign experts should be 
invited to work there . 

.. 
REFERENCE SKILLS (1) 

1 Books will play an important role in your life as a university student. You will need to be very 
familiar with the key textbooks in your subject area. You should also get to know the structure of 
a typical textbook and the kind of information to be found in each part. 

With a partner match the parts of a typical academic book listed below with the descriptipns on 
the right. The first has been done for you. 

1 Front cover (a) a list of all the main topiCS by chapter 

::\ 

(b) a few positive reviews of the book and some information about 
2 Publisher's details the author 

3 Contents (c) a list of specialist words used in the book and their meanings 

4 Preface/Foreword (d) the book title, name of the author and a picture or design 

5 Acknowledgements 

6 Glossary 

(e) the author's suggestions for other useful books 

(f) a statement explaining the author's aims ~ 
7 Further reading (g) a statement of the author's thanks to people or writings that 

B References/Bibliography have helped her or him 

9 Index (h) a list of all the books and articles referred to by the author 

10 Back cover (i) the name and address of the publishing house 

(j) an alphabetical list of all the topics, ideas, names, etc. referred to 
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2 When you go to the library to do research for an essay or a presentation, you 
probably won 't have time to sit and read through piles of books in order to find 
the information you need. If you do.~this you will spend a lot of time looking 
through books which are not releyant to your.\~9pic. To avoid this you need to be 
able to decide quickly whether or not a particular book is relevant and useful. 

Which parts of a book listed above wOuld be most helpful in deciding its relevance 
to your needs? Make your own list in order of importance. 

3 The table of contents gives us a usef~1 summary of the main topics covered 
in a book and on which pages to find them. Look at this example from a book 
about environmental problems. 

CONTENTS 

Acknowledgements 
Preface 

vi 
vii 

1 Introduction 1 
2 The destruction of the rainforests 5 
3 Problems in the atmosphere 12 
4 Water pollution 21 
5 Nuclear power and nuclear waste 33 
6 Alternative energy 45 
7 Industrial pollution 58 
8 Traffic 65 

Glossary 
Further reading 
Bibliography 
Index 

72 
74 
76 
81 

Now use the table of contents above to decide in which part(s) of the book you 
would look to find information on the following subjects; 

(a) Pollution caused by cars and lorries. 
(b) Power produced by the wind. 
(c) The destruction of the ozone layer. 
(d) The Chernobyl disaster. 
(e) The extinction of species in the Amazon. 
(f) How factories are trying to reduce the amount of POllution they cause. 
(g) The Aral Sea problem. 
(h) The meaning of some special terms used in environmental science. 
(i) The titles of other useful books about the environment. 
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~ TRANS,LATION PRACTice 

There are se~eral pressure groups in Britain whose members campaign on 
environmental issues such as pollution, the destruction of the rain forests and the 
protection of rare animals. One such group is called 'Friends of the Earth '. Below 
is a notic~ produced by Friends ot the E~rth to tell the public about the dangers 
of pollution caused by cars. Translate the notice into Uzbek or RUSSian. 

Note: asthma is an illness whic~ causes difficulty in breathing. 

Be a Friend of the Earth 
Leave Your Car at Home! 

Traffic fumes are putting more and more children 
with asthma into hospital, causing cancer, and killing 
an estimated 10,000 people every year. 

You can help make a difference. Leave your car at 
,home two days a week. Walk, cycle or travel by bus 
or train instead. You'll be helping everyone breathe 
more easily. 

FRIENDS Pj lA, 

earth 

vi- . IMPROVING YOUR WRITING PUBLICITY MATERIAL 

Campaign notices like the one above try to give important information to th~ 
people who read them. Because o'f this the message needs to be strong and 
clear. Usually such notices contain: ," 1 

• a direct appeal to the reader (eg 'Leave your car at home! ' ) 

• some surprising facts to make the reader think (eg ' .... killing an estimated 10,000 
people every year.') 

• a short memorable slogan (eg , Be a friend of the e;'rth.') • 
• an attractive or amusing picture or cartoon which supports the message 

The language needs to be economical but persuasive. The aim is to make the 
readers think about and perhaps change the way they act. 
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• WRITING TASK: DESIGNING A CAMPAIGN LEAFLET 

1 Form a group of three or four. Together choose an environmental 
problem which particularly concerns you .It could be local (eg the 

• Aral Sea problem) or global (eg air pollution or endangered animals). 

2 Design a notice to inform people about the problem you have chosen and to 

make them think about the way they act. 

3 Remember: 
• make the message clear and direct 
• include some facts to strengthen the message 
• think of a memorabl.~ slogan 
• the design should be 'eye-catching' 

4 When you have finished look at the Aotices produced by other groups. Make 
a display of the notices on the wall. Think about which notices are the most 
effective. ' 

•• •• PUZZLE CORNER 

Solve the clues to find the mystery word in the blue boxes . 
56789 

lOne of the organisations working to save the Aral Sea. 

- ,/ 

2 The ............ layer in the atmosphere protects us from the sun's harmful rays. 
3 Breathing dirty air can affect your .. .. .. .... . 
4 The salinity of the Aral Sea is high. In other words it contains too much ........ .. 
5 By cutting down too many trees we are disturbing the balance of .. ....... ... . 
6 The planet on which we live. 

7 A time when there is very little ,fOO,d in a region. ~, 
8 A combination of smoke and fog , _ ~ 

9 A former fishing town near the Aral Sea. 
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environment 

damage 

spill 

crisis 

exceed 

extinct 

species 

marble 

cancer 

smog 

burst 

rust 

dune 

jobless 

~
)P 

'I> 
i\! 
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GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN"THIS UNit 

{m'valr.>nm~nlln arpo4l-~ barren fbzr~n{8dj YHYMCII3 

f da:m.d3f " 3apap shoal {J~ull n caib lKoli 

KeJITHPMOK; shrink {Irlnkl v K;HCK,aPMOk; 

{spill v ryKMOK; decline Id.'klaln{ v k;YJlaMOK., 

!kralSls{ n TaHfJlHK HHK;IIp03ra 103 

{.k'si:d{ v Myx,naTlfl1aH TYTMOK; 

YrMOk; irrigation {,m'ge'In{ n HppHraUIDI 

/lk'st'Dkt{ adj KaMro livelihood fla.vhhudl n THPHK'lHJlHK, 

f spi:Ji:z{ n JlOPHBOP KYH Ke'lHpHlll 

YCHMJJHKJlap fertility {f~l11~ti{ n l(OCH1lJlOPJlHlC 

f mo:bl{ n MapMap harvest f ha:v.st/ n l(OCHJI 

!kzens~(r){ n paK delta fdelt~{ n JleJlbTa 

{smog{ n TYTYH apaJlalll forgive {f~'g.v{ v Ke'lHpMOK; 

TYMaH publicity {pAb'hs~ti/ n KeHfOMMara 

{b3:SI! v noprnaMok; TaHHUmIJlHlll , 
G 

!rAsl! v 3aHrJlaMOK;- OIlIKOP IQt1lHlll 

Id ju:nl n illOHa campaign {krem'pem{ n MaBCyM 

fd30bl~sl adj HlllCH3 ~ slogan tsl~ug~n/ n IlIHOP 

When you are researching for an essay or a thesis always 
remember to keep a careful note of all your references. You 
should write down the author, title and publication details of 
each book or article you refer to. Don't just rely on your memory! 
Keeping a record of your sources will help you to find them 
again if you need them. It will also enable you to write your own 
bibliography much more easily and quickly (see Unit 15 page 
183). 



INTERNATIONAL 

q" t!Jia ""it /10" will... 

• talk about international organisations 
and their work 

• read about the British Council 
• practise the use of the passive voice 
• write a short report 

Bibliographies can be very 
useful to us in researching 
topics. Knowi(lg how to make 
use of them is ,an important 
reference skill. For academic 
essays or dissertations, you 
also need to be able to write 

your own bibliography. 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 

1 [l] There are many international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 
working in Uzbekistan. They cooperate with the Government in various fields of 
social and economic development. With a partner see how many of the 
organisations below you recognise. For each one write down its full name and a 
brief description of the kind of work it does here in Uzbekistan. 

~ p 
eWO~K t UNEP 

_CAFE mm _ . 00 . 0~ . 
o . c e c . c 
~n ••• 8 C ....... 
~ ~ ~ : ~~~ 
. U0 . ~ ~ . 

Sn~lht 

Child"," Th~ Dril ish ~ 

2 One aspect of the work of international organisations in UZbekis;;~' is th~ 
organisation of important meetings and conferences. Below are extracts from 
newspaper reports about three international conferences. Read the extracts and 
then complete the table below. 

A 

The conference "Privatisation in LJzbekistan", organised i.Qin1!y by UNDP and UNIDO 
and supported by the Swiss Government, was held in Geneva from 26-27 October 
1995. It provided a fimIm fqr leading western b~sinessrr~n to assess the progress 
now being made in Uzbekistan, to meet with Uzbek officials, and to hear first hand 
from major investors including Daewoo, Coca Cola and others. Over 200 delegates 
representing about 100 firms, banks and international organisations took part. The 
keynote address was given by the Deputy Prime Minister of Uzbekistan and there 
were important speeches from the representatives of the United Nations and the 
World Bank. Over 20 agreements were ~ during the c'onference 
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a. , .. , 

B 

An international conference on the development of disabled children was held in 
Tashkent from 13-15 December 1995. The conference was jOintly sponsored by the 
Disabled Society of~'lJzbekistan and the British NGO Save the Children Fund. The 
meeting brought togeth~r representative..§.,of organisations working with disabled 
children from all the Central Asian stateS'")l.s well as from Britain, India and several 
other countries. In plenary sessions delegates had the opportunity to discuss important 
questions, exchange experiences on their work with disabled children and listen to 
several keynote speakers . Separate working groups drafted a series of 
recommendatiOns to be put to the Ministry. 

c 

A second international meeting on the Aral Sea,Basin was held in Paris on 23-24 
June 1994, under the auspices of the World Bank, the UNDP and UNEP. The meeting 
was attended by delegations from the Aral Sea Basin states as well as several other 
governments and international agencies. The efforts of NGOs in tackling the Aral 
Sea disaster were warmly recognised by all partiCipants. ~ were strongly 
encouraged to provide humanitarian assistance urgently, in particular to meet the 
immediate need for clean water and medicines. In response, donors ~ $31 
million towards the funding of the first phase of a programme of assistance and 
agreed to cooperate closely in supporting the implementation of projects. 

B c 
; O~ 

Topic of conference 

Organisers 

When held 

Where held 

Who attended 

Main result 

3 Look at the underlined words in the extracts. If you are not sure of their 
meanings try to work them out by looking for clues in the context. Then check in 
a good dictionary. 

4 JIl Work with a partner. One of you is Student A, the other Student B. 
/ 

• " Student A 
You are the manager of a big hotel in Tashkent. A representative of an international organisation 
calls you to find out whether your hotel would be a suitable loca~on for a conference. Ask him/ 
her for some details about the conference and answer his/her questions about your hotel. 
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Stude.nt B 
Imagine that you work for an international NGO in Uzbekistan. Your organisation is arranging a 
four-day conference in Tashkent to be attended by 150 delegates from all over the world. The 
Director has asked you to find a hotel in which to hold the con,ference. You telephone the 
manager of a big hotel in Tashkent to find out whether it is a suitable location for your conference 
Give the manager some details about the conference and then ask questions to find out if the 
hotel meets your needs. Use the pictures below-to guide your questions. 

For example: Do you have photocopiers? 
How many restaurants have you got? etc. 

11 ~ 
interpreting? facilities for disabled? 

~. 
overhead projeclor? 

r 
~ , ..... , . .... " ~ 

~!t~~~~ 5-
~>~ 

1 You are going to read a text about the British Council, one of the many 
international organisations working in Uzbekistan. Before you read look at these 
key words taken from the text and use them to make some predictions about the 
work of the British Council. 

links information training cooperation education libraries culture textbooks exchange 

2 Now read the text and see if your predictions were correct. 
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On 12 November 1996 the British Council Information Centre in Tashkent was officially opened 
by His Royal Highness Prince Charles. While this was certainly a red letter day for the British 
Council in Uzbekistan, it was by no means the beginning of the organisation's work in the 
country. In fact the Council has been actively involved in educational and cultural work in Uzbekistan 
since 1993 But what exactly is the British Council and what does it aim to achieve through its 
work in countries like Uzbekistan? 

The British Council is an independent organisation which was founded in 1940 to promote 
educational, cultural and technical cooperation between Britain and other countries. The aim of 
the organisation, as set out in its charter, is toestablish long-term and worldwide partnerships 
and to improve international understanding. At present the British Council is working in 120 
countries in the fields of English language teaching, education and training, academic and 
scientific exchanges, and social and economic development. In addition the British Council 
operates libraries and information centres around the world and also promotes British literature 
and the arts. The British Council's UK headquarters are in London and Manchester from where 
it is supervised by a Board and managed by a Director General. It receives about one third of 
its funding from the British government and earns the rest from the various services it offers to 
clients and from managing projects for other agencies, such as the World Bank. 

By the turn of the century, an estimated one billion people worldwide will be learning English. 
About 60% of the world 's scientific papers are written in English and 80% of all information 
stored in computer databases is in English . The role of English in business, science and 
technology, medicine and di plomacy has never been more important. English opens the door 
to further study and training in many professions. To respond to this growfJ1g demand for 
English the British Council is working with both teachers and students in every corner of the 
world. The British Council employs more than 1,300 teachers of English and 94 teaching centres 
have been opened in 47 countries. In addition, it cooperates with education ministries in improving 
their teacher training and organising seminars and conferences for teachers of English. Prqjects 
to develop new textbooks for schools and universities have also been implemented in many 
countries (including Uzbekistan), something which benefits both teachers and students. 

In today's fast-moving world , education and training are of paramount importance. Britain 
has a huge education resource, with over 200 universities and institutes and an even larger 
number of colleges. An important part of the British Council's work is to help people overseas 
benefit from the expertise in Britain's universities and colleges. One way it does this is by 
providing information on courses available in Britain . Over 800,000 enquiries about British 
education were handled by the British Council in 1994 and more than 107,000 students went to 
Britain to study. Many of these students financed their studies with the help of scholarship 
schemes run by the British Council. One of these, the Chevening Scholarship Scheme (which 
is funded by the British government), provides over 3,000 awards each year to post-graduate 
students. Every year around 30 students from Uzbekistan study in Britain under this scheme. 
Typical areas of study include business administration, economics, international relations and 
journalism. Also in the field of education and training, the British Council organises international 
conferences for academics, helps to establish links for scientific research, and administers 
examinations such as the International English Language Testing System (lELTS). This test, 
which assesses the English proficiency of people wanting to study in an English speaking 
country, is accepted by universities in Britain, Australia, and North America. Around 23,000 
people take the I EL TS test each year. 

For more and more people worldwide, having access to accurate, up-to-date information is 
becoming imperative . The more than 100 British Council libraries and information ?entres arou~d 
the world are valuable providers of this information. Each library or centre, like the one In 
Tashkent, 'has a wide selection of books, newspapers and periodicals as well as audiO and 
video materials and computer software. Typical members include students, teachers, researchers, 
government officials and business people. Many British Council libraries and information centres 
now provide members with access to global computer databases. 
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3 READING COMPREHENSION' 

A The text is divided into five paragraphs, Look at the paragraph summaries 
below and number them (1-5) according to their position in the text. 

a) the information services provided by the British Council 
b) the work of the Council in the field of education and training 
c) the structure and aims of the British Council 
d) the Council's role in improving the teaching and learning of English 
e) the British Council's work in Uzbekistan 

.f 

.. ~ 'f 

.. ~ 

.. ':f. 3 
/f 

B the text provides a lot of statistical information to illustrate the work of the 
British Council around the world. Answer the questions below with a relevant 
statistic from the text. If the number given is not precise, you will need to use 
an adverb like 'about' or 'around' in addition to the figure. 

1 How many students came to Britain to study in 1994? 
2 In how many countries is the British Council working? 
3 How many libraries and information centres does the Council run? 
4 How many educational enquiries did the Council handle in 1994? 
5 How many universities and institutes are there in Britain? 
6 How many English teachers does the British Council employ? 
7 What percentage of information in databases is in English? 
B How many people take the IELTS test each year? 
9 What percentage of the world's scientific papers are written in English? 

10 How many teachers centres are operated by the British Council? 

C Understanding charts and graphs /fe/I! -<: W ( ' 'C k. 
The chart below accompanied the text about the British Council. It gives further 
information about the various activities the Council is involved in, 

Read the paragraph below and then label the sectors (1-5) in the chart with the 
appropriate activity. 

British Council expenditure by Activity 1994-5 

1= 

2= 

3= 

4= 

5= 

46% of the money spent by 
the British Council in 1994 
was on academic and 
professional exchanges and 
visits. English Language and 
Science & Education each 
accounted for 18% of total 
expenditure. 13% of funds 
were devoted to Libraries & 
Information. Promotion of the 
Arts accounted for the 
remaining 5% of expenditure. 
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Here are two more graphs which were used with the text to illustrate one aspect 
of the British Council's work. They show the number of international seminars 
and conferences organised by the British Council in 199 1-5 and the number of 
people who attended them. 

Look at the graph and then choose the correct word to complete the sentences 
below. 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 

2500 

200o~ • • 
1500 

1000 

500 

NUMBER OF SEMINARS 
90 
80 
70, 

60t • • ~ 
50 
40 
30 
20 
la 

o I I I I . I 
0+1----~----~----+---~ 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
1991 1992 1993 1994 

1 Between 1991 and 1994 the number of people attending British Council seminars and 
conferences (decreased/increased). 

2 1995 showed a (sharp/slight) increase in the number of participants. 

3 Between 1991 and 1993 there was a (rise/fall) in the number of seminars 
and conferences organised. 

4 This (decreased/increased) in 1994, before rising (slightly/sharply) in 1995. 

4 WORKING WITH WORDS 

1995 

\, A The following verbs from the text are often used when describing the work of 
international organisations. Match the verbs with the definitions on the right. 

~ 

to administer 
to promote 
to cooperate 
to establish 
to implement 
to fund 

to begin something which may become permanent 
to provide with money 
to put a plan into action 
to work together with others 
to manage something 
to encourage or support something 

B Find four other verbs in the text which are similar in meaning to 'administer' 

to h .. .... ... .. .. .. to r ...... ........ . to 0 ............ .... .. . to m ... .. .. 
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I C There are many idioms in English which include colours. You met one'of these 
l in the text; 

..... this was certainly a red letter day for the British Council. .... 

The idiom 'a red letter day' means a special day or a day to celebrate. Here 
are five more idioms which include colours. Match them with the explanations 
in the box. 

1 He was the teacher's blue-eyed boy. 
2 Too much ~ makes the work of NGOs more difficult. 

3 Now that I have a computer, my typewriter has become a white elephant. 

4 Since her brother moved to Moscow she only sees him once in a blue moon. 

5 The drug dealer was caught red-handed by the police. 

(a) an unwanted object 
(c) favourite 

(b) to discover someone comitting a crime 
(d) very rarely (e) bureaucracy 

• Who is the blue-eyed boy or girl in your class? 
• Can you think of any more white elephants? 

I C;~RI THE PASSIVE FORM 

el!J 

When we want to focus on what happens rather than on who or what makes it 
happen (the agent) we can use a passive form. The passive form consists of an 
appropriate tense of 'be' followed by the past participle of the verb. Here is an 
example from the text: 

The British Council is an independent organisation which was founded in 1940 ... ... . 

The passive form is used here because the writer wants to focus our attention on 
the action (founding) rather than the agent. There are various reasons why the 
agent of an action is not mentioned: 

• the agent is unknown or unimportant 
• it is obvious who or what the agent is 
• people in general are the agents 

Sometimes, however, the agent can be mentioned ih a 'by' clause. For example: 

.... the British Council Information Centre was officially opened by His Royal 
Highness Prince Charles. 

Here the focus is on the action (opening) but the agent (Prince Charles) is equally 
important. 
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Exercise 1 

Rewrite the following sentences using a passive form. You also need to decide 
whether or not the agent should be me!ltioned. 

1 People celebrate International Women's Day on 8 March each year. 

2 UNESCO recently organised a conference on Uzbekistan's national monuments. 

3 TACIS funds hundreds of projects in the agricultural and business sectors. 

4 In Britain people do not elect their head of state . 

5 Peace Corps volunteers teach thousands of students around the country. 

6 Save the Children Fund is distributing vitamin tablets in Karakalpakstan . 

7 Engineers are constructing a new metro line in Tashkent. 

8 The President opened the new Amir Temur museum in October. 

9 The OSCE has monitored elections in many countries. 

10 The BBC has recently published an English textbook for Uzbekistan called 
'One to One' . 

Exercise 2 
[l] Imagine that the international conference you were helping to organise at 

the beginning of this unit opens in a week. As the conference organisers, 
you are busy with the final arrangements. A checklist has beeri prepared to make 
sure that nothing has been forgotten when the conference finally opens. 
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contact jOlM>I,\olists 

o ... de ... ~owers for' o p e .."i ng ce ... e "",ony 

check the seati ''\9 in the confe r'ence ... oom 

h i.-e sim", ltaneoLA.s jt'\te t"p ... ete ... s 

send final d t"oft of pros",amme to the. p l" intet's 

book b"ses to collect dele~ates f.o", the ai.po. t 
,,,,stall mict"ophoY'les in the confe ... ence t"o om 

photocop¥ ",aps of Tashke"t fo. the d e legate s 

make name-tags fo ... the dele g a tes 

finalise a,.. ... angemen+s fo ... II-\nch 

DONE. 

'" '" '" 
'" 
.." 

'" 
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4 ,;A"g"st 
253,,1¥ 
263,,1¥ 

29,;A"g"st 
3 ,;A"g"st 
243,,1¥ 

4,A"g"st 

3 ,;A"g"st 
253,,1¥ 

273,,1¥ 

With your partner ask and answer questions using passive forms. Here are some 
examples: 

A: Have the journalists been contacted yet? 
B: No. When should they be contacted by? 
A: By 4th August at the latest. 
B: Have the flowers been 'ordered yet? 
A: Yes. They were ordered on the 25th July 

"REFERENCE SKILLS (2) 

1 In the previous unit we looked at the typical structure of an. academic book and 
at what kind of information can be found in each part. We focused on the contents 
page of a book, which gives a useful summary of all the topiCS covered and 
where to find therr . 

Another important part of a book, which can be useful to you in researching a 
topic, is the bibliography. This is a list of other books and articles referred to by 
the author in the text. For each reference the name of the author, the title of the 
book, the name of the publisher and the date of publication are given. The list is 
arranged alphabetically according to the family name of the author. 

The bibliography is a good place to look for details of other books which are 
relevant to the topic you are researching. If you find a book which you would like 
to read, you can consult the library catalogue to see if the book is in the library. 
If it is not, note down the details of the book and ask the librarian about the 
possibility of ordering it from another library. 

' .J ·0 
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2 Look at this extract from the bibliography of a book about the environment. 

Collins, Judith, Endangered Species (Cambridge, 1992) 

George, 'Susan, How the Other Half Dies: The Real Reasons for World Hunger 
(Pelican, 1986) 

Greenberg, Russel , Saving the Tropical Rainforests (Earthscan, 1988) 

Gupta Joyeeta, Toxic Terrorism: Dumping Hazardous Wastes (Earthscan , 1990) 

Harrison, Paul, The Third World Tomorrow (Penguin, 1983) 

Lappe, Frances, World Hunger:Twelve Myths (Earthscan , 1988) 

Timberlake, John, Natural Disasters (Earthscan, 1984) 

For each of the five cases below say which book or books from the bibliography 
above might be most useful to you? Write the title in the space. 

a) You are writing an essay about the importance of the Amazon forest. 
b) You are gOing to give a talk about earthquakes. 
c) You are doing a project about famine in developing countries. 
d) You are interested in the questior:l of radIOactive pollution. 
e) You want information about animals threatened with extinction. 

3 You should also include a bibliography at the end of an academic paper or 
thesis. In this bibliography you should mention all the sources you used. You can 
layout the bibliography in the same way as the example above. 

Rewrite the following book descriptions in the form of a bibliography. Don't forget 
to arrange the bibliography in alphabetical order according to the family name of 
the author. 

"A book called «An Illustrated History of Britain" written by David McDowall and published 
by Longman il) .1989. 

"A book called "Focus on Britain Today" published by Macmillan in 1993 and written by 
Clare Lavery. 

" A book called "Ufe in Modern Britain" written by Peter Broomhead and published by 
Longman in 199{ ' .\ 

• A book called "An A-Z of British Ufe" published by Oxford jn,1990 and written by Adrian 
Room. 

Always keep a record of al/ the books and articles you refer to when researching a topiC. 
This will save you a lot of time when you write the bibliography. 
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~ IRANSLATION PRACIICE 

DOB. ---
ENGLISH 

Another well known organisation working in Uzbekistan is the British 
Broadcasting Corporation, more commonly called the BBC. Although 
it is most famous for its television and radio news broadcasting, it 
also has a department called BBC English which is involved in English 
language teaching. Perhaps you have heard some of BBC English 's 
teaching programmes on your radio. Recently BBC English has 
published a new course called "English One to One" which is designed for speakers of Uzbek 
and Russiaf/. Here is some publicity about English One to One. Translate it into English. 

11 
&~ ().re to ().re iIcu ~-70 Um-J mu- -
~ padu««;a 9;lttaf1.u<4 'fUffl. ~~ -

~Ut~~. 

By AaCTYP HHl'AH3 THhHHH JIHI'HAaH yPriiHa 6olIL\aI'aH.hap 
)"IYH MYJl]KaAI\.aHJ'iiH 6JAH6, HHl'AH3 THAH acoCllapHHH 

J3J\aIIlTHPHIII,¥., :X;aMAa: 
...J tcyHAaJllilK XOflamapAa 6eMaflofl MYflOI\OTAa 6YfllilwAa 
...J 3WliITliIW, Yi\liIW,. 93li1W i\06~fllil51mapHliI 5lXl1l.lilflaWAa 

epAiiM 6epiIAH 

,;f, IMPROVING YOUR WRITING REPORTS 

1 For many people who work for international organisatio~s or businesses, writing 
reports is an important part of their job. There are several types of report: 

• progress reports on a particular project 
• final reports when a project is completed 
• reports on meetings or conferences 
• planning reports which compare alternatives (e.g. conference venues) 

2 It is particularly important that reports are clearly and logically organised. To 
make them easier to read, reports are usually divided into sections, each with its 
own heading. Here are some of the headings used in various reports. Look at the 
headings and put them into a more logical order. (1-6) 

a) Methods of inve$tigation 
b) Purpose of the report 
c) Title 
d) Recommendations 
e) Findings 
f) Introduction 
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3 A report is usually written in response to a brief. The report brief tells the writer 
what kind of report is required, what information should be included and when it 
is to be completed. Here is an example of a report brief: 

MEMO 
From: Director British Council, Uzbekistan 
To: Information Centre Manager 

Please prepare a brief report on the scholarshi p programme in Uzbekistan during the last 
two years. Your report should include relevant statistics on scholarshi ps awarded and on 
applications received. I am particularly interested in knowing which parts of Uzbekistan our 
applicants come from. I would appreci.ate your recommendations on how we could increase 
the number of applications from outside Tashkent. The report is to be presented to the 
next management meeting. 

What kind of report is required by the director? What information should be 
included? What headings would be appropriate in this report? 

4 Some books on report writing say that writers of formal reports should use a 
lot of passive constructions because they are more impersonal. However, too 
much use of passives will make the report very difficult to read. Active forms and 
simple vocabulary make a report more readable. But avoid an in formal, 
conversational style! 

5 WRITING TASK: A REPORT 

Read the following report brief: 

I MEMO 
I From: The Author of "Wordwise" 

I 
To: All students 

Please prepare a report on the English textbook "WordWise". I am particularly interested 
. to hear your reactions to the topics covered in the book and the types of exercises included. 

I 
Was there anything you particularly liked or disliked. about the book? Your recommendations 
on how "WordWise" could be improved would be much appreciated. When you have finished 
your report could you please send it to me at th~ British Council Information Centre in 
Tashkent. . 

·1 Make sure that you follow the brief carefully. 
2 Plan your report and use headings to help you structure your Ideas. 
3 Pay particular attention to style. It should be neither informal nor too formal. 
4 Draft. improve and edit your writing in the usual way. 

The author of "WordWise" would like to read your report. Why not send it to him at this 
address: 
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• ~. PUZZLE CORNER 

UNJT15~ 

1(Io.'Zd1()i4e QUIZ 

Now you have come to the end of "'UltJut'Hltu" but how well do you remember 
what you have read? See how many of these questions you can answer without 
looking back in the book. There are two questions from each unit of the book. 

1 Complete this famous Navoi aphorism: "Language is a ....... . . 
of which we cannot express the .... .. ... . 

2 If you have an auditory leaming style how do you prefer to study? 
3 What lake in Scotland is the home of a famous monster? 
4 What river flows through London? 
5 When is Valentine's Day? 
6 What did Guy Fawkes try to do in 1605? 
7 What is the name of the special boat in which you can take 

tri ps along the canals of Venice? 
8 Where is the Valley of the Kings? 
9 What is the word which describes a long period without rain? 

10 What does the Richter Scale measure? 
11 If you are asked to give your 'next of kin ' on an application 

form , what should you write? 
12 The American's say 'sidewalk' . What do the British say? 
13 Which British daily newspaper has the largest circulation? 
14 What is the oldest British newspaper? 
15 With what would you eat Yorkshire pudding? 
16 What does the idiom 'to be on the breadline' mean? 
17 What is Elton John's real name? 
18 Where was Madonna born? 
19 What does the abbreviation 'encl.' at the end of a letter stand for? 
20 What does CV stand for? 
21 What is an 'agony aunt'? 
22 How is a thesaurus different from a dictionary? 
23 Why are there two red lines on the floor of the chamber of the 

House of Commons? 
24 What are the two biggest political parties in Brit<!in? 
25 What is a 'Iaptop'? 
26 What can you do in a cybercafe? 
27 What is smog? 
28 Who are the 'Friends of the Earth'? 
29 When was the British Council Information Centre in Tashkent 

officially opened and who by? 
30 Where is the British Council Information Centre in Tashkent? 
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...,." 
GLOSSARY OF KEY WORDS IN THIS UNIT 

1111 nt~ 

conference fkonfarcnsl n aHlKYMaH, headquarters l,hed'kwO:lazl n 60w 
KOH<PepeHUHlI K,apopro~, 

partici pant Ipa:'I'Sfpanll n HWTHPOK'IH pax.6apl!IIT 
attend la'lendl v K,aTHaIUMOI<; paramount Ip",ramaunll ad} Yra MYJ\IIM 
jointly td30intli/ adv I\YIUMa, scheme fski:ml n RoliH~a 

6HpranHKlla imperative /Jm'perollvl ad) MlI)!(6ypHH 

forum /'b:r~ml n tP°PYM administration lad,mln,'stre'JnI n MabMypHRT 
investor Im'vesla(r)1 n HHaeCTop award la'w,,:dl v M)'KotP<rr!1aMOI<, 
disabled IdlS'e,bldl ad) HompOH exchange /JkS'lJeind31 v anM3WM0K, 

sponsor fsponse(r)/ n cnoHcop, expenditure /Ik'spendllJ ~(r)1 n captP-x3pa)l(3T 

~OMHil checklist flJek ,hst! n TeKwHpya 

plenary /'pli:naril adj YMYMHli pyliX3TH 

auspices !,,:spISIZI n X,OMHHRHK simultaneous I,Slml'letni~sl ad) 6HP aaK,Tlla 

donor /d auna(r)1 n llOHOP hire /ha,a(r)1 v H)l(3para 

phase Ifeizl n (jJa33 enn3MOI<, 

humanitarian /hju;m"'IU\ean~ HHcoHnapaap install Itn'sl,,:11 v KHPHTMOK" 

ad) yPHaTMOI<, 

implement /'tmphmentl v aManra finalise /'fatnala,zl v lIt<yH!1aMOK, 

OIUHPMOK., hazardous fh",z~dasl ad) xaatP!1H 

TaroHK, 3TMOK. memo /'mem~ul n 6aeHOT, 

partnershi p tpa:ln,(r)Jlpl n lUepHK!1HK MaKT)'6 

Congratulations! You have reached the end of WordWise, I hope you have enjoyed 
using the book, that it has helped you to develop your language skills and that 
you have learnt some practical strategies for making your academic study more 
effective, Now is a good time to reassess your own English ability, Turn back to 
page 3 and fill out the self-assessment table again , Then compare it with the 
one you completed at the very beginning of the course , Has there been a 
positive change in the level of your skills? Are there any which still need a lot of 
improvement? I hope that WordWise has offered you encouragement and helpful 
advice on how to continue developing your English skills, I wish you luck! 
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PHONETIC SYMBOLS USED IN 1U~i4e 

Consonants ." ~owels and dipt~Ongs 
~ 

p pen Ipen! so IS3uI i: see Is:1 A cup /kApl 

b bad /bred/ zoo Izu:1 happy threpil 3 : bird /b3:dl 

t tea Iti:1 shoe IIu:1 si, ISltl 3 about ,1a'bautl 

d did Idld/ 3 vision t Vl3nl e ten Itenl el say Isell 

k cat /kif-tl h hat /hif-tl if- cat . /kif-t/ 3U go Ig3ul 

g got Igotl m man Imif-nl a: father tfa:I:J3(r)1 a. five Ifalvl 

tI chain ItIeln! n no /n3ul 0 got Igotl au now Inaul 

d3 jam Id3if-m/ ~ sing Is.~1 0: saw Iso:1 01 boy /boil 

f fall Ifo:l/ I leg /legl U put Iputl e3 hair /he3(r)1 

v van IVif-n! red Iredl u actual t if-ktIu31/ ua pure Ipj ua(r)1 

6 thin 16in! yes Ijesl u: too Itu:1 

0 this 10ISI w wet Iwetl 

(r)indicates that British pronunciation will have /r/ only if a vowel sound follows directly; otherwise 
it is omitted. In American pronunciation, every 'r' of the ordinary spelling is retained. 

Pronunciation given In the glossaries 

The pronunciations given in the glossaries are those provided in tti'e fifth edition of the Oxford 
Advanced Learners Dictionary. This pronunciation is that of younger speakers of General British. 
This includes RP (Received Pronunciation) and a range of similar accents which are not strongly 
regional. American pronunciation is not indicated in the glossaries. If learners want to check the 
American pronunciation of a word they should consult a good dictionary which provides both 
variants. 

Weak vowels 111 and Iu! 

The sounds written li:/ and /JI most always be different, as in heat /hi :tl compared with hit /hltl 
But lil represents a vowel that can be sounded in either way or is a sound which is a compromise 
beN/een ttiem. In a word such as happy /hif-pi/, younger speakers use a qu,ality more like li:1 but 
short in duratiQn. In the same way, the two vowels represented by lu:1 and lul must be distinct but 
lul represents a vowel that varies between them. 

Variant pronunciations 

Many English words have two or more common pronunciations. The glossaries show such 
alternatives separated by a comma: grant Igra;nt, grif-nl/. Learners should normally use the first 
pronunciation shown, but will almost certainly hear the others as well. Only the most common 
variants are shown, and the fact that a certain pronunciation is not included does not necessarily 
mean that it is wrong 

Stress 
~ 

The mark shows the main stress in a word. Compare able t elbl/, stress on the first syllable with 
ability 13'bIl31i/, stressed on the second. A stressed syllable is relatively loud, long in duration, 
said clearly and distinctly, and made noticeable by the pitch of the voice. Longer words may 
have one or more secondary stresses coming before the main stress These are marked with 1.1 
as in abbreviatIon 13,bri:vi·eIIn/. They feel like beats in a rhythm leading up, to the main stress. 
Weak stresses coming after the main stress in a word can sometimes be heard, but they are not 
marked in the glossaries. 
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.' KEY TO SELECTED TASKS AND EXERCrSES 

UNIT 1 
Orammer Spot: EIIerelse 3 pege 7 
(a) cooking/to cook washing/to wash 
Ib) going/to go watching/to watch 
(c) camping walldng 
Id) taking wriUng 
le) Ilying travelling 

Developing Your Reading Sldlls: Teak 3 page 11 
The correcl order Is: I, c, b, d, a, e 

UNIT 2 
Thinking and Spealdng: Te.k 2 pege 14 ·15 

map (page 14) 
a 

country 
Egypl 
Britain 
Italy 

description (pege 15) 
5 

b 
c 
d 
e 
I 

Chile 
Auslralia 
Uzbekistan 

3 
4 
2 
6 
1 

Reading Comprehension: Task B page 17 
(1) F (2) F (3) T (4) F (the monsler is 'tegendary') (5) F (6) T (7) NG (8) T 

Reading ComprehensIOn: Task C pege 17 
The best lille for the map is 'The Brillsh Isles' since It alSo shows· EIfe (lIie Irish Republic). 

UNIT 3 
Thinking and Speaking: Task 1 page 27·28 
(1) Perhaps the besl gift to lake would be the souvenir 01 Uzbekistan (c). If you are sure Ihat your hosts drink alcohol . then 
the wine would also be suitable (d). 
(2) In Britain it is considered very rude 10 'push in' wihen people are queuing so (b) is the best answer here. If you are really 
in a hurry you should explain politely 10 the people al the Ironl ollhe queue. 
(3) The best answer here is (c). (a) is too inlormal, espectally lor a !irst meeting. (d) is. also nol appropriate lor a !irst 
meeting ("How do you do"~ is also possible.) .. ' 
(4) In Britain people don't normally take off their shoes when enterIng therr or someone else's house. But it migh!.be polite 
to ask la) or to see whal your friend does (d). .. 
(5) It is obviously unacceptable to take more without asking (b). To ask lor more (d) might n61 be acceptable lor .,irst 
invitation like this. 11 you say "No thanks· (c) your hosts may think that you dldn'ttike the meal so both you and they would 
be disappointed. Perhaps the best answer is (a). 

Thinking and Spealdng: Task 3 page 29 
l(c) 2(i) 3(e) 4(j) 5(g) 6(d) 7(h) 8(b) 9(1) 10(a) 

Working WIth Word.: Task B pege 32 
1 = a guy 2 = a bonlire 3 = fireworks 

Puzzle Corner: page 37 
Proverb Meaning 
Absence makes the heart grow fonder. 
Truth is stranger than fiction. 

Blood is thicker than waler. 
Honesty is the best policy. 
KnOwledge is power. 
The pen is mightier than the sword. 
VarietY is the spice of life. 
Rome wasn't buitt ;n a day. 

UNIT4 
.'1 

Our feelings for those .... love Increase when we are apan. 
Things which happen In reel life are often more unbelievable than events 
In novels. 
Family relationships are stro11ger, tha'18ny others. 
Being truthf4/1s the pest way to live your life. 
The more we know the more we can influence others. 
Words are more eff'ectlve than weapons. 
What makes things Inferestfng Is varlatiori and change. 
Don't expect to get good results Imme'!late/y. 

Grammar Spot: Ex.relae 2 page 44 
,a) boring b) astonishing c) Interested d) disappointed e) Interesting, tired I) fascinating, exhausted 
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UNITS 
Reading Comprehension: Task B page 55 
The missing line should be placed at the end of the th ird paragraph (l ine 36) . 

Reading Comprehension: Task C page 55 
(t) F (2) NG (3) T (4) NG (5) F 

Grammar spot: exe rcise 3 page 58 
(a) .. thev had not predicted the hurricane. 
(c) The boV had never felt a quake before .. . 

(b) .. which had fallen on him. 
(d) .. the authorities had already evacuated the area. 

(e) The volcano had been Inactive for years .. . 

UNIT6 
Working With Words: Task A page 67 
hang on depend on 
hang around wait near a place without a purpose 
give up stop doing something which is en)oyable 
get stuck Into start something wilh enthusiasm 
stick at continue to work hard at something 
ease up stop putting so much energy into something 
mug up studV quickly to know the main facts 
layoff stop doing something for a while 

Grammar Spot: exercise 1 page 89 
(a) slower (b) more expensive (c) easier (d) worse (e) politer/ more polite (f) hotter 
(9) commoner/more common (h) dirtier 

puzzle Corner: page 75 
British English 
little finger 
vest 
underground 
trousers 
autumn 
pavement 
lorry 
petrol 
biscuit 
handbag 
tap 
sunglasses 
cupboard 
lift 
holidav 
flat 
wallet 
chips 

UNIT7 

American English 
pinkie 
undershirt 
subwav 
pants 
fall 
sidewalk 
truck 
gas 
cookie 
purse 
faucet 
shades 
closet 
elevator 
vacation 
apartment 
billfold 
French fries 

Working With Words: Task B page 81 
a dav-old-chicken 
a 100-vear-old house 
a 25-year-old partnershi p 
a 3-vear-old legal battle 

UNIT 8 
Thinking and Speaking : Task 2 page 89 
(a) meal (b) rice (c) peanuts (d) fruit (e) fatty food (f) salt 

Le8mer Strategy: Teak 4 page ge 
(a) True (b ) money (c) brazier (d) yes (e, bravo (f) bread box ' (g) CNst (h) on the breadline 
(I) breadth (j) I breadwinner 2 bread and butter 3 the peace (k) in the areas which produce the most grain and other 
food (I) brav (m) a type of cresent-shaped bread (n) batter 

Oremm ... Spot: Exerel ... 1 page 87 
(b) correct (c) advice (d) correct (e) correct (f) Information (g) Is there much fumiture .. . 
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(h) progress (i) correct (J) equipment 

Translation Practice: Task 1 page 100 
1 (c) 2(e) 3 (a) 4 (i) 5 (d) 6 (b) 7 (f) 8 (h) 9 (g) 

Puzzle Corner: page 100 
Solution = antonym 

UNITS! 
Grammar Spat: Exerel ... 2.page 108 , 
(a) Having read the reviews of the new album by Sting, I'm really looking forward to hearing it. 
(b) Never having seen the Beatles perform live, I can't tell you whal they were like in concert. 
(c) Being a great fan of Victor Tsoi, I was very sad when he died in a CBr crash. 
(d) Looking at the photo of Michael Jackson when he was a boy, she realised how much his appearance had changed. 

Leamer Strategy: Task 3 QuesUon 4 page 110 
Is there anyone here got a reason why she shouldn'l wed? 
Grammatically correct version: Is Ihere anyone here who has a reason why she shouldn't wed? or Has anyone here got a 
reason why she shouldn't wed? ('wed' is grammatically correct but .old-fashloned. You could say 'get married' instead. 

Well, I thought it but I kepI il hid. 
Grammatically correct version: Well, I thought it but I kept it hidll,n. 

Improving Your Wrlttng: Task 2 page 111 
One possible order for the te>rt is: c d k b h g j i a e 

UNIT 10 
Working With Words: Task B page 119 
AD == assistant director IT= information technology PA= personal assistant CV;:. curriculurp vitae 
ICS= International Computer Software Ms.= a title used by a woman who prefers not to signal her marital status 
St.= street Encl.= enclosure Dept.= department 

Grammar Spot: Exercise 2 page 120 
1 Not only was he late for the interview, but he also forgot to wear a tie. 
2 Not only is she very self reliant, but she also works well in a team. 
3 Not only was his application letter untidy, but it was also full of spelling mistakes. 
4 Not only did her CV include all the necessary information, but it was also very neatly typed. 

Punle Corner: page 124 
From top to bottom of the grid the jobs are: 
doctor, politician, popstar, astronaut, sportswoman, teacher, policeman, scientist 

UNIT 11 
Working With Words: Task B page 130 
fuss over something to be worried about something unimportant 
put somebody up to let someone stay in your hQuse 
move out to leave your old home 
get over something to recover from something 
think something over to consider something 

Learner Strategy: page 134 
The thesaurus 
The verb abstain means to not do something that most people would find enjoyable. It can also mean to not vote (rather 
than to vote for or against something). 
People abstain from drinking alcohol (they are called 'teetotallers ') from eating meat (vegetarians) or from any other thing 
they prefer not to do. 
A thesaurus can help you find synonyms for a word to add variety to your vocabulary. 
A thesaurus doesn't give help on whether a particular synonym is appropriate in a particular context. 

The Encyclopedia 
The figures and letters refer to the latitude and longitude of Fergana. 
'est.' stands for estimated. 
The Macmillan Encyclopedia is type (a). 
The Information is arranged alphabetically 

,.. 
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puzzleCamer: pe .. fM ; '~ 
beglnntng eliding 
A 5 
B 1 
C, 4 , 
o 2 
E 7 
F 3 
G 6 

UNIT 12 

" j ) .. .. j C '" ,, ; 1..( I' 

""anlroll 
b 
g 

,!i ' , ,, ' 
'I 
d 

i 'KEY 

.t ' ,. 

'I, . 

TlIlnldnll and Speaking: Task 3 page 139 
(al general election (b) Speaker (c) MPs I (d) rel ... endUm '(e) president (I) candidate (g) constit4er1cy (h) chamber (i) 
seat (i) quorum (k) term (I) polls (m) hOu,s~, assembly (n) party (0) by'election 

Leamer Strategy: Taak 4 page 1~5 
(8) means 'I don't know' or 'I have no idea' 
(b) used (especially in America) to mean 'OK' (in Britain people generally use an upturned thumb to mean the same) 
(c) used to mean 'I forgot' or as an expression of surprise 
(d) used la show Ihal you Ihink someone is crazy 
(e) means 'I can't/didn'l hear you' 
(I) means 'Good lUCk' or 'I hope everything go ... lNell' 
(g) means 'that's enough' or 'it's all over for me' 

UNIT 13 
TlIinldng and Spe",lng: Task 3 page 151 " 
(a) software (b) click (c) network (d) PC (e) hardware' (f) paste (g) laplop 

1 

Working WHh Words: Task D page 154 , , 
1 '(a) correCtness " (ti) correctly; correct 
2 (a) compulerisation (b) computed 
3 (a) lechnologically (b) technologist 

UNIT 14 
Understanding Dlallrams: Task 6 palle 166 , ," 
1=1 2=b 3=a 4-g 5=d 6=c7~e ' 

(c) corrective 
(c) cOmputers 
(C) technological 

Leamer Strategy: Task 1 page 170 " 
l=d 2=i 3=a 4=f 5=g '6=c 7='e' S"'h 9=i 10~b 

Puzzle comer: page 173 
1 = UNEP 2 = ozone 3 = health 4 = salt 5 = nalure 6 = earth 7 = famine 8 = smog 9 = Muynak 

UNIT 15 
TlIinklng and Speaking: Task 2 page f75 
The American peace Corps have volunteers working in education, agriculture and small business development. 
The Wodd Bank lends money to governmental and nonrQ~ernmental projec~ to assist in the development of the counlry. 
Save The Children fund (SCf) assists organisations working with disadvantaged children in Uzbekistan. 
The Untted Nations Enyironment Programme (UNEP) • coops"'tes witH the governement of Uzbekislan in the area o f 
environmental protection, especially in the Aral Sea region. , . 
The Central Asian free EXChange (CAFE) has volunteers working in many areas including teaching, health and library 
services. 
The United Natigns Educational Scientific and Cyltyral Organisation (UNESCO) is involved in various projects including 
the restoration and protection of Uzbekistan's ancie"'t architecture. 
Technical Assistance IQ the Cpmmonwealth of Independent Stales (TACIS)is an agency of the European Union and has 
many projects 'n Uzbekistan, particularly in the fields of agricultural and small business development. 
The British Coyncil promotes educational, technical and cultural cooperation between Uzbekistan and'the UK. 

Worklnll With worda; T esk C page ,181 
l=c 2~e 3=a 4=d 5=b 
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NOTES FOR TEACHERS OF WORD WISE 

As you use WordWise you will meet a wide range of teaching and learning activities. Some of these 
will be familiar to you but others may require you to use new teaching methods and, in particular, 
new forms of classroom management. These brief notes are intended to give you guidance on how 
to approach some of these less familiar activities. 
WordWise is designed to be much more flexible and adaptable to different needs than the traditional 
type of textbook, whi'ch was usually designed to be delivered within a rigid syllabus and timescale. 
If your students are majoring in English you may expect them to progress more quickly than non
specialists, but the latter will benefit equally from the skills developed. Similarly, the book is designed 
to be used from the first year of Higher Education, but can equally effectively be introduced in the 
second year if improvement in study skills is required at this level. With the new methodology 
which WordWise embodies, both you and your students will feel more comfortable, and make overall 
progress, through having the freedom to plan your rate of progress on the basis of experience with 
the book, rather than having an arbitrary pace of learning imposed. All the units contain a good deal 
of interactive practice material, and the more time your students spend on these exercises the more 
they will develop their skills. You may decide for yourself, on the basis of your experience with the 
book and your knowledge of the ability levels of your students, how much time to allot to the 
various units - which are themselves not uniform in length. 
Like most modern textbooks, WordWise is based on 'the communicative approach ' . In this approach, 
English is viewed primarily not as a system of structures to be learned but rather as a way of 
communicating real ideas and opinions. For this reason most of the activities in WordWise involve 
students in realistic tasks where they use language for a communicative purpose such as solving a 
problem, exchanging views or information and deciding priorities. Obviously these communicative 
activities can only be effective if students are given frequent opportunities to speak. In order to help 
you to maximise the amount of student talking-time, each unit of WordWise includes several tasks 
which students undertake by working in pairs or groups. This emphasis on pair and group work is 
one of the most important differences between WordWise and more traditional textbooks. Here are 
some hints on how to make pair and group work effective. 

PAIR WORK 

• Al ways gi ve clear instructions when organising pairs of students to work together. Vague directions 
will lead to confusion. 

• It is a good idea to vary the pairs . You may wish to divide the gJ'Oup into pairs yourself so that a 
'good' student could be paired with a less able one. On othe~ occasions you could allow students 
to choose their own partners. If they use pair work regularly your students will soon get used to 
the idea of pairing and they should be able to find a partner quickly and quietly. 

• Read through the instructions for the pair work activity with the students to make sure they 
understand exactl y what is expected of them. If the acti vity requires them to play a role, gi ve them 
time to read and consider their roles. 

• While the students are working in pairs, the teacher should move around the class monitoring and 
guiding where necessary. Do not over-correct during the activity since the aim is to improve 
fluency rather than accuracy Instead pick on one or two 'important' mistakes which you hear as 
you walk around and discuss them with the whole class after the pair work. In this way you avoid 
disturbing the spontaneity of fluency practice. 
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• Stop the activity when it is clear that everyone has finished. If the activity is one with assigned 
roles, the pairs could repeat the activity with each student taking the opposite role. 

• Always follow up the pair work by asking one or two pairs to summarise their discussion or 

demonstrate their dialogue. 

GROUP WORK 

• As with pair work the teacher must give clear instructions on how groups ~hould be formed. 

• Make sure the groups understand the task by reading through the instructions carefully with them. 
If it is a role-play activity, allow time for students to read and consider their roles . 

• Set a time limit for completion of the task. Group work that goes on for too long can cause 
problems as some students become bored. 

• It is often a good idea to appoint a group leader whose task is to report back to the whole class. 

• While groups are working, the teacher should circulate to listen and give help where needed. 

• Group work should always be followed by a general class activity when the results of each group 
are reported back to the whole class and commented on by the teacher. 

Three final pieces of advice to those who may be ,trying pair and group work for the first tiqle: 

I. Don '( be afraid of noise. A goodc\ass is not necessarily a quiet one' During pair and group work 
activities the classroom may seem noisy, but provided the activity is well-organised, this will be 
contructive noise. Of course students must be expected to behave responsibly during such free 
activities. 

2. Don't be afraid of silence. Remember that during fluency practice students need time to think, 
recall or formulate questions and answers. Silence is a natural part of language learning, and it 
does not necessarily mean that nothing is happening. Teachers should not be tempted to talk too 
much themselves or to dominate discussions. 

3. Don 'I be afraid of using Ihe molher tongue. If students need to discuss a difficulty with the 
teacher or need further explanation of a task, there is no advantage in insisting on doing this in 
English. Although it is clearly important that the actual practice takes place in English, occasional 
use of the nati ve language is relatively unimportant. As the fluency of the students increases, they 
will find it less necessary to use their mother tongue during free practice. 

Well-organised pair and group activities will always increase student talking time and allow the 
teacher to monitor and guide. So even if they take a little more effort than more traditional activities 
and may take some time to get used to, it is worth persevering. You will soon begin to, see an 
improvement in your students' fluency. 

USING THE READING TEXTS IN WORDWISE 

Like most coursebooks, WordWise includes a central text in each unit. However, in contrast to 
many traditional textbooks, the main objective of the text is not to present language for intensive 
study and translation but to provide opportunities f~r students to practise a range of reading skills. 
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Among these are.: 

• reading quickly to get a general understanding of the main points (skimming) 

• reading to find specific information (scanning) 

• inferring the meaning of unknown words and phrases using contextual clues 

• reading in order to jorm an opinion 

• identifying different types of text or text organisation. 

Because we are aiming to practise and develop reading skills, it is very important that students are 
given the opportunity to read the text silently, and to work through the various comprehension 
activities before focusing more intensively on the vocabulary and grammar of the text. 

Here is a possible four stage plan for a lesson using a reading text: 

I. Before the students begin reading, use the pre-reading activities to arouse their interest and focus 
their attention. You may also need to pre-teach some key vocabulary. WordWise always provides 
the students with a purpose for reading in the form of a task to be carried out while reading, so 
make sure this is understood. 

2. The students should read the text fairly quickly in order t6 complete the while-reading task. At 
this point the reading shoud be silent and without the help of a dictionary This will help students 
develop their skills of inference and become less dependent on the dictionary. Try to help them 
realise that they do not need an exact understanding of every word in order to comprehend the 
text. 

3. After this first fairly quick reading, students should re-read the text more carefully (but still 
without a dictionary) and then tackle the various comprehension questions and activities. We 
strongly recommend allowing students to work together on any tasks which they find difficult. 

4. When students have worked through the comprehension exercises they should have a good 
understanding of the text as a whole. Now they can study it more intensively at the level of 
individual words and phrases. The exercises in the "Working with Words" section will help them 
do this . 

In using this approach students should not 'over-prepare' the text at home before dealing with it in 
class. If they have looked up every word and answered every question before the lesson, the activities 
which have been designed to develop their SKills of prediction and inference will be less interesting 
and effective. More importantly, such pre-Iearning will prevent your students from gaining the vital 
skills of inferring meaning from contextual clues. They need these skills to become fluent readers. 

Above all, students should not be expected to und'ehtand everything at the first reading. They need 
to develop the confidence to tackle the text unseen flIld without a dictionary, and not be afraid of 
making mistakes. 
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WRITING ACTIVITIES 

In WordWise, students are given models of many different types of written English. They are 
encouraged to think carefully about questions of structure, content and style and then asked to 
produce their own writing. Here are some suggestions on how to approach the writing tasks: 

• Before each writing task, students should be reminded of the writing process outlined in unit 2. 

• Always allow sufficient time for introducing and discussing the topic before planning and drafting 

begin. 

• Make sure students are clear about the purpose of their writing, and know what audience it is 

intended for. 

• Try to make as much use as possible of pair and group work at the discussion, planning, improving 

and editing stages. 

• Remember that the more time students spend on planning, improving and editing drafts, the easier 
it will be to mark the final versions. 

• Although you may wish to give a final grade, always aim to give positive comment and suggestions 
for improvement as well- these are vital if students' work is to improve. 

We hope these few suggestions will help you make the most of WordWise. However, we also hope 
that you will be flexible in your use of the book. If your students need further practice in a specific 
skill or language point, bring in supplementary material. If they enjoy certain activities such as 
translation exercises or word puzzles, give them more to do at home or ask them to devise some of 
their own. 

Use your own judgement and experience to decide how long to spend on a particular activity, and 
how much can be completed in class time or at home. If you feel .that your students should be 
formally tested trom time to time, remember to test their language skills as well as their knowledge 
of the vocabulary and structures taught in WordWise. In order to do this, you will need to use new 
unseen reading texts and writing tasks. For oral assessment, try to make the tasks as realistic and 
communicative 0lS possible, with students exchanging information and opinions in pairs or groups. 

~ 

For the advice in\ this section we have drawn heavily on an excellent book of methodology for 
teachers of English: 

Practical Techniqun jar Language Teaching by Michael Lewis & Jimmie Hill. Revised edition 
1992. Published by Language Teaching Publications, Hove, England. 

This is a highly readable and practical book whose authors have great experience both as teachers 
and teacher-trainers. We ~trongly recommend it for teachers who would like to explore further the 
prinCiples and above all th,~ practical techniques which are embodied in WordWise. 
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